
General Comments on Improved Technical Specifications Section 3.4

ITEN f .- DOCS'., CTS/STS Oescription of Issue
or-.:,'., 'LCO -:..-;: .

. VFN"- -- ..:..'-- -'-
Oate 'ate.:.-.. '.' ".-CONTENTS,
Opened ',. Closed'..;.";-"-

-;-.."'-'.'.4.G-1

LAI CTS
3.6.H

CTS 3.6.H(4.6.H requires operability
and inspection of snubbers. ITS does
not contain requirements for snubbers.
The discus~ion identifies this as a
less restrictive change, stating the
requirements are relocated to Inservice
Inspection (ISI) Program documents.
This chan e is a relocation.

3.4.G-2 R1 CTS
3.6.B

CTS 3.6.8/4.6.8 contains requirements
for maintaining coolant chemistry. ITS
3.4 does not contain requirements for
maintaining coolant chemistry. The
discussion states these requirements
are relocated to plant documents. The
justification does not give the
s ecific documents.

3.4.G-3 RI .CTS
3.6.G

CTS 3.6.G/4.6.G contains requirements
for maintaining structural integrity.
ITS 3.4 does not contain requirements
for maintaining structural integrity.
The discussion states these
requirements are relocated to plant
documents. The justification does not

ive the s ecific documents.



BFN ITS 3.4.1 RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

ITN 0 .. 00CN."..':CTS/STS.':= . Description of. Issue .

'r':":".

LCO,';-.-;-. >.-'..

JFPg ":

Date -'-;"..... Date",;.- . -',.;-,;:..'--:='COSENTS "...
pened::.-" Cl osed

3.4.1-1 H2 ITS 3.4.1 ITS 3.4.1 requires matched flows for
the two recirculation loops in
operation. CTS 3.6.F.1
"Recirculation Pump Operation" does
not require matched flow; however,
CTS surveillance requirement
4.6.E.l.a "Jet Pumps" provides
requirements for determining jet pump
operability by verifying
recirculation loop flows are within
15K of each other. The discussion of
change provides )ustification for why
the limits are comparable but does
not specifically address the addition
of the requirement of matched flows
for recirculation loo o eration.

The equivalence of
verifying overall
recirculation flow,
recirculation loop
flow, and jet pump
flow is not adequately.
explained.

3.4.1-2 None ITS 3.4.1 Actions B.l and 8.2 are discussed
Bases under a section labled "8.1" and B.2

is discussed as B.l.





~ ~BFN ITS 3.4.1 RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

lTEH 0 '-" DOCS:.", CTS/STS':;„-'Description, of Issue
:.'..;,:-:..:... or..5;": .LCO'„-;-.~'>„:,'-;~;= -; .

Date,, -',;;,.

Opened." ~.

~ C'»'x .

Date:.';".,'.
Closed»::,

3.4.1-3 H2 ITS SR
3.4.1.1

CTS surveillance requirement
4.6.E.l.a "Jet Pumps" provides
requirements for determining jet pump
operability by verifying
recirculation loop flows are within
15K of each other. CTS Bases 3.6.E
specifies that this comparison is
made between the two recirculation
loops.'TS SR 3.4.1.1 requires
verification that recfrculation loop
jet pump flow mismatch is within a
specified percentage of rated core
flow, specifically requiring the use
of loop jet pump flow. The
justification of change considers
these two requirements comparable
however, the CTS verification

is..'ased

on loop flows and the ITS
verification is based on core flow.

See coaeent fl above.
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ITN f."'-; 'lXKf',.-','CTS/STS,. Description of Issue,:,'.-'....;:..''.:,. ~ ..

:5 '' ~ ~

p P

Date .,-. Date-"-::;,';:;.'"-.'<.-'.-~"..~~.':.;CONENTS.;..",-::-;.';

Opened ''losed'-

3.4.1-4 AI CTS
3.5.M.2

and

JFD
P7

CTS 3.5.H.2 requires initiating a
manual scram if Region I of Figure
3.5.N-l is entered. ITS 3.4.1,
Required Action A.1 requires placing
the mode switch in shutdown if Region
I of Figure 3.4.1-1 is entered.
Although this action will also result
in a scram this will be an automatic
'scram since moving the mode switch
'out of run will reset the Average
Power Range Nonitor (APRH) scram
setpoint to 15K and being in Region
I, power will be greater than 15%.
The discussion does not justification
for this chan e.
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II

ITEH f '
DOCS . CTS/STS.-'.-".'Description'f Issue -. .: :.-'..-'. '-,.-.. Date ":.";;-. Date',='-.=
or ","'CO.-:..'.:;. -.'. -" '' .'..:.. ' " '."-'-.;-" Opened '-: Closed;
JFDE;

'..",y','„:,,CNHENT$'...:...:
*

3.4.1-5 A1 CTS
and 3.5.H.3

JFD
Pl

CTS 3.5.H.3 requires initiating a
manual scram if Region II of Figure
3.5.H-1 is entered and thermal-
hydraulic instability is observed.
ITS 3.4.1, Required Action B.I
requires placing the mode switch in
shutdown if Region II of Figure
3.4.1-1 is entered and thermal-

-hydraulic instability is discovered.
Although the ITS required action will
also result in a scram, this will be

'an automatic scram since moving the
mode switch out of Run will reset the
APRH scram setpoint to 15X and to be
in Region II power will be greater
than 15%. The discussion does not
provide justification for this
chan e. I

3.4.1-6 L2. CTS
3.5.H.3.a

CTS 3.5.H.3.a requires exiting Region
II of Figure 3.5.M-1 within 2 hours.
CTS does not provide requirements if
this action is not met, therefore CTS
1.0.C.l requires the plant be placed
in Hot Standby within 6 hours. ITS
3.4. I Required Action D.l requires
the plant be in Hode 3 within 12
hours if Region II,is not exited
within 2 hours. Although correctly
identified as a less .restrictive
change, the discussion does not
provide justification for this
chan e.
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ITEH 0''.: DOCS;
'or- '."g'-

= JFOf-.'"-

CTS(STS;::„~ Oescript)on of..Issue
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"Closed'' ';g.p'..=,'-„':,, ..-"...,.:,;,:".,'"'.-:.":"-..

3.4.1-7 Hl CTS
3.6.F.3

CTS 3.6.F.3 allows REACTOR PNER
OPERATION (>IX power) with both
recirculation pumps out-of-service
for up to 12 hours when the reactor,
is not in the RUN mode. In addition,
CTS,3.6.F.3 limits the total elapse
time in natural circulation and one
pump operation to 24 hours. ITS
3.4.1, Required Action 0.1 requires
the reactor be in Node 3 within 12
hours if no recirculation loops are
in operation while in Hode 2. In
addition, the combined Required
Actions of C.l and D.l would allow
one pump operation and natural
circulation for up to 24 hours. How
the ITS is more restrictive is
unclear.-

3.4.1-8 Al CTS
3.6.F.4

CTS 3.6.F.4. requires a manual scramif both recirculation pumps trip
while-in the RUN mode. ITS 3.4.1,
Required Action E.l requires placing
the mode switch in shutdown if no
recirculation loops are in operation
in %DE 1. No discussion or
justification is provided for this
chan e.
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ITN ¹ -'- .DOC¹.'

" '"=':"
JFO¹"'.4.]-9

Aj

CTS/STS'.,-'.'' Oescription of Issue — -...„ '. .. — Oate .'.'ate, - -. .~:-.;;..'.,'-..-,CONENTS,. "
.LCO:,';-'::;e '....;.*..: ',--.-.,'....'. '"

Opened. -'losed

CTS CTS 4.6.E.1.a requires verification
4.6.E.l.a that recirculation loops have a flow

imbalance within a specified range
when the pumps are operating at the
same speed. ITS SR 3.4.1.1 requires
verification that the recirculation
loop jet pump flow mismatch is within
a specified range; however, does not
require that the recirculation pumps
are operating at the same speed. No
discussion or justification is

rovided for this chan e.

3.4.1-10 H2 CTS
4.6.F.I

CTS 4.6.F.1 requires checking
recirculation pump speed. ITS SR
3.4.1.1 requir es verifying
recirculation loop jet flow mismatch
but does not require checking pump
speed. No discussion or
justification is provided for this
chan e.
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BFN ITS 3.4.1 RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

.ITCH.N, „: OOCN -;; -CTS/STS.".-'„'; Description. of
.: „'":- . or'-;"-";LCO,'="-;;:",;..':-.:

':.":.-: - '':-''JFDf"
Issue:;.'-;... '.'- -, ...;

'. Date '.;.-":. Date."-'.::;,. '.:~;:.',";.'::;:.';CONENTS.,.-,".'.-
Opened ':;. Closed '.::,;",.~,„"-',:;:-:--:,:- ":-.-.

3.4.1-11 Al
and
A3

CTS CTS 4.6.E.l.a and 4.6.F.I require
4.6.E.1.a verification of recirculation loop
and flow daily. CTS Table 1.1 defines
4.6.F.l daily as at least once per calendar

day (midnight to midnight). ITS SR
3.4.1.1 requires verification of
recirculation loop flow with a
frequency of 24 hours. Applying ITS
SR 3.0.2 would allow this
surveillance performed up to 30
hours. This change is less
restrictive.
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ITEH f . DtKf,;; CTS/STS„.;";--. Description of Issue.:.
or...' - LCO':..:,".'.".'-:=::.-.-,":;

JFDf:.

Date,.-,-".., '.- .Date ""'.",'.".."~,"-".'-."CONENTS;-
Opened'. Closed.'. "..''.;,'„-;.,'-';=," .,

3.4.1-12 LA2 CTS
4.6.F.3

3.4.1-13 LAI CTS
3.6.F.2

CTS 4.6.F.3 requires checking loop
discharge and dome saturation
temperatures before starting

either'ecirculation

pump during power
operation. The justification
specifies that this requirement moved
to plant procedures. 1) ITS 3.4.)
does not.provide requirements for
starting recirculation pumps but the
discussion does not explain why the
restrictions are not necessary. 2)
the CTS markup for ITS 3.4.9 uses CTS
4.6.F.3 as the CTS reference for the
ITS change and retains the words
;during REACTOR POMER OPERATION"
which would be inconsistent with the
applicablity of ITS 3.9.4. (though...
those words are not contain in the
final ITS SR). 3) The procedure into
which the requirement is relocated is
not s ecified.
CTS 3.6.F,.2 requires the discharge
valve of the low speed pump be shut
when shifting from one to two loop
operation. ITS 3.4.1 does not
contain this requirement. The
justification states this requirement
moved to plant procedures but does
not provide details of which

rocedure.



BFN ITS 3.4.1 RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

ITEH 0-:;:- OCCAM ~".:CTS/STSR;:;
or ...':;;. ',LCQ'„;-';~a;,'='escription of;, Isiue Date ...-...':Date.'-.'..".':,

Opened"". Close'd;

3.4.1-1$ None All Bases The Reference Listings refer to the
Reference TS Policy Statement. However, the
Listings criteria are now incorporated into 10

CFR 50.36 c 2 ii

This coaeents applies
to all LCOs in all
sections with
Reference Listin s

3.4. I-I5 LA3 CTS
3.5.H.3

CTS 3.5.H.3.a provides methods to
exit Region II of Figure 3.5.H-l.
CTS 3.5.H.3.b describes evidence of
thermal hydraulic instability. ITS
3.4.1 does not contain this
information. The justification
states this requirement moved to
plant procedures but does not provide
details of which rocedure.
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BFN ITS 3.4.2 JET PUMPS

'lTN.,f:.-'OCS. -@. '.'CTS/STS -

,'"'r.;-"',LCO'..';:,':;;..'"

Description of Issue:-: -,-;-:.
~ C

~ 4 C/

Dat:, - -Date".,','.-:„=.: '"„-.:.'>„:..':-CONENTS'-'.".:"-.;
:-.';Opened;"- .Closed'" '-~j~"~~<",'~»-': l:: .:. '

3.4.2-1 LI CTS
3.6.E.1

CTS 3.6.E.I requires initiation of an
orderly shutdown if two or more jet
pump flow instrument failures occur.
ITS 3.4.2 does not specifically
require a shutdown based on
instrument failures but uses among
other instruments the jet pump flow
instruments to met the surveillance
requirement in determining jet pump
operability. CTS 3.6.E.1 requires
shutdown based on two instrument
failures. ITS SR 3.4.2.1 allows one
of three methods to determine jet
pump operability. The discussion
provided Ll does not provide
information on why the CTS focused on
the failure of instrumentation..





BFN ITS 3.4.2 JET PNPS

ITN f:,'. DOCS.:j., CTS/STSP, .Description. of; Issue Date -' Date ':: .-,.„.:j:,~~4;,CONENTS.;::..'.';:;,.;.:,
Opened". Closed'; ":.„'jP:::-,$'"-~;;:.~::-... '.';;;,.:;;:::—.,

3.4.2-2 LI CTS
3.6.E. I

CTS 3.6.E.1 requires initiation of an
orderly shutdown if two or more jet
pump flow instrument failures occur.
ITS 3.4.2 does not specifically
require a shutdown based on
instrument failures but uses among
other instruments the jet pump flow

'nstrumentsto meet the surveillance
requirement in determining jet pump
operability. The discussion
identifies that the ITS 3.4.2 allows
a maximum increase of 6 hours to be
in NODE 3. This determination does
not take into account the potential
time differences that are created by
the NOTES that accompany the ITS SR
which are not in the CTS.

3'.4.2-3 A3 CTS
4.6.E.l.c

L

CTS 4.6.E.l.c compares the diffuser
to lower plenum differential pressure
reading on an individual jet pump to
the mean'of all jet pump differential
pressures. ITS SR 3.4.2.l.c compares
each jet pump diffuser to lower
plenum 'differential pressure to an
established pattern. The discussion
identifies this an administrative
change since it is in accordance with
industry guidance and consistent with
the ITS, but does not-provide any
justification. Mhy do SIL-330

and'UREG/CR-3052 say the ITS method is
better.





BFN ITS 3.4.2 JET PNPS

ITEN O', .DOCS
''

CTS/STS."...
or:.''<~ LCO'„:::;..'".;.::
JFDf'-'..'-. ' '~:=;-',~k'i'-

3.4.2-4 A2 CTS
and 4.6.K.l
A5 and

4.6.E.2

Description of Issue "

P

CTS 4.6.E.1 and $ .6.E.2 require jet
pump operability checks performed
daily. CTS Table 1.1 defines daily =

as at least once per calendar day
(midnight to midnight). ITS SR
3.4.2. 1 requires jet pump operability
checks performed with a frequency of
24 hours. Applying ITS SR 3.0.2
would allow this surveillance
performed up to 30 hours. This
chan e is less restrictive.

„~ ',, C,i.
Date Date.;"-,'.", -.,'-.<,-',: '.-'.„",.'CNHENTS;...,;::.;;..'-
Opened Closed" ''j;:@~'",.k.>-.':.

' ':~:.'-'.-"..-'.

3.4.2-5 A4 CTS
4.6.E.2

CTS Surveillance 4.6.E.2 requires
verifying jet pump differential
pressure during single loop operation
to determine jet pump operability.
ITS 3.4.2, SR 3.4.2.1 requires
verification of jet pump OPERABILITY
(which includes differential
pressure) for each operating loop.
The justification is that ITS 3.4.1
assures this surveillance
requirement, however ITS. 3.4.1

allows'ingle

loop operation but does not
address jet pump operability. Said
another way, if the operator can
choose one of three methods in SR
3.4.2.1 then the requirements of CTS
4.6.E.2 are not always accomplished,
so how is this an administrative
chan e?





BFN ITS 3.4.2 JET PNPS

ITEH 0',~ NCf,.-
.,CTS/STS;i'r;..;,:

.LCO.::; "',;.-"."':- -; .:-JFOf '::..:.'. — ..-'~:.':~'..;

Oescription of Issue...:
C,

Oate Oate;";:"..:.~ "~""-.~":".-,'COHHENTS-:-",'-.,
Opened 'Closed:;;.-y~~',~~;..:..-:"; .'-'..:.;

3.4.2-6 N2 CTS
4.6.E.l.a
and
CTS
4.6.E.l.b
and
ITS SR
3.4.2.I.a
and
ITS SR
3.4.2.1. c

CTS Surveillance 4.6.E.I.a allows jet
pump operability be verified by
demonstrating that the two
recirculation loops have a flow
imbalance of g 15K when the pumps are
operated at the same speed. CTS
Surveillance 4.6.E.I.b identifies
that if indicated core flow rate
varies from that derived from loop
flow measurements by more than IOX,
jet pump operability is suspect. ITS
SR 3.4.2.l.a requires recirculation
pump flow to speed ratio be ~ 5X from
established patterns and jet pump
loop flow to recirculation pump speed
ratio be g 5X from established
patterns to determine jet pump
operability. ITS SR 3.4.2.I.c .

requires each jet* pump, flow differ by
g 1(5 from established patterns to
determine jet pump operability. The
justification indicates this a more
restrictive change because of adding
two surveillances. However, the two
ITS Surveillance Requirements replace
two CTS surveillances. There is no
justification to show why the ITS
surveillances are more restrictive
than the CTS surveillances.



BFN ITS 3.4.3 SAFETY/RELIEF VALVES (S/RVs)

ITN .0;.'.'OCS:; CTS/STS Description of .Issue .*" "'or - LCO
JFDf '':

Date - ..- 'Gate-.'~..;,'s;;:"",„"„"-,,COSENTS';:.-.',"::.:-;: -.

Opened '. Closid:.-'-.~. "..:~'.,'.:",. -:

3.4.3-1 Hl

3.4.3-2 L2

CTS
3.6.D. I

CTS
3.6.D.I

CTS 3.6.D.) requires the
reactor'epressurizedto less than 105 psig

within 24 hours with less than the
required number of relief valves
operable. ITS 3.4.3, Required Actions
A.l and A.2 require to be in HODE 3
within )2 'hours and HOOE 4 within 36
hours with less than the required
number of relief valves operable. The
DOC incorrectly specifies that CTS
3.6.D.) requires being in NODE 4 within
24 hours. ~ Being less than 105 psig
(approximately 332 'F) is not
equivalent to being in NODE 4 (< 212
~

F

CTS 3.6.D.1 requires the reactor
depressurized to less than 105 psig
within 24 hours when les's than the
required number of relief valves are
operable. ITS 3.4.3 Required Actions
A.l and A.2 require, with less than the
required number of relief valves
operable, to be in NODE 3 within 12
hours and HODE 4 within 36 hours. The
discussion incorrectly specifies that
CTS 3.6.D.1 requires being in NODE 4
within 24 hours. Being less than 105
psig (approximatley 332 'F) is not
equivalent to being in HODE 4 (< 212

F .

L2 incorrectly states
Node 4 is the reactor
depressurized to less
than 105 psig.



BFN ITS 3.4.3 SAFETY/RELIEF VALVES (S/RVs)

ITN N '. DOC¹'..CTS/STS:~ .Description of Issue
or:.:-.'. LCO"
JFDf

3.4.3-3 None ITS LCO The LCO requires 12 Operable S/RVs. SR
3.4.3 3.4.3.1 lists the settings for 13

"re uired" S RVs.

rl: ''s, ~

'ate

''," Date~='. -,='.: ':";, ."CONENTS ..:.:.,-'; ..
Opened:, Closed:-:

3.4.3-4 A3 ITS SR
3.4.3.2

ITS SR 3.4.3.2 adds a note stating S/RV
testing is not required to be performed
until 12 hours after reactor steam
pressure and flow are adequate to
perform the test. CTS 3.6.D does not
specifically allow time to achieve test
conditions. The note was add to
clarify how long it was appropriate to
wait before performing the test. Is
that time a ro riate at Browns Ferr 'F



SFH ITS 3.4.3 SAFETY/RELIEF VALVES (S/RVs)

ITEN f.:: . -:,'- DOCS ';-': CTS/STS::" '-~-".-'.. or'.-'..',„: LCO;-:
-

JFDf'.'"-''escription of Issue.
2

Date .'-'.: 'Date'....'",'.- ~;-,~,:.„';„''„'<:.C$%IENTS':;::-:;::-';;;

3.4.3-5 Ll

and

JFO
P34

3.4.3-6 LA2

1TS SR STS SR 3.4.3.1 requires verification of
3.4.3.1 the safety function lift setpoint of

the S/RVs, providing the tolerance
range for each S(RV setpoint. ITS
3.4.3.1 requires verification that the
safety function lift settings of the
S/RVs are within 3X of the setpoint and
does not provide the tolerance range
for each S/RV setpoint. The
jus'tification states that this change
clarifies the purpose of the
verification. The discussion does not
adequately justify the change from the
STS.

CTS CTS 4.6.D.4 requires at least one S/RV
4.6.D.4 disassembled and inspected each

operating cycle. ITS 3.4.3 does not
'equiredisassembly and inspection of

S(RVs. The discussion states this
requirement moved to plant procedures.
The justification does not provide
details where the re uirement moved.

From a readability
standpoint it would
seem the STS format of
providing the bounds of
the allowable values
would be the better
approach.





BFH ITS 3.4.4 REACTOR COOLAN YSTN (RCS) OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

ITEN ¹' 'OG¹',:-'TS/STS ~ 'Oescript)on of Issue,
or. ".;. LCO..-:.;.„;:„:->.'.-

Date.: "- Date. ".:„,",,:r~~:.~CONEHTS,:::;:.-,.;
Opened".: .Closed'; -': '.-,.--- "...'::

3.4.4-1 Ll

3.4.4-2 Ll

CTS
3.6.C.l.a

CTS
3.6.C.l.a

CTS 3.6.C.l.a requires that the total
reactor coolant system leakage not,
exceed 25 gpm. 'ITS 3.4.4.c requires
RCS leakage limited to g [30] gpm
total LEAKAGE averaged over the
previous 24 hour period. Ll
explains why increasing the limit is
well within the capacity of the plant
systems to handle but fails to
discuss why with systems to designed
to handle a higher amount of leakage
25 gpm was the CTS limit and why
changing that reasoning is now
a ro riate.
CTS 3.6.C.l.a requires that the total
reactor coolant system leakage not

'xceed25 gpm. 1TS 3:4.4.c requires
RCS leakage limited to g f30) gpm
total LEAKAGE averaged over the
previous 24 hour period. ,The
justification for this less
restrictive change does not discuss
changing the limit from a specific
instantaneous leakage rate to one
that is averaged over the past 24
hours.

1





BFH ITS 3.4.4 REACTOR COOLNT SYSTEN (RCS) OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

ITEN f "
00Cf '"- CTS/STSs";i~

JFDg':

Description of, Issue,: .. '-..';;: - . Date:.-.:;.''. -Date: -';.:.'.'."'~ „",";.,".~:COWENTS ."::-:.--:;;

3.4.4-3 L4 CTS
3.6.C.3

CTS 3.6.C.3 requires the reactor
placed in Cold Shutdown within 24
hours if specified coolant leakage
limits are not met. ITS 3.4.4,
Required Actions A.l, S.l and S.2
allow 4 hours to reduce leakage
within limits. If these Required
Actions and associated Completion
Times are not met, ITS 3.4.4 Required
Action C.2 requires the reactor
placed in %DE 4 within 36 hours.
This allows a total of 40 hours to
place the reactor in cold shutdown
when exceeding leakage limits and not
36 hours as discussed in L4.

3.4.4-4 L2
and
JFD
P6

CTS
4.6.C.1

CTS 4.6.C.1 requires reactor coolant
system leakage checked at least once
per 4 hours. ITS SR 3.4.4.1 requires
checking RCS leakage 'every 12 hours.
Both the DOC and the JFD simply give
as Justification that the change is
consistent with Generic Letter 88-01

'upplement1. That is not
sufficient, some finding has to be
made about the appropriateness of the
interval based on plant design or
o eratin histor
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ITEH 0;: 'DOCS .'TS/STS'~",, Description of Issue;-.'-".'..'."'."-'.'ate," . Date~:-:i".,. ~;..:-..;- .':~.'.; C0%ENTS: ..'..'., ':- ..
Opened -'".: . Closed...::,::.'g~~;"-:";::;".'„"-<..-..„-..

' '.:-. -..", ",

3.4.4-5 A2 CTS
3.6 .C.l.c

CTS 3.6.C.l.c allows an increase in
reactor coolant leakage into the.
primary containment of > 2 gpm during
the first 24 hours in the RUN mode
following STARTUP as long as
unidentified leakage and total
leakage limits are not exceeded. ITS
3.4.4.d requires that RCS LEAKAGE be
limited to S 2 gpm increase in
unidentified LEAKAGE within the
previous 24 hour period while in NODE

l. This change is more restrictive
since CTS allowed exceeding the 2 gpm
increase limit for the first 24 hours
in the RUN NODE. ITS requires the
unidentified LEAKAGE increases
limited to 2 gpm within the previous
24 hours. These are not the same.
For example, after going to the NODE

l if unidentified leakage increases
by > 2 gpm in the first 10 hours this
limit would be exceeded, .in the CTS
the limit would not be exceeded.



0
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ITEN f" DOCS„::.; CTS/STS:..
or -:."-.- I.CO..;,-.',.
JFDf '~

3.4. 5-1 LA5 CTS
3.2. E

and
CTS
4.2.E

'Description of Issue

LA5 states that the equipment drain
monitoring system has been relocated
to the Bases of ITS 3.4.4 and other
appropriate procedures. The portions
relocated the Bases of ITS 3.4.4 are
not apparent and the other specific

rocedures are not indicated.

Date . =.,'„'ate~™„'.;";. +„-,-„';-i,.".CONHENTS
Opened .". Closiid ';:;..':>',.:,'~>„"'"-'..'

3.4.5-2 LA4 CTS
Table

JFD 4.2.E
P25

and

STS SR
3.4.6.2

CTS Table 4.2.E specifies the minimum
test and calibration frequency for
drywell leak detection
instrumentation. This table
specifically addresses the functions
of the Floor Drain Sump Flow
Integrator, the Floor Drain Sump Fill
Rate and Pumpout Rate Timers, and the
Floor Drain Logic. CTS Table 4.2.E
.requires a functional test of the
Flool Drain Logic once per operating
cycle. Note 4 states the logic test
checks the function of the flow
integrator and rate timers. The
justification states that this
requirment is relocated to appropriate
procedures but the specfic procedure
is not s ecified.
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BFN ITS 3.4.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTN LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRINENTATION

ITN f:" DOCk , CTS/STS',; 'Description of Issue'.-'.".. ---'.; -.:.:.=.-: Date"
Opened,'-.:,

Date~;-.';
Closed

';„'.4.5-3

NS CTS
Table
4.2.E

CTS Table 4.2.E requires an instrument
check of the air sampling system
performed once per day. ITS SR
3.4.5.1 requires performance of a
CHANNEL CHECK of the primary
containment atmospheric monitoring
system every 12 hours. The only
justification is that it is consistent
with the GL and the NUREG. That is
insufficient, have to state what in
specific plant design or operation
makes that alri ht.

3.4.5-4 LA1 CTS
Table
4.2.E
NOTE 2
I

CTS Table 3.2. E, NOTE 2 allows an
alternate system to determine leakage
flow using a manual system by
monitoring the timing of the pump
starts. ITS 3.4.5.a requires the
drywell floor drain sump monitoring
system be OPERABLE. The justification
states the description of the
alternate method moved to the BASES or
procedures. The justification does
not give the specific procedure and
the Bases does not cover the level of
detail iven in the NOTE.
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BFN ITS 3.4.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRNENTATION

ITEM.,f '.." DOCS'-:.;. CTS/STS,', -. Descr iption of. Issue --:,,'... -:::,":.'.:,~".:-'

'FDf-"" "''"":~-""
Date

.-..".'~,-'pened.'."',;

Date,';:-.',"'-',

Closed;."'-;
';eg„8~"CONENTS..'':.'<;",.'.~-.

3.4.5-5 LA1 CTS
and Table
JFD 4.2.E
P33 NOTE 2

3.4.5-6 LA2 CTS
Table
3.2.E

CTS Tabl'e 3.2.E, NOTE 2 allows an
alternate system to determine leakage .

flow using a manual system by
monitoring the timing of the pump
starts. The reference to Regulatory
Guide 1.45 as describing acceptable
methods for selecting leakage
detection systems was deleted from ITS
Bases 3.4.5, Background.
Justification for this deletion is
that the plant is not comaitted to
meeting the sensitivity requirements
of the Regulatory Guide therefore,
reference to it is removed. However,
ITS Bases 3.4.4 and SR 3.4.4.1
reference Regulatory Guide 1.45 as
providing guidelines used to quantify
LEAKAGE.

CTS Table 3.2.E provides setpoints for
the Floor Drain Sump Fill Timer,

Floor'rain

Sump Pump Out Rate Timer, and
Dryxell Air Sampling System. ITS
3.4.5 does not provide the setpoints
for the'RCS leakage detection
instrumentation. The justification
states the setpoints moved to
procedures. The justification does
not ive the s ecific rocedure.

The extent to which
the plant is comaitted
to the Reg Guide and
the portion of the
FSAR or other
licensing basis.
document that
discusses the Reg
Guide cotllittments
should be referenced.
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BFN ITS 3.4.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRNENTATION

ITEH DOCf,'
or,.H.'
JFDS",.'.-

'CTS/STS
.LCO

A

Description'of. Issue ':.'p
Date
Opened

. Date -':"-.)..

Closed;;
; v ".:~."'.:CONENTS ',.':::.;,

3.4.5-7 LA3 CTS
Table
3.2.E
Note 3

CTS Table 3.2.E, Note 3 specifies
actions to take upon receipt of a
Drywell Air Sampling System alarm.
ITS 3.4.5 does not specify actions in
response to containment atmospheric
monitoring system alarms. The
justification states the actions moved
to procedures. The justification does
not ive the s ecific rocedure.

3.4.5-8 LA4 CTS
Table
4.2.E

and

ITS SR
3.4.5.3

CTS Table 4.2.E specifies the minimum ,

test and calibration frequency for
drywell leak detection
instrumentation. This table
specifically addresses the functions
of the Floor Drain Sump Flow
Integrator, the Floor Drain Sump Fill
Rate and Pumpout Rate Timers, and the
Floor Drain Logic. CTS Table 4.2.E
requires calibration of the Floor
Drain Sump Fill Rate and Pumpout Rate
Timers once per operating cycle. ITS
SR 3.4.5.3 requires a CHANNEL

CALIBRATION of the required drywell
sump monitoring system instrumentation
every 184 days. The justification
states the specifics of the
calibrations moved to procedures. The
justification does not give the
s ecific rocedure.
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BFN ITS 3.4.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEN LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRNENTATION

ITEN. 0 '... DOCN-.:™-. CTS/STS 'escription of. Issue.:
'I

.: -': - Jruf".-. =..: ':"'.'. =:: ..'.:.'..'::- .- F

3.4.5-9 L3 CTS
Table
3.2.E

CTS Table 3.2.E defines the air
sampling system as consisting of gas
and particulate monitoring channels
(i.e., OPERABILITY of both channels
required for the air sampling system
to be OPERABLE). ITS 3.4.5.b requires
either one channel of the gas or one
channel of. the particulate monitoring
system to be OPERABLE. The
justification provided is inadequate
for changing the OPERABILITY
requirement from both channels to one
channel. Specifically, the
justification does not explain the
basis for the existing requirement and
does not discuss whether the
reliability of the equipment warrants
the change or whether 'there is any
other required means of obtaining
similar. information.

3.4.5-10 LA2 CTS
Table
3.2.E

CTS Table 3.2.E provides setpoints for
the Floor Drain Sump Fill Timer, Floor
Drain Sump Pump Out Rate Timer, and
Drywell Air Sampling System. ITS

~ 3.4.5 does not provide the setpoints
for the RCS leakage detection
instrumentation. LA2 indicates that
the setpoints have been relocated but
does not s ecif where.
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ITBI f,:„;-:....DOCS,.„=. CTS/STS ;. Description of

.Issue'FDf'.4.5-11

P25 ITS The Completion Time is change to 24
3.4.5 hours to be consistent with GL &4-11.
Action A Mhat in the GL makes this time

a ro riate for Browns Ferr 2

Date ... Date".',..',;..-:CQNENTS... -.',, =

Opened -=" 'Closed;;

3.4.5-12 A2 CTS
3.6.C.3

CTS 3.6.C.3 requires initiation of
shutdown and be in COLD SHUTDOMN

within 24 hours if CTS 3.6.C.2 is not
met (which allows either the sump or
air sampling system to be inoperable
for a given period but not both) ITS
3.4.5, Required Action D.l requires
entering ITS 3.0.3 if all required
leakage detection systems are

,inoperable. ITS 3.0.3 requires the
plant be in HODE 4 (Cold Shutdown)
within 37 hours. This is a less
restrictive chan e.





BFH ITS 3.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTN SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

ITBI f,;;-.'OCS..: CTS/STS', Description
or ':.'. LCO:..;.."."„-'-".-';-..'f

Issue-
n

Date .=.":. '.: Date-.<j:; ': ~ -;;;COWENTS"- .-.

3.4.6-1 HI CTS CTS 3.6.8.6 imposes limits on
reactor'..6.8.6coolant activity whenever the reactor

is critical. ITS 3.4.6, Applicability
imposes limits on reactor coolant
activity in NODE 1 and NODES 2 and 3
with any steam line not isolated.
Overall, the ITS 3.4.6 may be NNre
restrictive than the CTS. However, if
the reactor is critical with the steam
lines isolated the ITS does not require
compliance. The discussion does not
adequately justiFy this less
restrictive portion of the change which
unlike the CTS allows the reactor to be
critical with the main steam lines
isolated while not requiring the LCO to
be met.





BFH ITS 3.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

ITBI 0 ".-. OOCf,'TS/STS„ Description of Issue
or:.:,: LCO'.;.-.-'.
JFDf'-

Date:- '.-.: Date'-'..".. - .j=~".-'-;CONENTS
'pened':";,- Closed'..:"',:;:,

3.4.6-2 LI CTS
3.6 .B.6

CTS 3.6.B.6 allows exceeding the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) specific
activity limit following a power
transient and limits the time the
reactor can be operated, when the RCS

specific activity limit is exceeded, to
less than 5X of its yearly power
operation. ITS 3.4.6, Required Action
A.2 allows 48 hours to restore coolant
specific activity to within limits if
exceeded provided that the specific
activity does not exceed 26 pCi/gm.
CTS 3.6.B.6 only allows exceeding the
limit following a power transient. .ITS
does not put a stipulation on when the
limit can be exceeded. GL 85-19 may
adequately justify removal of the
yearly cuaeulative limit but the
removal of the "following a power
transient" is inadequately supported.
Mhen except after a power transient
should it be acceptable to have
activity levels some 16 times the
nominal equilibrium value and
approaching 4.5 times the nominal
maximum activity limitT ithile those
numbers may be justified from an
offsite dose perspective, with regard
to indication of fuel performance (all
BNRs using basically the same fuel) why
should such activity values be allowed
exce t after transients?
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BFN ITS 3.4.6 REACTOR COOLNT SYSTEH SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

ITN f'~=
~ ~ <

DOCf.'.:~~

or:.:::."-,''

JFOf -.';

CTS/STS,;:
';LE::" .@..-

~. ) >(bNc i,x

Description,-of Issue
V

Opened ' 'Closed

3.4.6-4 A3 CTS
3.6. 8.6

CTS 3.6.8.6 requires if an any time
Dose Equivalent I-131 exceeds 26
pCi/gm, the reactor must be shut down
and all main steam lines isolated
iamedi ately. If DOSE EqUIVALENT I-131
exceeds 26 IJCi/gm, ITS 3.4.6, Required
Action 8.2.1 requires shutting all main
steam lines or Required Action 8.2.2.2
requires to be in NODE 4 in 36 hours.
This change provides the option of
either shutting all main steam lines or
being in NODE 4 in 36 hours. This
change is less restrictive since it
does not require shutting all main
steam lines. Further, where, as stated
in A3, does CTS 3.6.8.6 state that if
equilibrium activity cannot be restored
in 48 hours shut the steam lines7

3.4.6-5 L2 CTS
3.6.B.6

I

CTS 3.6.8.6 requires the reactor be
shut down and the steam line isolation
valves closed iamediately if the iodine
concentration exceeds 26 pCi/gm. ITS
3.4.6, ACTION 8 allows 12 hours to
close the isolation valves or to be in
Node 3. This change extends the
completion time of the actions from
immediately to 12 hours. L2 states
that 12 hours is a "reasonable" time
however, that does. not 'explain the
basis for "iamediately" and in turn whyit ts reasonble to go from that to 12
hours.
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BFN ITS 3.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTN SPECIFIC ACTIVI7f

ITEN N ..: DOCS". CTS/STS; . Description of Issue
or':;-.='LCO,.:~-;-'„': ~~,. -"..;
JFDf.',',s~.";;:„:~

Date. ', Date .'.."..-"-,....„<(..CONENTS-;.;,. =

Opened .. 'losed.:
"'-''':„">.~".'-,'..'.4.6-6

LAI CTS
4.6.8.5
and
CTS
4.6.8.6

CTS 4.6.8.6 requires additional coolant
samples taken at 4 hour intervals
whenever reactor activity exceeds one
percent of the concentration limits in
CTS 3.6.B.6 and one other condition is
met such as during STARTUP CONDITIONS
or following significant power changes.
In addition, CTS 4.6.8.6 requires 3
consecutive samples taken in all cases.
ITS 3.4.6 ACTIONS A and B require
determining DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 every
4 hours if coolant specific activity
exceeds the limits specified in
Condition A or B. This change deletes
current surveillance requirements of
sampling at lower limits, during
STARTUP CONDITIONS, and significant
power changes. The discussion fails to
address why deletion of. such
requirements is appropirate given that,
for example, during the initial startup
from a refueling outage would be the
most likely time to detect any fuel
abnormalities.
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BFN ITS 3.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

ITEM f,-"'-'i DOCS.,;; -.CTS/STS.'e'scription'f',Issue'-'ate";;:..:-
Opened.: ~,"::

,'L C,,'( A i)

3.4.6-j M2

3.4.6-8 M3

CTS CTS 4.6.8.5 requires sampling reactor
4.6.B.5'oolant to determine specific activity

during equilibrium power operation.
ITS SR 3.4.6.1, contains a note that
requires verification of specific
activity only in MODE 1. The
discussion fails to discuss the less
restrictive aspect of the change which
is that the. sampling is now only
required when power level is greater
than five ercent RTP.

CTS CTS 4.6.B.5 requires sampling reactor
4.6.8.5 coolant to determine specific activity

monthly. ITS SR 3.4.6.1 requires
verification of reactor coolant
specific activity every 7 days. The
only justification is consistency with
the NUREG and that is inade uate.

The Bases Nay contain
the needed discussion.

The Bases may contain .

the needed discussion.
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BFN ITS 3.4.1 RESIDUAL HEAT REHOVAl. (RHR) SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTN - HOT SHUTDOMll

ITEH N DOCN."„.'TS/STS': Description'f Issue
or -=''-.LCO.;,„,'".
JFDg.

Date, Date::"
Opened .:, Closed':.-:

'~~",. g~'q".-:".:COWENTS

3.4.7-l Nl STS
3.4.8

ITS 3.4.7 adds requirements that two
RHR Shutdown Cooling subsystems be
OPERABLE in NODE 3 with reactor steam
dome pressure less than the RHR low
pressure permissive pressure.
Appropriate ACTIONS and a Surveillance
Requirement are also added.. CTS does
not contain requirements addressing RHR
Shutdown Cooling. The discussion does
not provide justification for addition
of these re uirements.

The Bases may provide
the discussion that is
needed.



BFH ITS 3.4.8 RESIDUAL HEAT REHOVAL (RHR) SHUTDOMN COOLING SYSTN - COLD SHUTDOWN

ITEH.N .. DOCN:- 'CTS/STS Desci iption'f Issue
.:...::.,: or.,',."-., Lca';,,::,: „". '--;;-,,:.:;-'..'.::.:..

JFDk;-": .:-::~:::;.".

Date:,: Date-,.";.':„>-"..:,"...-„.'-..',,C0%ENTS.':,":,;-.'-::

3.4.8-1 HI STS
3.4.9

ITS 3.4.8 adds requirements that two
RHR Shutdown Cooling subsystems be
OPERABLE in RODE 4. Appropriate
ACTIONS and a Surveillance Requirement
are also added. CTS does not contain
requirements addressing RHR Shutdown
Cooling. The discussion does not
provide justification for addition of
these re uirements.

The Bases may provide
the discussion that is
needed.





BFN ITS 3.4.9 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH PRESSURE ND TEHPERATURE (P/T) LIHITS

ITN: N.-:;.. DOCS,.';. -CTS/STS: Description.'of Issue.
. -- or.:;:.<~ I.CO:...,.='':,'.-::.~=,,;-;: ..

JFOf"-'~ " i'-"..-~ .'~ '"."-':":.'"=.:-'- "":".

'':,:..':~';.:..:-.:::.'Date- .'.Date':;;".-'.;.„::;,i.-. ';CONENTS.,'.;,"
..".'pened-'- .. Clos@i:;, .;;:„";,~,':g;;~ .-'-. "'~'„:-.-'..',) „.'„".-.,

'h

3.4.9-1 P36 STS
3.4.11

P36 justifies the deletion of this TS
based, in part, on "a recent GE
evaluation." Nore discussion of that
evaluation is required including
whether the HRC has reviewed and
acce ted it.

3.4.9-2 Al CTS
Figure
3.6-1

CTS Figure 3.6-1 contains notes which
discuss each of the curves. ITS
Figure 3.4.9-1 does not contain these
notes. The deletion of these notes
is not discussed.

1
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SFN ITS 3.4.9 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH PRESSURE AND TNPERATURE (P/T) Ll}IITS

ITEN..f„":, 00Cf,'TS(STS~~
or,".,:,~

LCO:."',.'-.:.'FOf'~.

'-'-:-:: .. ':"~"'.

.>S

Description of:.issue"-;...'-..;;,''".' Date::,-'.",Date'".5;;." .',=;,«-:"'4~;-,CONENTS;:.:::.";.»":-

3.4.9-3 AI CTS
3.6.A.3

CTS 3.6.A.3 requires during heatup by
nonnuclear means (except under the
noted condition) the reactor vessel
temperature shall be at or above the
temperatures of curve f2 of Figure
3.6-1 until removing tension on the
head stud bolts. ITS SR 3.4.9.1.a
requires the RCS pressure and
temperature are within the limits of
Figure 3.4.9-1, Curve f2. There is
no discussion of the two specific
differnces in the two requirements I)
the differentiation in the CTS
between nuclear and nonnuclear
heatups and 2) the apparently more
restrictive ITS which requires
conformance at all times and the CTS"
which rquire conformance until
detensioning of the reactor vessel
head studs occurs.





BFN ITS 3.4.9 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTN PRESSURE NO TNPERATURE (P/T) LIMITS

ITEN 0 ',"
DOCS:-""';CTS/STS'JFDk"+:.'-

"~~A'~.

Description of.;, Issue Date"- .- Date':.&~,';.

Opened ':, -. *Closed,':::.

3.4.9-4 A1 CTS
3.6.A.7

CTS 3.6.A.7 prohibits starting
reactor recirculation pumps unless
the coolant temperature between the
dome and the bottom head drain are
within 145 'F. ITS SR 3.4.9.3
requires verifying the difference
between the bottom head coolant
temperature and the reactor pressure
vessel coolant temperature is ~ 145
'F prior to startup of a
recirculation pump. There is no
discussion for the changes of where
the temperatures are measured (if
they are in fact different and not
ust chan es in terminolo
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BFH ITS 3.4.9 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH PRESSURE AND TNPERATURE (P/T) LIHITS

ITEN 0 ";; ,DOCS;;. CTS/STS ',Oescription of.Issue'*'; * 'Oate ''.
-"-;:.

Opened",:=
Gate'.'"-:.; .'.''";-.-"'-'..'-. <'CONENTS '.;;.";."»:".:„;

3.4.9-5 A3 CTS
4.6.A.6

CTS
4;6.A.7

CTS 4.6.A.6 requires prior to and
during startup of and idle loop
comparing temperatures of the
operating and idle loops. CTS
4.6.A.7 requires comparing reactor
coolant temperatures in the dome and
in the bottom head drain prior to
starting a recirculation pump. ITS
3.4.9.4 requires verifying the
temperature between the vessel and
idle loop are within limits once
within 15 minutes prior to starting a
recirculation pump. ITS SR 3.4.9.3
requires verifying the bottom head
coolant and reactor pressure vessel
temperatures are within limits once
within 15 minutes prior to starting .w.
recirculation pump. The discussion
considers these adminisgrative
changes and equivalent. Placing a
limit of 15 minutes is more
restrictive.

The SR Bases seem to
indicate that the 15
minute limit is an
additional restriction
on operation.
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BFN ITS 3,4.9 REACTOR COOLANT- SYSTN PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE (P/T) LIMITS

0
'TEN. ¹'-, .'00C¹..-..

JFD¹..":-

CTS/STS=-. Description- oF, Issue... .,..-::.:. ', ';:::,
~ i 'g $ gs r/Jv ~ ~

Dat '. ',,::.. Date":.*-'-';-','":;:.'„,z;"-'.CO%ENTS,';:..":-.:,'-;".
Opened".„"- 'Closed;:..'-',,""..".~.'-~",.',;,:j'"„;-„,:..':;.'-'..".;:":,.; ":

3.4.9-6 A1

3.4.9-7 A3

CTS
4.6.A.7

CTS
'.6.A.6

CTS
4.6.A.7

CTS 4.6.A.7 requires comparing
reactor coolant temperatures in the
dome and in the bottom head drain
prior to starting a recirculation
pump. ITS SR 3.4.9.3 requires
verifying comparing the bottom head
coolant and reactor pressure vessel
temperatures once within .15 minutes
prior to starting a recirculation
pump. A NOTE requires this
comparison only in HODES 1, 2, 3, and.
4. There is no discussion of the
change in when this requirement is
a licable.
CTS 4.6.A.6 requires prior to and
during startup of and idle loop
comparing temperatures of the
operating and idle loops. ITS
3.4.9.4 requires verifying the
temperature between the vessel and
idle loop are within limits once
within 15 minutes prior to starting a.
recirculation pump. The deletion of
the requirement to compare loop
temperatures "during startup" is not
addressed. Under the CTS what was
considered "during startup" and why
is it not necessary to monitor during
that eriod under the ITS.

The SR Bases appear to
provide the needed
explanation of this
difference.
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BFN ITS 3.4.9 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH PRESSURE AND TEHPERATURE (P/T) LIHITS

ITEH'""';: DOCS:,-.-, CTS/STS, ..Descsr iption of '- Issue '..—.--'..--. ". ',: Date.',: . Date.'-.'.;."„.'- -';~:..„''.'.~.,:~i„"CONENTS -.-;"'.='.

Opened: 'losed'., '::s'::",;>:,$ '::,'-',"'„::,

3.4.9-8 LA1

3.4.9-9 LA1

CTS
4.6.A.6

CTS
4.6.A.7

CTS
4.6.A.I

CTS 4.6.A.6 requires prior to and
during startup of and idle loop
logging temperatures of the operating
an idle loops. CTS 4.6.A.7 requires
logging reactor coolant temperatures
in the dome and in the bottom head
drain prior to.starting a
recirculation pump. ITS SR 3.4.9.3
and ITS SR 3.4.9.4 do not require
logging the temperatures for these
comparisons. The discussion states
these requirements moved to the Bases
and procedures. The justification
does not give the specific procedure
and the Bases does not address this
re uirement.

CTS 4.6.A. 1 specifies various reactor
coolant vessel pressure,
temperatures, and loop temperatures
be recorded until 3 successive
readings at each location are within
5 'F. ITS SR 3.4.9.1 does not
specifically address what
temperatures to use and does not
address taking readings until 3
successive readings are within 5 'F.
The discussion states these
requirements moved to the Bases and
procedures. The justification does
not give the specific procedure and
the Bases does not address this
re uirement.



BFN ITS 3.4.9 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTN PRESSURE AND TENPERATURE (P/T) llHITS

ITEN.f',- -'DOCS.'.."

or ', ('.'--.":

.JFDC .

.'.CTS/STS.'escription. of Issue ':* '"-

.LCD ~::-.
~'v ..".:..:;" . Date .. ---. Dite;=':.".-:. '='4~'-.'-.;-:~'.;,;CONENTS,;.::.;:.:,

: ".. -'::.: Opened:".: .C1osed 'j",.- --~~~:"~;;.".

3.4.9-10 AI CTS
4.6.A.2

CTS 4.6,A.2 requires the reactor
vessel metal temperature at the
outside surface of the bottom head in
the vicinity of the control rod drive
housing and reactor vessel shell
adjacent to shell flange shall be
recorded at least every 15 minutes
during inservice hydrostatic and leak
testing. ITS SR 3.4.9.1 requires
verifying RCS pressure and
temperatures are within limits every
30 minutes. Neither ITS 3.4.9.1 nor
its Bases specify the temperatures to
monitor. No specific justification
is iven for this chan e.

Depending on what
temperatures are
monitored will also
determine the adequacy
of DOC L2.
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ITEH 0-'.„*:..- DOCS.„'» 'CTS/STS~ Description of,Issue,- .

or: p~,(f vLCO":~gp~c~: - ~~i . ~

'-': .".':. '. '.:. JFDf "'4'"~F~"S$'. '.:8'"."
Date .:. 'ate" ~,::~r'."~~.CONHENT
Opened .",. Cl.osed;„. '5>'~","..c."'p$j,.",;

3.4.9-11 H1

3.4.9-12 H2

3.4.9-13 H3

ITS SR
3.4.9.2

ITS SR
3.4.9.5
SR
3.4.9.6
SR
3.4.9.7

ITS
3.4.9
ACTIONS

L-

ITS SR 3.4.9.2 requires verification
that the RCS pressure and temperature.
are within the criticality limits
once within 15 minutes prior to
control rod withdrawal for the
purpose of achieving criticality.
CTS 4.6.A does not require
surveillance of this requirement.
The discussion does not provide
justification for addition of this
re uirement.

ITS SRs 3.4.9.5, and 3.4.9.6 require
verification that reactor vessel
flange and head flange temperatures
are p 82 F every 30 minutes. ITS SR

'.4.9.7requires verification that
reactor vessel flange and head flange
temperatures are,~ 82 F every 12
hours. CTS 4.6.A did hot require
surveillance of these requirements.
The discussion does not provide
justification for addition of these
re uirements.

ITS 3.4.9 ACTIONS A, B, and C provide
direction when the RCS pressure and
temperature limits are not met. CTS

3.6.A provides no Actions if the RCS

pressure and temperature limits are
not met. The discussion does not
provide justification for addition of
these re uirements.

The SR Bases may
provide the needed
discussion.

:.The SR Bases may
rovide the needed

. iscussion.

The ITS Bases may
provide the needed

. discussion.
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8FN ITS 3.4.9 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTN PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE (P/T) LIHITS

-ITEN 0„';:.:: DOCS;.~-.: .CTS/STS. Oescription'f; Issue
: ..'..-..'-. -,*'""',", ".or.,'-<%";:.I.CO.<"~~.",.'—', - .'. ',:

J FDfi: ~ ':. ) >'~w< ' '.

'<'ate; ',Date;.-.g':.':; .'.„-".~'QSENTS',"'"-'.„::;::;
Opened: .,Closed ..,:.; ~;,',„'-,,'':.',, (:",.'. ".'.'...;;.'.;" ';;;,.

3.4.9-l4 Al CTS CTS 3.6.A.5 requires the vessel
3.6.A.S flange and head flange be > 80 'F (82

and 10 respectively for Units 2 and
3) before fully loading the vessel
head bolts. ITS SR 3.4.9.5 requires
verifying the vessel flange and head
flange temperatures are ~ 82 F.
This change results in raising the
limit 2 and 12 F from the CTS for
Units I and 3. Contrary to the
discussion of Al the licensing basis
is not maintained. No discussion or
justification is provided for the
differences between the CTS and ITS



8FN ITS 3.4.9 REACTOR COOlANT SYSTEH PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE (P/T) LIHITS

ITEN ¹'.".;
~tC'

DOC¹,',~".

JFO¹+'

CTS)ST$ .': De'script'ion".oF':.Issue = ..', Date.:."-.:. Date>@~"'.. &~~p~is~+ CONENT$.";: -". ~
').",'..'pened",-'-';Closed "~ ~~'~'..:,j.".:;";l~:.".'.":.":.'-"..".-,''".-;

3.4.9-)5 A6 CTS
4.6.A.S
and STS
SR
3.4.10.
6 and 7

CTS 4.6.A.5 requires recording the
reactor vessel shell temperature
immediately below the head flange
when the vessel head bolting studs
are tensioned and the reactor is in a
cold condition. ITS SRs 3.4.9.5, 6 5
7 require verifying the reactor
vessel flange and head flange
temperatures ~ 82 F. Notes for each
of these SRs stipulate the condition
that each surveillance must be
performed. In the Unit 3 CTS markup
what should-be the Note for SR

3.4.9.5 is indicated as the Note for
SR 3.4.9.1. Justification for the
use of STS SR 3.4.10.6 and 7 Notes is
not rovided. I

10
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BFN ITS 3.6.1.1 RY CONTAINNENT

>'jf~,:agRjgQ<r, :00CP;:;.~:;,:

.'JFDf:~4".

A2

A2

'.CTS/STS,';:::;:('„'; ..",":.':;:-i

CTS 3.7.A.2.a
ITS 83.6.1.1
Bases
BACKGROUND

CTS 3.7.A.2.a

'''.««g " qvyi <Ã«e>'~:-:.. j«??~«z4.<?.

; Oescri pti on';,,'of.«'=;I'ssue„=' -z':,,j~4';-::"-;;"j'j~';,g'-,j«",;.,"':„

>AkxPw.'.<N<'.cZ'YFc: MAÃR~c~ i ~?'~??.'««~>'4::4 &~+MR«SK'+kk.w~C...'Y~?

CTS 3.7.A.2.a requires containment
integrity be maintained. ITS 3.6.1.1
changes containment integrity be-
maintained to "PRIMARY CONTAINMENT
shall be OPERABLE." A2 states that the
definition of PRIMARY CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY has been deleted from the
ITS. This is incorrect; The
definition has actually been relocated
to the Bases BACKGROUND section for LCO

; 3.6.1.1, which is a less restrictive
chan e.

CTS 3.7.A.2.a requires containment
integrity be maintained except while
performing "'open vessel" physics tests
at power levels not to exceed 5 MW(t).
ITS 3.6.1. 1 does not retain this
requirement. There is no discussion or
justification for removing this detail.

1/27/97

1/27/97

:;.Oaten'-:.—:::~

~;Cl,osed..)
~j'.,COMMENTS: ~y.

Provide
additional
3ustificatio
n and
discussion
for this
less
restrictive
change.

Provide
discussion
and
justificatio
n for the
removing
this CTS

requirement.

A4 CTS 3.7.A.2.b CTS 3.8.A.2.b provides acceptance .

criteria for integrated leak rate
testing. A4 states that the definition
of L, is provided in ITS 1.1. This is
incorrect. See Item Number 3.6.1.1-6.

1/27/97 See Item
Number,
3.6.1.1-6





BFN ITS 3.6.1.1 PR RY CONTAINMENT

""„:OOCk'~i.:,';"

!'.,'JFDE:~-":-;

LA1

;.:,CTS/STS':",~i';j:P@,~~~

CTS 3.7.A.2.c
CTS 4.7.A.2

CTS 3.7.A.2.c requirements for N makeup
to the primary containment have keen
mo'ved to plant procedures.

CTS 4.7.A.2 Surveillance Requir ements
are moved to plant procedures and
Bases.
There is inadequate discussion and
justification for moving the details to
plant procedures and the change control

rocess on the rocedures.

,:,,Opened:"„',„'g~

1/27/97

+;',>!COMMENTS'+4

Provide
procedure
references
and describe
procedure
controls.

LC1 CTS4.7.A.2.j CTS 4.7.A.2,j requires the continuous
~leak rate monitor be OPERABLE. This
,requirement is not retained in ITS
.3.6.1.1. This requirement is moved to
"licensee controlled documents." The
specific licensee controlled documents
are not identified.

1/27/97 . Identify the
specific
licensee
controlled
documents.
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BFN ITS 3.6.1.1 PRINRY CONTAINMENT

~OOCk..,:;":;;;

~J F.Of„''",-

p54

'-,CTS/STS.g.'.:,:~~<''" '.-':

STS B3;6.1.1
Bases'or SR
ITS B3.6.1.1.1
Bases for SR
3.6.1.1.1

! Oesc'ri ption.-"of . Issue'<-,:.:.::.~..''-'-:-"!''"'-:::-" '.+~:-""N.-:-:.-:=':.'..>'>":,.''.":

The STS Bases for SR 3.6.1.1.1 states
that failure to meet NSIV leakage (STS
SR 3.6.1.3.13) does not necessarily
result in a failure. of STS SR
3.6. 1.1. 1. ITS B3.6. 1. 1 Bases for SR
3.6.1.1.1 changes this to "The main
steam isolation valve leakage (SR
3.6.1.3.10) is not included in the
combined Type B and C leakage based on
an exemption from Appendix J and
Appendix J Option B (Ref 7)." The
change is designated P54. P54 provides
no justification for this .change. In
addition Reference 7 is still under
review by the staff and completion is
not expected prior to issuance of the
ITS amendment. This change is a beyond
scope of review item.

I/27/97

'D ate„'"'".,'~

;G'. ose"'d'.,:
";~."i"„.„':COMMENTS;Pg',

Change the
ITS to
conform to
the STS for
this beyond
scope of
review item
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BFN ITS 3.6.1.2 PRIMAR ONTAINMENT AIR LOCK

De'sci'.i p.ti ori'~of;:.,":Iss'ue,'".',."; -..-'",;,'-',,-';.-:."":.'."'"'.;".:,:P;.>~',::„'::A.'';~~4 ;,Date-,:„.~;:::~

,Cl
o'sed-.";.".'.6.1.2-1

Al CTS 3.7.A.2.a

3.6.1.2-2 None CTS 4.7.A.2.g
ITS 5.5.12

3.6.1.2-3 P18 ITS SR
3.6.1.2.1 and
Associated
Bases

CTS 3.7.A.2a specifies the conditions
for which containment (containment air
lock) integrity must be maintained.
Justification Al is a generalized
reformatting, renumbering and
editorializing justification, which
does not apply in this case. ITS
3.6. 1.1 justifications A2 and M2 apply'to the CTS change, as Hell as ITS
3.6.1.2 justification M4. See Item
Numbers 3;6.1.1-1 and 3.6.1.1-2.
CTS 4.7.A.2.g specifies the acceptable
criteria for air lock leakage testing.
The markup show this item being
relocated to ITS 5.5.12. No
justification is provided for the
administrative chan e.

See Item Number 3.6.1.1-6

1/27/97

1/27/97

1/27/97

Provide a new
markup for CTS
3.7.A.2.a and
for ITS 3.6.1.2,
as well as the
appropriate .

discussions and
justifications.
See Item Numbers
3.6.1.1-1 and
3.6.1.1-2.

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this
administrative
chan e.

See Item Number
3.6.1.1-6





BFN ITS 3.6.1.3 PRINRY CONTA NT ISOLATION VALVES (PCIVs)

'-". DOCf,:-:-.:

iJF,.Dk~

A1 CTS 3.7.D.1
ITS LCO

3.6.1.3

jOescri pt'ion','-",of. 'Issue'-;-',:-.„'"','"".-'-.:-"."j-',:;.;g'>','.:;;...::-,'--"'-:-=,',"'"j''i~;-"j'„:-

CTS 3.7.D. 1 states that when Primary
Containment integrity is required, all
PCIVs and reactor coolant system
instrumentation EFCVs shall be OPERABLE.
ITS LCO 3.6.1.3 requires all PCIVs and
EFCVs except for the reactor building-to-
suppression chamber vacuum breakers to be
OPERABLE. This change is designated as
Al. This change is justified as
administrative based on the fact the
vacuum breakers are governed by another
LCO, in this case ITS LCO 3.6.1.5.
However, since the CTS also has a TS on
the vacuum breakers (CTS 3.7.A.3), this
argument is not valid. This change is
not an administrative change, but a less
restrictive change.

:..'Date,-,„-~<:;,,'„.".-',::;.

I/27/97 Provide
additional
discussion and
justification
for this less
restrictive
change.
Correct ITS
designations
to reflect
this change.
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BFN ITS 3.6.1.3 PRIMARY CONTAI ISOLATION VALVES (PCIVs)

', DOC'¹.~N

'-'F,D¹''"""':

Al

"-;CTS/STS '-<"':~".,:'j""„",:i''~

CTS 3.7.D.1
ITS LCO

3.6.1.3

CTS 3.7.0.1 states that when Primary
Containment integrity is required, all
PCIVs and EFCVs shall be OPERABLE. ITS
LCO 3.6.1.3 requires all PCIVs and EFCVs
except for the reactor building-to-
suppression chamber vacuum breakers to be
OPERABLE. Justification Al states that
ITS LCO 3.-6.1.3 in addition to exempting
the vacuum breakers also exempts the
SCRN discharge volume vent and drain
valves. CTS 3.7.0.1, the markup of CTS
3.7.D.1, and ITS LCO 3.6.1.3 do not show
an exemption for the scram discharge
volume vent and drain valves. This
change, if incorporated, would not be an
administrative change but a less
restrictive change, and has the potential
for being a generic change, which would
be beyond the scope of review for this
conversion.

~'Opened..>,'i~q

I/27/97

~g;-:="..~j'.'.CONNENTS;"~'j".".

Provide
discussion and
justification
for this less
restrictive
change based
on current
licensing
basis, system
design or
operational
constraints.
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BFN ITS 3.6.1.3 PRINRY CONTA NENT ISOLATION VALVES (PCIVs)

c.;czar'~<~~.

iDOCf;i::
or,.x>j-'",:,",'.-;

'"JFOf.-;,'-

L9
p45

CTS 4.7.A.2.i
CTS 3.7.0.1 =

CTS 3.7.D.2
ITS 3.6.1.3
ACTION D and
Associated
Bases
STS 3.6.1.3
ACTION D and
Associated
Bases

;Descr.iption"„-"of.„.=:Issued@::,:„"':-.::-',:..::',:~,"',=,'~„:g:-':.'4-:,'-':(:„:;.;:„",":-

CTS 4.7.A.2.i specifies the HSIV leakage
limits and remedial actions to take upon
discovery of leakage rates exceeding
specified limits. CTS 3.7.0.1 and CTS
3.7.D.2 provide additional operability
requirements, remedial actions and
associated times in which to complete the
repairs and retests associated with CTS
4.7.A.2.i. The repair time per CTS
3.7.0.2 is 4 hours. ITS 3.6.1.3
Condition D changes STS 3.6.1.3 Condition
0 from "Secondary containment bypass
leakage rate not within limit to "One or
more penetration flow paths with HSIV
leakage not within limits." Based on STS ~

B.3.6.1.3 Bases RA D.l discussion, STS
3.6.1.3 Condition D includes both
secondary containment and HSIV leakage.
Therefore, the proposed change to
Condition D is acceptable'. However, the
change of the Completion Time associated
with RA D.l and CTS 3.7.D.1 from 4 hours
to an ITS time of 8 hours is not
adequately justified. The justification
used is consistency with the Completion
Time of STS/ITS 3.6.1.3 RA A.l. The
Completion Time associated with ITS
3.6. 1.3 RA D.l takes into account the
safety significance of containment
leakage versus valve inoperability. Thus
the STS Completion Time for leakage is
less than the Completion Time for an
inoperable HSIV. In addition, the staff
finds this change to be generic and
beyond the scope of review for a
conversion.

l.Ope'n
ed'-'-"::~'-'/27/97

.'Date'.'.::-.'-".:..„':

'-.„::Cl

osed'::",,'elete

this
generic
change.
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BFN ITS 3.6.1.3 PRINRY CONTAI ENT ISOLATION VALVES (PCIVs)

3.6.1.3-4

3.6.1.3-5

3.6.1.3-6

JFOSCR

None

Rl

CTS
4.7.D.l.a

CTS 3.7.F.1
CTS 3.7.F.2
CTS 4.7.F

CTS 3.7.F.1,
CTS 3.7.F.2
CTS 4.7.F

CTS 4.7.D.I.a requires the Primary
Containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs) be
tested in accordance with CTS I.O.HH for
closure times. ITS SR 3.6.1.3.6 requires
verifying HSIV isolation time ~ 3 seconds
and g 5 seconds. There is no discussion
or justification for these time limits.

CTS 3.7.F.1, CTS 3.7.F.2 and CTS 4.7.F
requirements for the containment purge
system are relocated to the Technical
Requirements manual (TRM). There is no
discussion of how the TIN addresses these
'requirements and how changes to the TRN
are controlled. See Item Number 3.6.1.3-
6.

CTS 3.7.F.1, CTS 3.7.F.2 and CTS 4.7.F
requirements for the containment purge
system are relocated to the TRH. The
justification for this relocation is
inadequate. There is no discussion
either in R1 or in "Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant Application Screening Criteria"
which discusses why this system does not
meet the criteria specified in 10 CFR
50.36(c) (2).(ii)'.

'Op'en
ed'>'."',.'-,",,".".,-,'/27/97

1/27/97

1/27/97

:":;Datej',""»
:.:;61 osed,'<; <~.!!'-:-".COHMENTS;."""li'rovide

discussion and
justification
for these time
limits based
on current
licensing
basis, system
design or
operational
constraints.

Provide
discussion and
justification
of how changes
to the TRN are
controlled.
See Item
Number
3.6.1.3-7.

Provide
additional
discussion and
justification
based on the
criteria
specified in
10 CFR

50.36(c)(2)
(ii)



BFN ITS 3.6.1.3 PRIMARY CONTAI NT ISOLATION VAIVES (PCIVs)

P16

P18
P21

-.CTS/STS'".",''A:-'""":;=;-j

STS SR
3.6.1.3.2 and
Associated
Bases
ITS SR
3.6.1.3.1 and
Associated
Bases.

STS SR
3.6.1.3.14
ITS B3.6.1.3
Bases .

P(~v4'V$ 'R:.C.$4jP gV, ). "R '+C~g),$ ~a( "' 9g($@ . ky+wg Q) <> .".?

Descri p'ts'o'n,.'of;,„Issue; ~i.";-.~; -,:„'~<,-:'„',"„:"':..:i,':;Y,'-,'+:."p:-.'.,-;.„'':'.j:.,"':p

g'"'''i"..'. ~„.'.

STS SR 3.6.1.3.2 verifies each 18 inch
primary containment purge valve is
closed. STS SR 3.6.1.3.2 has a Note 1

which states that the SR is "only
required to be met in MODES 1, 2, and.3."
The Bases for STS SR states that the
basis for the Note is that if a LOCA
inside containment occurs in these MODES,
the purge valves may not be capable of
closing before the pressure pulse affects
systems downstream of the purge valves or
the release of radioactive material will
exceed limits prior to valve closing.
ITS SR 3.6.1.3.1 deletes this Note on the
basis that no PCIV leakage tests are
required in MODES other than 1,2, and 3.
The Note and SR do not have anything to
do with leaka e.

See Item Number 3.6.1.1-6 and 3.6.1.3-7.

'Opened':"j'.,":.~~";

1/27/97

1/27/97

:: Cl'osedP<
g„'::." . COMMENTS

'"i(':,.",.'rovide

additional
justification
and discussion
based on
current
licensing
basis, system
design or

-operation
constraints.

See Item
Numbers
3.6.1.1-6 and
3.6.1.3-7.





BFN ITS 3.6.1.3 PRINRY CONTA ENT ISOLATION VALVES (PCIVs)

:DOCjf'„"-,'':;

;:.JFON 4
P21

«CTS'/,STS."„:'.l;-".:.'"'''."..~:,-'s,.

STS SR
3.6.1.3.14 and
Associated
Bases.

4X <gpv ) > .lj, (,,g$ FQ )g g 0'? ?) ) >
)<E", g4($ 'C )j+'''j w '. g )'?: > ~ jrV

,Descri pti on'": of'":-:;Issue'-'-,.'.:,'-.:!::..-.~'::..'.'.~:..":.-: -'.""'."'::.'-:i',:.',",:u'','"'.i':
l:;:-';:.'TS

SR 3.6.1.3.14 and Associated Bases
have been deleted from the ITS. The
justifications used are that the current
licensing basis does not include this
requirement and this type of leakage is
part of the overall containment leakage.
These statements are contradictory, and
the second justification would be
considered generic which would be beyond
the scope of review for this conversion.If the hydrostatic tests are part of the
overall containment leakage test required
.by Appendix J, then it is part of the
current licensing basis. Thus STS SR
3.6.1.3.14 must be included in the ITS,
unless an exemption has been granted by
the staff.

1/27/97

Cl.ose'd:;",:
~; „'-~';::,;".COMMENTS'.--:,,'';"',;

Either include
SR 3.6.1.3.14
and associated
Bases in the
ITS or provide
additional
justification
and discussion
that the
requirement is
not required
based on an
approved staff
exemption to
10 CFR 50
Appendix J or
the BFN design
does not have
any valves
which require
hydrostatic
testing.

P42 ITS 3.6.1.3
Condition F
and RA F.l and
Associated
Bases.

ITS 3.6. 1.3 Action F removes the phrase
"Operation with a potential for draining
the reactor vessel (UPDRVs)" from
Condition F and places it in RA F.l in
place of "OPDRVs. The justification
states that OPDRVs can only occur in
Modes 4 and 5, thus it is not necessary
to specify -it in Condition F. The staff
has determined that this is a generic
change which is beyond the scope of
review for this conversion.

1/27/97 Delete this
generic
change..
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'".;ITEH';0,'".-:;::.":;.":'";..=;-'..!DOCS,-:,"':;,',CTS'/STS~.=„„.-.~'"<-;-:.„:,,'. Descr'ipt'i o'':,'of;-: Issue~"-;-.-':;.g;:,.':;".';-:,~'.,':.,",,",."'.,'.

3.6.1.3-11 P51 ITS SR
3.6.1.3-10 and
Associated
Bases.

3.6.1.3-12 P59 ITS B3.6.1.3
Bases for LCO

The Bases for SR 3.6.1.3.10 refers to a
Note 1 which ITS SR 3.6.1.3.10 does not
show a note.. Therefore, the Bases
discussion on the Note was deleted from
the ITS. This is an error. The Note
should be added to ITS SR 3.6.1.3.10 and
the discussion retained in the Bases.
This Note deals with leakage limit
applicability and is associated with ITS
3.6.1.3 ACTIONS Note 4. Also, BWR 16 C.5
corrected this error .. See Item Number
3.6.1.1-6 with regards to changes to this
note.

ITS B3.6.1.3 Bases for the LCO section
shows the statement "These passive
isolation valves and devices are those
listed in Reference 2." The deletion is
marked P59. The justifications state
that P59 is "not used."

1/27/97

1/27/97

Add Note to
ITS 3.6.1.3.10
and retain
Bases
description of
Note. Provide
additional

.justification
and discussion
to support
this change.

Provide a
discussion and
justification
for this
change.
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BFH STS 3.6.1.4 SfELL PRESSURE

,'DOCS::-:-g

.':JF,OVER~

S.3.6.1.4-1 P57 STS 3.6.1.4
and Associated
Bases

„-.Des'cri ption', of.":,Issue.:„"""X4'j'::,,:~.-"<,-"::-"2.::,:':,"";.'.-,.:„",,~=,".;,.':

Q.-'.'6': ~ "j'~'- i':~ '-''P~v .: ~-""'."„'.." 'i:;:~''" j'"-'Y:,":;.

STS 3.6. 1.4, Drywell Pressure, is
deleted for the ITS. The ITS is
renumbered such that ITS 3.6.1.4 is
Orywell Air Temperature. The
discussion and justification for
deleting the Orywell Pressure STS
requirement, does not address the
current licensing basis, system design,.
or operational constraints. The
justification is based on a recent GE

evaluation on drywell pressure. The
justification used virtually the same
words as Brunswick and Duane Arnold for
deleting this requirement from their
respective amendments. The only
difference between the BFN
justification and their justification
is the reference .to a GE Report- NEOC-
32466P Supplement 1. This report has
not been reviewed and approved by the
staff. Therefore the justification-
based on this report would constitute a
generic change to the STS and would be
beyond the scope of review for

a'onversion.

~Opened",:;=.'-.','''."".'„"„':

I/27/97

;Dite'i.,'.'„';".',G,l

osed~P„,'rovide

justification
for the STS
deviation based
on current
licensing basis,
system design,
or operation
constraints, or
retain the STS
3.6.1.4 and
associated
Bases.



BFH ITS 3.6.1.4 DR AIR TBlPERATURE

3.6.1.4-1

3.6.1.4-2

',OOCkk~p

;or'„'-'-:,:~i:,'")

:::JF044$

P27

P52

ITS 3.6.1.4

ITS B 3.6.1.4
Bases
REFERENCES

'„Ge'seri pti'on'„.'-,.of,;";Issue)"',-'.':~;-'::.~.,F,,::.':",$
'-',j'„',".-'."'-;'wY:,.'he

change in numbering from STS
3.6.1.5 (Orywell Air Temperature) to
ITS 3.6. 1.4 will depend on resolution
of Item Number S3.6.1.4-1.

ITS B3.6.1.4 Bases for REFERENCES
deletes reference 3. The justification
states that "BQR16, C.22 was not fully
incorporated into Revision 1 or NUREG
1433. Reference 3 should have been
deleted from the REFERENCE section
since it was deleted from the text of
SR 3.6.4.3.2." This justification is
wrong. BKR 16, C.22 has nothing to do
with this section of the STS; BMR 16,
C.26 however does. Also, SR 3.6.4.3.2
does not have anything to do with this
reference or section.

.;Opened„-:;;:
'".,".;...'/27/97

1/27/97

';,'Cl o'sed>,,''

See Item Number
S3.6.1.4-1

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this change.
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3.6.1.5-1

3.6.1.5-2

3.6.1.5-3

gr,„~~~
"GOCfP~

';JFOSF

A2
Ll
B2
p6
P15
P26
P37
P38

A2

LA1

'<CTS/STS"",':g"„.'„.j'',-;.-„'>j

L u',.',.;":,:;"-': '-.„.~',',,"~~'' ",,„"

CTS 3.7.A.3
ITS 3.6.1.5
LCO, . ACTIONS
and Associated
Bases.

CTS 3.7.A.3
ITS 3.6.1.5

CTS 4.7.A.3.b

'.Oescription'j'o f, 'Issue'~,;-,::,,:"::.':.:„:,,;,d.::.,':,'',.';.~";:;:";-'.;-.p<..','0,.".;:,';:,;:

;P:: 'c "" „".

In light of the discussion 'of issues
with regards to the changes made in CTS
3.7.A.3, ITS 3.6.1.5 LCO, ITS 3.6.1.5
ACTIONS and associated ITS Bases
particularly for Item Number 3.6.1.5-3,
and 3.6. 1.5-4, licensee should consider
either totally revising the ITS LCO and
ACTIONS to conform to the CTS, or
change the CTS to conform totally to
the ITS.

CTS 3.7.A.3 is being modified to
conform to ITS 3.6.1.5 (STS 3.6.1.7).
ITS 3.6.1.5 adds a Note to the ACTIONS
which states that "Separate Condition
entry is allowed for each line." The
justification states the change is
consistent with NUREG 1433, and is
classified as an administrative change.
The CTS does not have this restriction
and nothing in the justification
clearly shows that the change is purely
administrative. The change seems to be
less restrictive.
CTS 4.7.A.3.b requires a "visual
examination" and determination that the
force required to open the vacuum
breakers does not exceed limits. This
requirement is not retained in ITS
3.6. 1.5 and is moved to plant
procedures. There is inadequate
justification of the plant procedure
change control rocess.

1/27/97

1/27/97

1/27/97

",".!"~,',::..COMHENTSjk;",':j".;e

Licensee to
consider
appropriate
changes to the
CTS or ITS.

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change.

Provide
discussion and
justification of
how the
procedures and
their changes
are controlled.

1
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P26
P38

;.;CTS/STS',"',:":.:g~'',":"-,,"'j,'",:j

CTS 3.7.A.3
ITS 3.6.1.5
ITS B3.6.1.5
Bases A.l,
C.1, E.1

':;,De'scr'ipti'o'n.:'.of.„,'Issu'eg'".'=,4".-;;-"~j';':.;.~„"'4~",'."'::, ~.„'.::~4''-";:;

CTS 3.7.A.3.a requires only 2 out of
the 4 reactor building Building-to-
Suppression chamber vacuum breakers to
be OPERABLE. CTS 3.7.A.3.b specifies
the remedial actions to be taken if one
of the 2 required vacuum breakers is
inoperable. Thus 3 vacuum breakers can
be inoperable before one has to enter
CTS 3.7.A.3.b. ITS 3.6.1.5 requires
all four Reactor Building-to-
Suppression chamber vacuum breakers to
be OPERABLE and proposes appropriate
actions for the various combinations of
inoperable vacuum breakers. This
change is not less restrictive, but
more restrictive. See Item Numbers
3.6.1.5-1 and 3.6.1.5-5.

I/27/97

-..Date~.-,:.,;g .

~cl osed":-"
~';j-:,~g;,CONNENTS,-"",::j',".

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this more
restrictive
change. See
Item Numbers
3.6.1.5-1 and
3.6.1.5-5.
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",",.:'i'!!'.'.-',:!COMMENTS".;;.:".'-j".".,::.-.',

3.6.1.5-6 L2 CTS 4.7.A.3.a
ITS SR
3.6.1.5.2 and
Associated
Bases

CTS 4.7.A.3.a requires Reactor Building-to-
Suppression Chamber vacuum break
instrumentation to be functionally tested per
Table 4.7.A. CTS Table 4.7.A requires Reactor
Building-to-Suppression Chamber vacuum breaker
instrumentation to have a functional test
once/month. ITS SR 3.6.1.5.2 requires a
functional test of each vacuum breaker every
92 days. The Bases states that this test
involves cycling the vacuum breaker from fully
open to fully.closed on a 92 day Frequency.
The cycling of the vacuum breaker on a 92 day
Frequency seems to meet the first part of CTS
4.7.A.3.a of exercising in accordance with CTS
1.0 MM. However, cycling and/or exercising
the vacuum breaker does not necessarily mean
that it is done using the system
instrumentation; it could be done manually.
The ITS Bases does not clarify this. L2 does
not provide sufficient discussion on this
aspect to determine if this functional test of
the instrumentation is being performed on a
once/month frequency (CTS 4.7.A.3.a) or a 92
day frequency (ITS SR 3.6.1.5.2). If the
instrumentation functional test is being
performed on a once/month frequency then a
justification (LA) for relocating this
requirement was not provided. If the
instrumentation functional test is being
performed on a 92 day Frequency, then a
justification (L) for changing the
surveillance test interval was not provided.
See Item Number 3.6.1.5.7.

1/27/97 Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
to show the
following:
a. If the

instrumentati'on
functional test
is being
performed on a
once/month
frequency (LA),
indicate the
documents to
which this
requirement has
been relocated
and the change
control process
which govern
the documents.

b. If the
instrument
functional test
is being
performed on a
92 day.
frequency (L),
provide
sufficient
information to
justify the
less
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L2 CTS 4.7.A.3.a

Descr.i pti,on ~of-::: Issue,.',".'~~""'>'':..'','~'"-'~@"'>~.:.'..i".::;",-'"':.~; ~;<""J-.
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CTS 4.7.A.3.a requires Reactor Building-to-
Suppression Chamber vacuum breaker
instrumentation to be functionally tested
per Table 4.7.A. CTS Table 4.7.A requires
Reactor Building-to-Suppression Chamber
vacuum breaker instrumentation to be
calibrated every 18 months. ITS SR

3.6.1.5.3 requires verifying the opening
setpoint of the vacuum breakers. L2 states
that vacuum breaker instrumentation is
required to be. OPERABLE to satisfy the
setpoint verification of ITS SR 3.6.1.5.3.
Verifying operability through actuation of
the system does not constitute or meet the
CTS requirement of calibrating the system.
There is no discussion or justification for
removing the instrumentation surveillance
requirements for this less restrictive (LA)
chan e.

',D'at'e".";.":,:Q(

Ope'ried."~i'.:

1/27/97

Oat'i'i)'.„'::,")

:Cl ose'd,'--,':

Provide
additional
justification and
discussion for
this less
restrictive (LA)
change. Include
information on
which documents
the requirements
have been
relocated and the
change control
process for those
documents.

P26 . STS B3.6.1.7
Bases LCO

ITS B3.6.1.5
Bases LCO

ITS SR
3.6.1.5.1
Notes

The LCO Bases for STS 3.6.1.7 requires the
vacuum breakers to be closed except during
testing or when performing their intended
function. ITS B3.6.1.5 Bases LCQ deletes
the exception for "During Testing." ITS SR

3.6.1.5.1 verifies that the vacuum breakers
are closed. ITS SR 3.6. 1.5.1 has two Notes
associated with it. Note 1 provides an
exception for testing and Note 2 provides
an exception when the valves are performing
the)r'intended function. The deletion of
the phrase "during testing or" from the LCO

Bases section negates Note 1. See Item
Number 3.6.1.6-6.

1/27/97 Return the words
"During testing
or" to the LCO

Bases section.
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L2
P63

'":L'CO ";.':,,:::::.'.; ',:j,-',: "',:.
e.::: ';=:i"::.':":."::-"''-."

STS B3.6.1.8
Bases RA
B.l
STS B3.6.1.8
Bases
SR 3.6.1.8.1
ITS B3.6.1.6
Bases SR
3.6.1.6.1

~0escriptionqof.'-.:I'ssue':,.~.'e-',-,;.i<,i"::-';:„"~",=",,:,'-."-",;:-:~.~'-.:,...-::

STS B3.6.1.8 Bases for RA B.l and SR
3.6.1.8.1 describes an alternate method
of verifying that the vacuum breakers
are closed. This method is to verify
that a differential pressure of 0.5
PSID between the suppression chamber
and drywell is maintained for 1 hour
without make up. ITS B3.6.1.6 Bases
for RA B.l deletes this description and
ITS B3.6.1.6 Bases for SR 3.6.1.6.1
changes it to "monitoring the decay
rate of the Drywell-to-Suppression
Chamber differential pressure."
Justification P63 states that this
change is made since "There is no
specific requirement to maintain a
specified differential pressure for a
specified time period without makeup."
The CTS markup adds ACTION B. The
Justification (L2) for the addition of
ACTION B uses the exact same words as
STS B3.6. 1.8 Bases RA B. 1, which

.implies that this alternate method was
going to be used for both ITS 3.6.1.6
RA B.l and SR 3.6.1.6.1.

I/27/91

--Dat'e'.„'',:.;:i,"~

'.,Gl o's'ed;.";-,;
'-,,:::i„~",-iiCOHHENTS':-",P'i'eturn

the STS
words to the
Bases for ITS
B3.6.1.6 RA B.l
and SR 3.6.1.6.1
or provide
additional
justification
and discussion
to L2 and P63 to
correct this
inconsistency.
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None
P55

P6
P37

CTS 3.7.A.4.b.
ITS 3.6.1.6.1
ITS B.3.6.1.6
Bases for
APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSIS, LCO
and SR
3.6.1.6.1

STS B.3.6.1.8
Bases
APPLICABILITY
ITS B3.6.1.6
Bases
APPLICABILITY

".Descr'i'pt'ion~of'.;Is'sue.',p:,''„';:g:"::.:".,;,i<.'.,.".;k::;'.t.''«'„'.',:.'.,'.4..".'.

CTS 3.7.A.4.b states that a Suppression
Chamber-to-Drywell vacuum breaker may
be not fully closed so long as it is
determined to be not more than 3 open

's

indicated by position lights. The
markup indicates that this requirement ~

will be Note 2 to ITS SR 3.6.1.6.1.
ITS SR 3.6.1.6.1 does not show a Note
2. The ITS B.3.6.1.6 Bases for
APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS, LCO, AND SR
3.6.1.'6.1 all have inserts which
describe or discuss this requirement.
The discussion in SR 3.6.1.6.1 Bases is
not characterized as a Note 2. These
chan es are all desi nated P55.

See Item Number 3.6. 1.5-9

.;Opened "g:::":;,;,"',

1/27/97

1/27/97

'„:Cl o,se,d'."".
j~:::.",,„="'„'~COMMENTS:;:":;.:~'rovide

justification
and discussion
for this
administrative
change in the
CTS markup. Add
Note 2 to ITS SR
3.6.1.6.1 and
provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for the addition
of this Note.

See Item Number
3.6.1.5-9
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P22 STS SR
3.6.1.8.1
ITS SR
3.6.1.6.1 and
Associated
Bases

STS SR 3.6.1.8.1 requires the vacuum
breakers be verified closed every 14
days and after any discharge or steam
or any oper ation causing a vacuum
breaker to open. ITS SR 3.6.1.6.1
deletes the second frequency '.(steam or
operational opening). The
justification (P22) states that this
frequency is not needed since ITS SR
3.0.1 would not be met and appropriate
actions taken. The justification also
states that if conditions exist for the
vacuum breakers to be potentially
opened, control room operators would be
alerted to the possibility and would
ensure the vacuum breakers were closed
at the completion of the evolution. The
SR frequency assures that this is done.
Further justification for these
frequencies/justifications is that they
delay the entering'into the appropriate
actions based on statements made in the
LCO Bases section (See Item Number
3;6.1.6-6). The staff has determined
based on the justification that this is

-a generic change which is beyond the-
scope of review of a conversion.

"D t'';;;. '.,",:;-:;,
'-..Opened;;,'.,',,'";:„:-:;-.":::.

I/27/97

~n~te",'-";:.',
";,C I osed ~
K. ";:-'..'.„

Delete this
generic change.
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P23 STS SR
3.6.1.8.2
ITS SR
3.6.1.6.2 and
Associated
Bases

STS SR 3.6.1.2 requires a functional
test of the vacuum breakers within 12
hours of any discharge of steam into
the suppression chamber and following
any operation that causes the vacuum
breaker to open. ITS SR 3.6.1.6.2
deletes these frequencies/conditions.
The justification (P23) quotes a
memorandum from C.E. McCraken to C. I.
Grimes, dated 9/8/92, providing the
basis for the SR frequency. The staff
determined that this was sufficient
justification to retain the
frequencies/conditions in Revision 1 to
NUREG 1433. The licensee provides
additional discussion for deleting
these frequencies based on the NRC
memorandum. Further justification for
these frequencies/justifications is
that they delay the entering into the
appropriate actions based on statements
made in the LCO Bases section (See Item
Number 3.6.1.6.-6). The staff has
determined that this is a generic
change which is beyond the scope of
review for a conversion.

1/27/97 Delete this
generic change.
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P26

:;--CTS'/STS~~",!„'-"'::-'',..'.":."~";

y,LCO.".egg "@ggp.'..p,

STS B3.6.1.8
Bases LCO ITS
B3.6.1.6
Bases LCO
ITS SR
3.6.1.6.1

The LCO Bases for STS 3.6.1.8 requires
the vacuum breakers to be closed except
during testing or when performing their
intended function. ITS B3.6. 1.6 Bases
LCO deletes the exception for "during
testing." ITS SR 3.6.1.6.1 verifies
that the vacuum breakers are closed.
ITS SR 3.6.1.6.1 has a Note associated
with it that provides an exception
during surveillance testing. The
deletion of phrase "during testing or"
from the LCO Bases section negates the
Note. See Item Number 3.6.1.5-8.

.:Opened'~~;g

I/27/97

.';Date<'..":,'~;:
: C'I osed(,:

Return the words
"During testing
or" to the LCO
Bases section.
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3.7.A.l.e
ITS 3.6.2.1
ACTION 0

-.Desci;iption!,'of.-Issue';.'-""'~-",::i:~':"':~Kg:::
~".":::>~,'-.",',F,'TS

3.7.A.l.e requires, when the
suppression pool water temperature is >
110'F during the STARTUP CONDITION, HOT
STANDBY CONDITION, or REACTOR POMER

OPERATION, the reactor is scrammed.
The APPLICABILITY for ITS 3.6.2.1 is
MODE 1, 2, or 3. The discussion and
justification for this change
characterize this as a More Restrictive
change. STARTUP CONDITION and KOT
STANDBY CONDITION are MODE 2 and
reactor power of operation is MODE 1.
ITS 3.6.2.1 RA 0.3 requires the reactor
be in MODE 4 in 36 hours. Thus, the
ITS is less restrictive than the CTS.

1/27/97

;Date,';~-..'l
;.:,Cl osed'-':.''

'.'.".i

«".„'COMHENTS„''.„::"';",;":.„.:.'rovide

justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
.change.

CTS 3,7.A.1.d CTS 3.7.A.l.d requires, when the
suppression pool water temperature is p
105 during testing of ECCS or relief
valves, all testing is stopped and pool
cooling is initiated. The requirement
to initiate pool cooling is moved to
plant procedures. There is inadequate
discussion and justification for moving
the requirement to plant procedures;
and the change control process for the
procedures is not described.

1/27/97 Provide
procedure
references and
describe
procedure change
controls.
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L1

None

;CTS/ST?S':.":,.z"'„-.+; -"~g

CTS 3.7.A.l.c
and 3.7.A.l.d

CTS 3.7.A.1

.<+>s .<,"@~gn>.~<.<;?;<;~wc< < x .':i%<. '?: p.:~?;"N '~ÃÃ3".<.&~

CTS 3.7.A.l.c requires, limits with the
suppression pool water temperature >
95 F and CTS 3.7.A.l.d requires, limits
with the suppression pool water
temperature > 105 F. ITS 3.6.2.1
Condition A and C also includes the
criteria any OPERABLE IRN channel h
25/40 divisions of full scale on Range
7. The CTS markup documents "when any
OPERABLE IRM channel is g 25(40
divisions of full scale on Range 7."
There is no justification for the
difference between > 25/40 divisions in
the ITS and < 25/40 divisions in the
CTS. However, ITS seems that it was
just an error and the CTS should be " >
25 40."

CTS 3.7.A.1 requires that any:time
there is irradiated fuel in the reactor
vessel, and the nuclear system is
pressurized above atmospheric pressure,
the suppression pool temperature and
water level are maintained within
limits. ITS 3.6.2.1 APPLICABILITY is
MODES 1, 2, and 3. The nuclear system
can be pressurized above atmospheric
pressure in MODE 4. This .change is a
less restrictive change. There is no
discussion or justification for this
less restrictive change.

',Opened>'''.,"~„"".'.„.'.

1/27/97

1/27/97

'„. Cl osed~j
.'„-",'.j::-'..;COMMENTS>".',i':,'-'."'-:.".

Correct the CTS
markup to
conform to the
ITS, otherwise
provide
additional
justification
and discussion
on this
difference.

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change.
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None. CTS 3.7.A.1

None CTS 3.7.A.1

CTS 3.7.A.1 requires that when work is
being done which has the potential to
drain the vessel, the suppression pool
temperature and water level are
maintained within limits. This
condition has been relocated to ITS
3.5.2. - There is no discussion or
justification for this administrative
chan e.

CTS 3.7.A. 1 provides a .requirement any
time there is irradiated fuel in the
reactor vessel, and the nuclear system
is pressurized above atmospheric
pressure, the "suppression pool
temperature will be maintained within
limits." ITS 3.6.2.1 includes the
following less restrictive changes that
are not includes in the CTS:
a. ITS LCO 3.6.2.1.a requires the
suppression pool average temperature g
95'F when any OPERABLE intermediate
range channel (IRM) is 25/40 divisions
of full scale.
b. ITS LCO 3.6.2. l.b requires reducing
THERMAL POMER until an OPERABLE IRM is
25/40 divisions of fulls scale on Range
7 when temperature g 105'F.
c. ITS LCO 3.6.2,1.c requires
suppression pool average temperature be
< 105'F when any OPERABLE IRM is 25(40
divisions of full scale on Range 7.

A Justification for these additions is
not provided.

1/27/97

1/27/97

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this
administrative
change.

Provide
Justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive

.change.
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P48 STS 3.6.2.1
Action 0, RA
E.1, and
Associated
Bases.
ITS 3.6.2.1
Action 0, RA
E.l and
Associated
Bases

ITS 3.6.2.1 makes the following
changes:
a. ITS 3.6.2.1 Condition D deletes the
STS words "but g 120 F".
b. ITS 3.6.2.1 RA 0.2 changes the STS
wording from "Verify" to Monitor" and
deletes "( 120 F.
c. ITS 3.6.2.1 Required Actions
deletes the STS wording "AND E.2 be in
Mode 4 36 hours."
The justification for these. changes
states that STS 3.6.2.1 Action D could
inadvertently be skipped if the average
temperature was ~ 120 F but never
discovered in the range between 110'F
and 120 F. jf such an event occurred,
Action D would no longer apply. An
unmonitored and sizeable temperature
increase is not totally unlikely and
has happened at BFN before.
Justification H4 justifies ITS 3.6.2.1
Actions D and E using the STS wording.
The staff finds justification P48
unacceptable. Unmonitored and sizeable
temperature increase should not occur.
The operators should be aware of what
is going on in the plant. In addition,
P48 contradicts N4. The staff has also
determined that this change is a
generic change which is beyond the
scope of review for a conversion.

',Open'ed:,<'-'„.",''-';

I/27/97

'.''Cl.os ed:,~

Return ITS
3.6.2.1 Actions
D and E and
Associated Bases
to the STS
wording.
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CTS 3.7.A.l

None CTS 3.7.A.1

See Item Number 3.6.2.1-4

See Item Number 3.6.2.1-5

1/27/97

1/27/97

See Item Number
3.6.2.1-4

See Item Number
3;6.2.1-5
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Ll
P27
p44

None

,"-CTS'/STSP,il'j-."..'-".:"'---"j

STS 3.6.2.3
ACTION C

ITS 3.6.2.3
ACTION C

and D

and Associated
Bases

CTS
3.6.B.1

';Di scr'i pti on'.,if,"":Issue~@-"'~~',.,'",,'":,-."„-'.'-4'..:'.Q".,"d:;,-,;:-,"',".::~,,::;

ITS 3.6.2.3 adds an ACTION C which
states that with three or more RHR

suppression pool cooling subsystems
inoperable restore required RHR Systems .
to OPERABLE status in 8 hours. This
change also modifies ITS 3.6.2.3 ACTION
D (STS -3.6.2.3 ACTION C). The CTS does
not have this requirement instead the
CTS under these conditions would
require a shutdown in accordance with
1.0.c. 1. This change since it involves
a total loss of function which requires
a shutdown per STS 3.6.2.3 ACTION C is
potentially a gene} ic change which is
beyond the review of a conversion. The
chan e is unacce table.
CTS 3.5.B.1 requires the RHR System to
be OPERABLE anytime there is irradiated
fuel in the reactor vessel, the reactor
vessel pressure is above atmospheric
pressure, and prior to STARTUP from a
COLD SHUTDOMN condition. ITS 3.6.2.3
changes the APPLICABILITY to MODES 1,
2, and 3. The reactor vessel pressure
can be pressurized above atmospheric
pressure in MODE 4. This change is a
less restrictive change. There is no
discussion or justification for this
less restrictive change.

1/27/97

1/27/97

';;Date~:"::.4;

'Cl
osed,-'„,''::j""'"'...'>:.-COMMENTS;'!'.~..'''"'.;

Delete the
change and
mod>fy STS
3.6.2.3 ACTION C
so that the
second condition
0 reads "Three
or more..."

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change.

1
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3.6.2.3-3
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Hone CTS 3.5.B.5
CTS 3.5.B.6

:.: Descr ipti on~:,:of~issue':.:"'.".':-',",(."".~;:",:::,"RP~ i:k/i~'':.-'~'5"-''

CTS 3.5.B.5 and 3.5.B.6 specify the
remedial actions to be taken if one or
two RHR pumps (containment cooling
mode) or associated heat exchangers,
respectively, are inoperable.
Operation may continue for 30 days
provided that the associated diesel
generator is OPERABLE. This
requirement has been relocated to ITS .

3.8.1. There is no discussion or
justification for this'administrative
change.

I/27/97

„"-Date'j»,".".;,-:.:

,C l,ose'd:-„-

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this
administrative
change.



BFN ITS 3.6.2.4 RESIOUAL i{EAT REN L (RHR) SUPPRESSION POOL SPRAY

~~gT.EH!ijf~+j~j~gg.:::

3.6.2.4-1

(00CP"':g

":: JFDH,'" ';"-

LA1
P30

',.':CTS/STS'.:~,"jjP$$'-;4".:

CTS 4.5.B.2
ITS B 3.6.2.4
Bases
SR 3.6.2.4.2

CTS 4.5.B.2 requires an air test be
performed on the drywell and torus
headers and nozzles every 5 years. CTS
4.5.B.2 allows substituting a water
test for the air test. Even though the
ITS retains the surveillance, the
details of the methods of performing
the surveillance test requirements (air
test or water test) have been relocated
to the Bases and procedures. ITS
B.3.6.2.4 Bases SR 3.6.2.4.2 do not
specify which test can be used (air and
water) for these SRs. Thus, the
details have not been relocated to the
Bases. See Item Number 3.6.2.4-2.

'":.Opened';';:;<.',,'"~i'.

1/27/97

„;Date;;" '.'$
.:Cl.osed':~

;"':">'',.!liCOHHENTS's„-"..-~'~

Update ITS
B.3.6.2.4 Bases
for SR 3.6.2.4.2
to include the
acceptable tests
for this
surveillance.
See Item Number
3.6.2.4-2.

3.6.2.4-2 -LA1 . CTS 4.5.B.2 CTS 4.5.8.2 requires an air test be
performed on the drywell and torus
headers and nozzles every 5 years. CTS
4.5.B.2 allows substituting a water
test for the air test. Even though the
ITS retains the surveillance, the
details of the air and water tests are
moved to the ITS Bases. and procedures
which are controlled by licensee
controlled programs. There is
inadequate discussion and justification
for moving the details of the air and
water tests to Bases and plant
procedures, the procedure is not .

identified, and the change control
process for the procedures is not
described. See Item Number 3.6.2.4-1.

1/27/97 Provide
procedure
references and
describe the
procedure change:
controls. See
Item Number
3.6.2.4-1.
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3.6.2.4-3

3.6.2.4-4

None

None

CTS 3.5.B.1

CTS 3.5.B.5
CTS 3.5.B.6

See Item Number 3.6.2.3-2.

See Item Number 3.6.2.3-3.

1/27/97

1/27/97

See Item Number
3.6.2.3-2.

See Item Number
3.6.2.3-3.
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BFN ITS 3.6.2.6 DRYKELL-TO-SUPPR N CHNBER DIFFERENTIhL PRESSURE
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L1

«,GTS/ST S",,«3'-'~,'::;:„-'-"."-g»

CTS
3.7.A.6.a.(1)
ITS 3.6.2.6
APPLICABILITY

'„::Descri pti o''-:,',of.'.,''Issue,'-» ':~''-.$ '4.",'.-';,'''"": '»'.'".:~ ~

CTS 3.7.A.6.a.(l) is Applicable when
the drywell to suppression chamber
differential pressure is established
within 24 hours of achieving operating
temperature and pressure, and the
differential pressure may be reduced to
less than 1.1 psid 24 hours prior to a
scheduled shutdown. ITS 3.6.2.6
APPLICABILITY is 24 hours after THERMAL
PONER IS > 15X RTP following startup
and 24 hours prior to reducing THERMAL
POMER to < 15X RTP prior to the next
scheduled reactor shutdown. This
change modified the APPLICABILITY. The
justification (L1) states that "As long
as reactor power is below 15X RTP, the
probability of an event within the
first 24 hours of a startup or within
the last 24 hours before a shutdown is
low. This statement is confusing, and
does not address the change. The less
restrictive change is going from the
CTS requirements of 24 hours from 15X
RTP on startup and 24 hours prior to
decreasing to less than 1X RTP on
startup and 24 hours prior to shutdown
to the ITS requirement of 24 hours from
15X RTP on startup and 24 hours prior
to decreasing to less than 15X on
shutdown. The justification is
incomplete .in that it does address the
time required to go from 1X RTP to 15X
RTP plus the addition of 24 hours. The
same is true on the shutdown
requirement.

-.Dat'e".„""':j"-'"-:',':«,".'/27/97

;„Cl osed"
'<"".; ''; COMMENTS"..:„'.':%~„'"j

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
on this less
restrictive
change.
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None
P13

ITS 3.6.3.1
ACTIONS
and Associated
Bases
ITS B.3.6.3.1
Bases
BACKGROUND

ITS B.3.6.3.1 Bases BACKGROUND states
that the CAD system is shared by Units
1, 2, and 3. ITS 3.6.3.1 ACTIONS only
reflect the remedial action to be taken
for one unit, not all three. There is
no justification or discussion as to
why the ITS only reflects the actions
to be taken for only one unit rather
than all three.

1/27/97 Nodify ITS
3.6.3.1 ACTIONS
and Associated
Bases to reflect
the actual
system design
(shared by all
three units), or
provide
additional
justification
and discussion
to show why the
proposed ITS is
acceptable based
on current
licensing basis,.
system design or
operational
constraints.



BFN STS 3.6.3.2 PR COOLING SYSTEN FANS

DOCS.;"'.<'JF.Df

~

p5

,:CTS/STS':;'..::;:-:p .'.g„'':!,":

STS 3.6.3.2
and Associated
Bases

.> +A g'4. 5~>~r %'>x». xo ig3+~g'?0 r'H>,y Pv."4" ' +c< 's'~wc'iivs r
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STS 3.6.3.2, Drywell Cooling System
Fans is deleted from the ITS. The ITS
is renumbered such that ITS 3.6.3.2 is
Primary Containment Oxygen
Concentration. The discussion and
justification (P5) for deleting Drywell
Cooling System fans states that the BFN
specific analysis does not assume
Drywell Cooling System fans are
available to assure adequate mixing.
l{owever, the Bases for STS 3.6.3.2
APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS states that
hydrogen is released to the drywell
within 2 minutes following a DBA LOCA.
Natural circulation phenomena results
in a- gradient concentration difference
in the drywell and suppression chamber,
"Even though this gradient is
acceptable small and no credit for
mechanical eixings was assumed in the
analysis, two drywell cooling system
fans are required be OPERABLE

(typically four to six fans are
.required to to keep the drywell cool
during operation in MODE 1 or 2) by
this LCO;" The staff has determined
that this system meets Criterion 3 of
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C). Thus in
light of the STS Bases discussion, P5
is inaccurate and incomplete.

II27I97

;: Dat'e4!.;-,:,".-'.

Closedt
',:,.;:.-''!";;::'-'.COHHENTS~~~::::.;-„'i"

q,';; .-',~(;;„'; .. a'.,. ~'.'";.

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for the STS
deviation based
on current
licensing basis,
system design o}
operational
constraints, or ,

retain STS
3.6.3.2 and
Associated
Bases.



BFN ITS 3.6.3.2 PRINRY CO RENT OXYGEN CONCENTRATION
0

:.DOCS.~;.:

Fb

LAl CTS 3.7.A.5.a

CTS 4.7,A.5.a
CTS 4.7.A.5.b

.;",De's'cr,) pti on'-'„.'o'-";,'-..Iss'uei'q'"...'.''j"-'-:,'::i~,';.'.".~<:~::,'9;::::j.:;~."';;-;:.
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CTS 3.7.A.5.a requires reducing the
containment atmosphere to less than 4X
oxygen with nitrogen gas. This
requirement is not retained in ITS
3.6.3.2. The requirement is moved to
plant procedures which are controlled
by licensee controlled programs. In
addition, the justification does not
provide adequate discussion on why this
requirement may be relocated to plant
procedures.

CTS 4.7.A.5.a and 4.7.A.5.b requires
that the methods to measure primary
containment oxygen concentration
account for instrument uncertainty and
calibrating the instrument each
refueling cycle. These requirements
are not retained in ITS 3.6.3.2. These
requirements are moved to plant
procedures which are controlled by
licensee controlled programs. In
addition, the justification does not
provide adequate discussion on why
these requirements may be relocated to
plant procedures.

;Dpened.-':,:;-,:-::;;

I/27/97

I/27/97

.X',%C r/y CWX

";:0'~te~:",~j.

,:Gl osed".'"
":;v~: c."c',~'5;,'i~@

Provide
additional-
justification
and discussion
on why this
requirement can
be relocated to
plant
procedures, the
procedure
references and
the procedure
chan e controls.

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
on why these
requirements can
be relocated to
plant
procedures, the
procedure
reference, and
the. procedure
change controls.



BFN ITS 3.6.3.2 PRIMARY CO NENT OXYGEN CONCENTRATION
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3.7.A.5.c
CTS 4.7.A.5.c
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CTS 3.7.A.5.c and CTS 4.7.A.5.c require
that if plant control air is used to
supply the pneumatic control system,
the reactor is not started or if the
reactor is operating the reactor is
brought to COLD SHUTDOWN within 24
hours. This requirement is not
retained in ITS 3.6.3.2. The CTS
requirement and associated Surveillance
Requirements are moved to the TRM. The
change control process 'for the TRH is
not discussed in the justification. It
also appears this is a change to the
current licensing basis. No
justification was provided for
relocating the CTS requirements to the
TRH.

'..Opened-'-"".'$l

I/27/97

;~.Dat>e 3.-',;,:.;,

='Cl osed:;-:„

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
to show why this
requirement
should not be
retained in the
ITS, since it
requires a plant
shutdown.
Provide the
change control
process for the
TRN.

3.6.3.2-4 LA4 CTS 4.7.A.5.a CTS 4.7.A.5.a requires primary
containment oxygen concentration be
measured and recorded daily. - The
recording requirement is not retained
in ITS 3;6.3.2. The requirement to
record the containment oxygen
concentration is relocated to plant
procedures which are controlled by
licensee controlled programs. In
addition, the justification does not
provide adequate discussion on why this
requirement may be relocated to plant
procedures.

'/27/97 Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
on why this
requirement, can
be relocated to
plant
procedures, the
procedure
reference, and
the procedure
change control.
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BFN ITS 3.6.4.1 S ARY CONTAIQlENT
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3.6.4.1-1 CTS 1.0.P
CTS 3.7.C.1
CTS 3.7.C.2
CTS 3.7.C.3
CTS 3.7.C.4
ITS 3.6.4.1
and Associated
Bases ~

CTS 3.7.C.l, 3.7.C.2 and -3.7.C.3
specify that secondary containment,
reactor zone secondary containment, and
refueling zone secondary containment
integrity be maintained, respectively.
Secondary containment, reactor zone
secondary containment, and refueling
zone secondary containment integrity is
described and defined in CTS 1.0.P.1,
1.0.P.2 and 1.0.P.3, respectively. ITS
3.6.4. 1 does not require reactor zone
or refueling zone secondary containment
integrity be maintained. The
5ustification states that a combined
secondary containment integrity test
will demonstrate TS OPERABILITY. It
also states that due to leakage between
zones, zone integrity is difficult to
maintain. Since the current licensing
basis requires integrity in all areas,
the justification about difficulty in
maintaining zone integrity due to
leakage is unacceptable. The deletion
of these requirements based on this
justification is a beyond scope of
review for this conversion. In
addition, the deletion of these
requirements would constitute a less
restrictive change; hot a more
restrictive change. The requirements
and description/definition of secondary

1/27/97 Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this
administrative
change, and make
the appropriate
changes to ITS
3.6.4.1 and
Associated.
Bases. See Item
Numbers.3.6.4.1-
4, 3.6.4.1-6,
3.6.4.1-7 and
3.6.4.1-8.
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BFN ITS 3.6.4.1 S ARY CONTAINMENT
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3.6.4.1-4
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',.J FOE!':~~~

LA2 CTS 4.7.C.2

";Descri pti on':,":os Iss'ue ':$4 (-;~<~ ~";.~,,';r'"~g'::~,'".'~4

CTS 4.7.C.2 requir es operating the
Standby Gas Treatment System after a
secondary containment violation is
identified and the affected zones are
isolated from the remainder of
secondary containment to confirm the
SGT's ability to maintain the proper
vacuum. This requirement is moved to
plant procedures which are controlled
by licensee controlled programs. It is
unclear from the justification and
discussion as to why this requirement
is retained, but relocated to plant
procedures. Testing redundant systems
was deleted from TS years ago. In
addition, relocating this requirement
to plant procedures provides additional
justification for the staff concern in
Item Number 3.6.4.1-1.

1/27/97

;Oate,-',.„:.'„-."i''-':

,.',C,l osed~;
g:;";:."::'.'',COMMENTS'".::,':,"',»'. i~

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
to show that
this requirement
should be
retained .and
moved to plant
procedures.
Provide
procedure
references and
describe the
procedure change
controls. See
Item Number
3.6.4.1-1.
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BFN ITS 3.6.4.1 SE ARY CONTAINMENT
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Ll

L2

CTS 4.7.C.l.a
ITS SR
3.6.4.1.3
ITS 3.6.4.1.4

CTS 3.7.C.2
ITS 3.6.4.1
RA C.l

i iy~g~<+j~><g'w,, r. r>v „qxxy+e >> g<$ )z~<jg ~ porc~~ - ~icing,>gyp@
<Descri pti on'-'",os" Issuej:.jP~;~;;;;:;":!pe)~,:;:;;::::~:, '.;..;;q

CTS 4.7.C.l.a requires performing the
secondary containment surveillance each
refueling outage prior to refueling.
ITS SR 3.6.4.1.3 and ITS SR 3.6.4;1.4
extends the frequency by changing to
testing on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS,
which means all three SGT subsystems
are tested every 2 refueling cycles.
ITS SR 3.6.4.1.3 and ITS SR 3.6.4.1.4
reduces the STI based on Generic Letter
91-04. Generic Letter'91-04 provides
justification for changing the
refueling outage and associate SR
frequencies from 18 months to 24
months. This generic letter does not
apply in this case. Therefore, the
justification for this less restrictive
chan e is unacce table.

ITS 3.6.4.1 RA C.l is modified by a
Note stating that ITS LCO 3.0.3 is not
applicable if moving fuel assemblies in
NODES 4 and 5. The STS was developed
for a single unit not for a multi-unit
plant with a shared secondary
containment. Thus this Note to ITS
3.6.4. 1 may not be applicable for the
BFN design, and the CTS. See Item
Numbers 3.6.4.1-1, 3.6.4.1-7, and
3.6.4.1-8.

1/27/97

1/27/97

."Date,:::,,".:,'j„':

: C.1 ose'd„,
."...::";:.:;,;,"COMMENTS;"',;;:,j~y,

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change.

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change based on
Current
Licensing Basis,
system design,
or operation
constraints.
See Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1,
3.6.4.1-7 and
3.6.4.1-8.





BFN ITS 3.6.4.1 SE ARY CONTAIHNENT
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3.6.4.1-7 None CTS 3.7.C.2
CTS 3.7.C.3
CTS 3.7.C,.4
CTS 4.7.C.2
STS 3.6.4.1
ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.4.1
ACTIONS and
Associated
Bases

STS 3.6.4.1 ACTIONS were developed
based on a single unit, not for a
multi-unit plant with a shared
secondary containment. CTS 3.7.C.2,
3.7.C.3, 3.7.C.4, and 4.7.C.2 specify
the remedial actions to be taken in the
event that secondary containment,
reactor zone secondary containment or
refueling zone are inoperable,
including the required shutdown or ~L
units at BFN. ITS 3.6:4.1 ACTIONS do
not reflect the CTS requirements nor is
there appropriate justification for
changing the CTS requirements when
converting to the ITS. See Item
Numbers 3.6.4.1-1, 3.6.4.1-4, 3.6.4.1-
6, and 3.6.4.1-8.

1/27/97 Nodify ITS
3.6.4.1 ACTIONS
and Associated
Bases to conform
to the CTS
requirement and
provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for these
changes. See
Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1,
3.6.4.1-4,
3.6.4.1-6, and
3.6.4.1-8;

3.6.4.1-8 - None CTS 3.7.C.1
ITS 3.6.4.1
APPLICABILITY
and Associated
Bases

CTS 3.7.C.1 requires maintaining
containment integrity in the reactor
zone "at all times" except as noted.
ITS 3.6.4.1 APPLICABILITY is NODES 1,
2, and 3, During movement of irradiated
fuel, During CORE ALTERATIONS, and
During Operations with the Potential,
for Draining the Reactor Ves'sel
'(OPDRV). The ITS changes the
APPLICABILITY and deletes the
operability requirements for MODES 4
and 5, and the defueled condition.
There is no discussion or justification
for this more restrictive change in the
APPLICABILITY. See Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1, 3.6.4.1-4, 3.6.4.1-6, and
3.6.4.1-7.

1/27/97 Provide
justification
and discussion
for this more
restrictive
change. See
Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1,
3.6.4.1-4,
3.6.4.1-6, and
3.6.4.1-7.
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CTS 4.7.C.l.a
STS SR
3.6.4.1.1 and
Associated
Bases
ITS B.3.6.4.1
Bases
BACKGROUND

STS SR 3.6.4.1.1 verifies the secondary
containment vacuum is < 0.25 inch of
vacuum water gauge on a 24 hour
frequency. This SR has been deleted
from the ITS based on the justification
that .it is a bracketed, optional
requirement. CTS 4.7.C.l.a verifies
that the secondary containment's
capability to maintain 0.25 inch of
water vacuum under certain conditions.
each refueling outage: ITS B.3.6.4.1
Bases BACKGROUND Section used the same
words as. the STS. The implication of
CTS 4.7.C.l.a and the ITS Bases wording
is that the secondary containment is
maintained at < 0.25 inch of vacuum
water gauge at all times. Therefore
the justification for deleting STS SR
3.6.4.1.1 and the Associated Bases is
inade uate.

1/27/97

"„;-Cl.osed„<:

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
on deleting STS
SR 3 6 4 1 1 and
Associated Bases
based on current
licensing basis
system design or.
operational
constraints, or
modify the ITS
to include STS
SR 3.6.4.1.1 and
ITS Associated
Bases.

3.6.4.1-10 P27 ITS SR
3.6.4.1.1
ITS SR
3.6.4.1.2
ITS SR
3.6.4.1.3
ITS SR
3.6.4.1.4
and Associate
Bases

As a result of the change made by Item
Number 3.6.4.1-9, the numbering of the
STS SRs were changed in the ITS.
Resolution of this item will depend on
the resolution of Item Number 3.6.4.1-
9.

1/27/97 See Item Number
3.6.4.1-9
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ACTS/STS'--":: 4C"-": ':'"',;Op
e'n'ed:'-:i',.;:-:::.:"."--

!,O'ate)';::;-:-",

'.'Cl osed',
"-" '';CNNENTS,"s.''.'',"

A2
Hl
P56

STS SR
3.6.4.2.1
and Associated
Bases
STS SR
3.6.4.2.2
STS SR
3.6.4.2.3
ITS
SR3.6.4.2.1
ITS
SR3.6.4.2.2
ITS B.3.6.4.2
Bases LCO

The CTS does not contain any surveillance
requirements for SCIVs. Thus, ITS SR
3.6.4.2.1 (STS SR 3.6.4.2.2), ITS SR
3.6.4.2.2 (STS SR 3.6.4.2.3), and their"
Associated Bases were added. STS SR
3.6.4.2.1, which verifies the secondary .

containment manual isolation valves and
blind flanges that are required to be
closed during accident conditions are
closed, was not included in the ITS. The
associated Bases sections for STS B3.6.4.2,
LCO and SR 3.6.4.2.1 were also deleted.
The justification (P56) states that BFN
does not have this requirement, and chooses
not to adopt it, but will maintain the
requirement under administrative controls.
This justification directly contradicts
justification A2 which states that the new
LCO will require all SCIVs to be OPERABLE
consistent with the secondary containment
OPERABILITY requirements. The bases for
secondary containment (B.3.6.4.1) requires
leak tightness to assure that the required
vacuum can be maintained. Since this
requirement is maintained by administrative
controls, it can be considered part of the
current licensing basis. In addition, the
CTS for Primary Containment did not have
similar sut veillances for manual valves and
blind flanges but they were added to ITS
3.6.1.3. Therefore, STS SR 3.6.4.1.1 and
associated Bases'eeds to be added.to ITS
3.6.4.2.

I/27/97 Provide
additional
justificatio
n and
discussion
for this
more
restrictive
change that
adds STS SR
3.6.4.2.1
and the
associated
Bases to the
ITS;
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:„:"'-ITEM<'jf,;.",-"jj~„'-", ACTS/STS.<".„=:~~@-.".."'-."~ :.-Descri pti on" of«,Issue''."-,",.'-:.:="';.'''.~".';:: '::,.;,:.":.:;,,"".',:.,""'.;;;:,;,'„,—".-:.. Date"-'„:::.:

Opened .e.-',.-„",,':„".

'0 vP
: Date";.','~'.--"-,.

,'Closed''
"-"'',:~."~',,COMNENTS+~! pj

3.6.4.1-7

3.6.4.1-8

None

None

CTS 3.7.C.2
CTS 3.7.C.3
CTS 3.7.C.4
CTS 4.7.C.2
STS 3.6.4.1
ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.4.1
ACTIONS and
Associated
Bases

CTS 3.7.C.1
ITS 3.6.4.1
APPLICABILITY
and Associated:
Bases

STS 3.6.4.1 ACTIONS were developed
based on a single unit, not for a
multi-unit plant with a shared
secondary containment. CTS 3.7.C.2,
3.7.C.3, 3.7.C.4, and 4.7.C.2 specify
the remedial actions to be taken in the
event that secondary containment,
reactor zone secondary containment or
refueling zone are inoperable,
including the required shutdown or ALL
units at BFN. ITS 3.6.4.1 ACTIONS do
not reflect the CTS requirements nor is
there appropriate justification for
changing the CTS requirements when
converting to the ITS. See Item
Numbers 3.6;4.1-1, 3.6.4.1-4, 3.6.4.1-
6, and 3.6.4.1-8.

CTS 3.7.C.I requires maintaining
containment integrity in the reactor
zone "at all times" except as noted.
ITS 3.6.4.1 APPLICABILITY is. MODES I,
2, and 3, During movement of irradiated
fuel, During CORE ALTERATIONS, and
During Operations with the Potential
for Draining the Reactor Yessel
(OPDRV). The ITS changes the
APPLICABILITY and deletes the
operability requirements for MODES 4
and 5, and the defueled condition.
There is no discussion or justification
for this more restrictive change in the
APPLICABILITY. See Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1, 3.6.4.1-4, 3.6.4.1-6, and
3.6.4.1-7.

1/27(97

1/27/97

Modify ITS
3.6.4.1 ACTIONS
and Associated
Bases to conform
to the CTS

requirement and
provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for these
changes. See
Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1,
3.6.4.1-4,
3.6.4.1-6, and
3.6.4.1-8.

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this more
restrictive
change. See
Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1,
3.6.4.1-4,
3.6.4.1-6, and
3.6.4.1-7.
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3.6.4.2-1

or~ 4Q''

:":JF.Of:.;''

A2
Nl
P56

"CTS/STS;;.;.'i':8~"-PPi,

STS SR
3.6.4.2.1
and Associated
Bases
STS SR
3.6.4.2.2
STS SR
3.6.4.2.3
ITS
SR3.6.4.2.1
ITS
SR3.6.4.2.2
ITS B.3.6.4.2
Bases LCO

g,"cycj . '+.$ G 'A'6'.'.Y > A,: g'.. '4~,.;~~ $py .. r:Z.~.g'" ' ':G

::Oescriiition"'f~Isstii P':-':~::-~>"-'. ~~"-':: '@4~~'"-"'-""='~-'-'''~~'4

The CTS does not contain any surveillance
requirements for SCIVs. Thus, ITS SR

3.6.4.2.1 (STS SR 3.6.4.2.2), ITS SR

3.6.4.2.2 (STS SR 3.6.4.2.3), and their
Associated Bases were added. STS SR

3.6.4.2.1, which verifies the secondary
containment manual isolation valves and
blind flanges that are required to be
closed during accident conditions are
closed, was not included in the ITS. The
associated Bases sections for STS B3.6.4.2,
LCO and SR 3.6.4.2.1 were also deleted.
The justification (P56) states that BFN

does not have this requirement, and chooses.
'not to adopt it, but will maintain the
requirement under administrative controls.
This justification directly contradicts
justification A2 which states that the new
LCO will require all SCIVs to be OPERABLE

consistent with the secondary containment
OPERABILITY requirements. The bases for
secondary containment (B.3.6.4.1) requires
leak tightness to assure that the required
vacuum can be maintained. Since this
requirement is maintained by administrative.
controls, it can be considered part of the
current licensing basis. In addition, the
CTS for Primary Containment did not have
similar surveillances for manual valves and
blind flanges but th'ey were added to ITS
3.6.1.3. Therefore, STS SR 3.6.4.1.1 and
associated Bases needs to be added to ITS
3.6.4.2.

:Opened„;~.:;='.-':;

I/27/97

.',Cl o'sed'-,:~
'"-:.:.,'.COHMENT ';j~,.;

Provide
additional
justificati
n and
discussion
for this
more
restrictive
change that
adds STS SR
3.6.4.2.1
and the
associated
Bases to the
ITS.
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s DOG'$..":;":."',"

"'JFDf+.":.

A.2

L2

None

None

None

„''
-TS/STSR.'~;:.:;„;~::4,":.'TS

3.7.C.1
ITS 3.6.4.2
APPLICABILITY
and Associated
Bases

CTS 3.7.C.2
ITS 3.6.4.2
RA D.1

CTS 3.7.C.2.
ITS 3.6.4.2
ACTIONS

CTS 1.0.P.
CTS 3.7.C.1
CTS 3.7.C.2
CTS 3.7.C.3
CTS 3.7.C.4
ITS 3.6.4.1
and Associated
Bases

CTS 1.0.P.
CTS 3.7.C.1
CTS 3.7.C.2
CTS 3.7.C.3

See Item Number 3.6.4.1-8

See Item Number 3.6.4.1-6

See Item Number 3.6.4.1-7

See Item Number 3.6.4.1-1

CTS 3.7.C.1, 3.7.C.2 and 3.7.C.3 specify
secondary containment, reactor zone
secondary containment, and refueling zone
secondary containment integrity be
maintained, respectively. Secondary
containment, reactor zone secondary
containment, and refueling zone secondary
containment is described and defined with
regards to SCIVs in CTS 1.0.P.1, 1.0.P.2
and 1.0.P.3; respectively. The CTS markup
does not include a markup of CTS .3.7.C.3
with regards to SCIVs. See Item Number
3.6.4.1-1.,

';;Opened:;;:.'.-;.';.:.i.':

1/27/97

1/27/97

1/27/97

1/27/97

1/27/97

~Date~",;";.;"..;

>Close'd,;;::,:

':;"'-'..~COIOENTS,'-",'''.',~j

See Item
Number
3.6.4.1-8

See Item
Number
3.6.4.1-6

See Item
Number
3.6.4.1-'7

See Item
Number
3.6.4.1-1

Provide a
markup of
CTS 3.7.C.3
and provide
additional
justificatio
n and
discussion
for this
markup of
CTS 3.7.C.3.
See Item
Number
3.6.4.1-1.
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iDat'e,",-:,~j..
::,;Gl,osed:-'";.",::

'.~";-'CONNENTSli',~-

P8
P27

ITS SR
3.6.4.2.1
ITS SR
3.6.4.2.2
and Associated
Bases

As a result of the change made by Item
Number 3.6.4.2-1, the numbers of the STS
SRs were changed in the ITS. Resolution of
this item will depend on the resolution of
Item Number 3.6.4.2-1.

I/27/97 See Item
Number
3.6.4.2-1.



BFN ITS 3-6.4.3 STANDBY TREATNENT(SGT) SYSTEM

';DOCS,,-"8

=VEDA:~

Al CTS 3.7.B.4 CTS 3.7.B.4 specifies the actions to be
taken if one SGT is inoperable. Based
on the CTS APPLICABILITY this action
applies at all times. ITS 3.6.4.3 adds
ACTIONS C 5 E which are condit'ions
applicable during movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in the
secondary containment, during CORE
ALTERATION, or during OPRDRVs for one
and two SGT system(s) inoperable,
respectively. This change is
characterized as administrative change
Al - reformatting, renumbering and
editorial rewording to make the CTS
consistent with NUREG-1433. The
addition of ITS 3.6.4.3 ACTION C is a
less restrictive change from CTS
3.7.B.4 while the addition .of ITS
3.6.4.3 ACTION E is less restrictive
since .the CTS does not have the
equivalent to ACTION E, in CTS 3.7.B,
but would require a shutdown in
accordance with 1.O.C. Adding these
ACTIONS is a less restrictive change
and a justification is not provided.
See Item Numbers 3.6.4.1-6, 3.6.4.3-6,
3.6.4.3-8, and 3.6.4.3-9.

'„Date';'„'.;.''','„'":.',:7

„:Open'ed,:-'."::<-:,„-."

I/27/97

:.'Dat'e",':>:;""'-,:

';C I ose~d,"~
',.:g"..':.~''g:;COMMENTS;"."::l'-":g

Provide
justification
and discussion
for these less
restrictive
changes. See
Item Number
3.6.4.1-6,
3.6.4.3-6,
3.6.4.3-8, and
3.6.4.3-9.
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lOat'e''-'":;g~

',:,,Cl osed'.:.':!

H2

LAI

CTS 4.7.B.2.d

CTS 4.7.B.2.e

CTS 4.7.B.2.d requires each SGT train
be operated a total of at least 10
hours each month. ITS SR 3.6.4.3.1
requires each SGT train be operated
continuously for ~ 10 hours with
heaters operating. While the
justification (H2) addresses the more
restrictive change of going from a
total of 10 hours per month to
continuously operating for at least 10
hours, no mention is mhde about the
addition of "with heaters operating."
There is-no discussion or justification
for this more restrictive requirement
to have the heaters o eratin .

CTS 4.7.B.2.e requires testing the
seals of gaskets for housing doors.
This requirement is not retained, in ITS
3.6.4.3. These requirements are moved
to plant procedures and/or system
operating instructions, which are
controlled by licensee controlled
programs.

1/27/97

1/27/97

Provide
additiorial
justification
and discussion
for this more
restrictive
change.

Provide
procedure and/or
system operating
instruction
references and
describe the
procedure and
system operating
instruction
change controls.
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.'::DOCk',"".-,:

"''J F.P gÃi

LA2

LA2

~CTS/„STS~~".,':.'"j;'„--:,.",.j',-',.

CTS 4.7.B.3.a

CTS 4.7.B.3.a

!Descri pti'on'- of-" Issui

CTS 4.7.B.3.a requires that once per
operating cycle automatic initiation of
each branch of SGT is demonstrated from
each control room.

ITS SR 3.6.4.3.3 requires verifying
each SGT subsystem actuates on an
actual or simulated initiation signal
every 18 months.

The method used to perform the
surveillance is moved to plant
procedures which are controlled by
licensee controlled ro rams.

CTS 4.7.B.3.'a requires demonstrating
once per operating cycle automatic
initiation of each branch of SGT "from
each control room." ITS SR 3.6.4.3.3
requires verifying each SGT subsystem
actuates on an actual or simulated
initiation signal every 18 months.
There is inadequate discussion and
justification for deleting the
requirement for initiating SGT from
each control room and adding the
requirement to actuate the system using
a simulated or actual initiation
signal. This is a less restrictive
change in that one is going from the
CTS requirement. or testing from each
unit (control room) to the ITS
requirement which could be done from
only one unit all the time.

".Date.'.": ':::

'-"='-''Opened-.""-'4P-:"':

I/27/97

I/27/97

;,Closed k
;j"..,';';:,BCOHHENTS')..''4s,'.j

Provide
procedure
references and
described the
procedure change
controls.

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change.

3
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"-DOCO"""~

:„".o'„':„'',":.-'"'.:~.::

.!JF,Dk4.':

L2

L3

None

,-'CTS/~STS ~„'=',:;:::g.,:,„''„'"-':."'p:

ITS 3.6.4.3
RA C.1

CTS 3.7.B.4
ITS 3.6.4.3
RA C.1
ITS 3.6.4.3
RA E.1

CTS 3.7.B.1
ITS 3.6.4.3
APPLICABILITY
and Associated
Bases

: DescH pt'ion"of ~Issue'""'F'-'-'"'- '=<""~'''":~:"-"-'""""'".

An alternative action is proposed to
suspending operations if a SGT System
cannot be returned to OPERABLE status
within seven days and movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies, CORE

ALTERATIONS, or OPDRVs are being
conducted. The alternative (ITS
3.6.4.3 RA C.l) is to initiate
operation of the two remaining SGT
systems. The CTS does not have this
requirement. The addition of this less
restrictive requirement will depend on
the resolution of Item Numbers 3.6.4.1-
6, 3.6.4.3-1, and 3.6.4.3-9.

See Item Number 3.6.4.1-6, 3.6.4.3-1,
3.6.4.3-6, and 3.6.4.3-9.

CTS 3.7.B.1 requires 3 trains of
Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System be
OPERABLE" at all times" when secondary
containment integrity is required. See
Item Number 3.6.4.1-8 for concern about
secondary containment integrity which
also applies here. ITS 3.6.4.3
APPLICABILITY is NODES 1, 2, and 3,
During movement of irradiated fuel,
During CORE ALTERATIONS, and During
Operations with the Potential for
Draining the Reactor Vessel. There is
no discussion or justification for this
more restrictive change to the CTS
APPLICABILITY. See Item Number
3.6.4.3-6, 3.6.4.3-7, and 3.6.4.3-9.

;.Ope'ned<:::=:-",.",'-':;",'/27/97

1/27/97

1/27/97

-..Date'i.'i:-"..

",'C,los,ed~

See Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-6,
3.6.4.3-1, and
3.6.4.3-9.

See Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-6,
3.6.4.3-1,
3.6.4.3-6, and
3.6.4.3-9

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this more
restrictive
change. See
Item Number
3.6.4.1-8,
3.6.4.3-6,
3.6.4.1-7, and
3.6.4.3-9
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":;CTS/STS,:"-.''j-'„''~~„"':.,"j';P -.pescr.i ption';:.ofjIssue';::;;;„-'. -„.-.:,
'':-~ „"'..';~<.-..:-..",.'~.:„-:,=;-:",,.","::.y,-..-;

;;Oate';,".":-"''Cl

osed'.::.'.'.6.4.3-9

None

None

'TS

1.0.C..
CTS 3.7.B.4
STS 3.6.4.3
ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.4.3
ACTIONS and
Associated
Bases

CTS 4.7.B.3.b
ITS SR
3.6.4.3.4

STS 3.6.4.3 ACTIONS were developed
based on a single unit with two SGT
Systems not for a multi-unit plant with
a shared secondary containment (See
Item Number 3.6.4.1-7) and three SGT
Systems. CTS 3.7.B.4 specifies the
remedial actions to be taken in the
event that one SGT System is inoperable
including the required shutdown of ~AL

Units at BFN, and CTS 1.0.C specifies
the shutdown of all units if more than
one SGT system is inoperable. ITS
3.6.4.3 ACTIONS do not reflect the CTS
requirements nor is there appropriate
justification for changing the CTS

requirements when converting to the
ITS. See Item Numbers 3.6.4.3-1,
3.6.4.3-6, 3.6.4.3-7, and 3.6.4.3-8.

CTS 4.7.B.3.b requires demonstrating
manual operability at least once per
year of the bypass valve for filter
cooling. The CTS markup shows that CTS
4.7.B.3.b will be ITS SR 3.6.4.3.4.
ITS SR 3.6.4.3.4 requires verifying
that each decay heat removal damper can
open. The difference between the CTS
and ITS are the CTS words "bypass valve
for filter cooling" and the ITS words
"decay heat removal damper". There is
no discussion or justification to show
that these two valves are the same or
to show why the CTS bypass valve

'requirement was deleted in favor of the
STS decay heat removal damper, if they
are not the same.

1/27/97

1/27/97

Modify ITS
3.6.4.3 ACTIONS
and Associate
Bases to conform
to the CTS

requirements and
provide

-additional
justification
and discussion
for these
changes. See
Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-7,
3.6.4.3-1,
3.6.4.3-6,
3.6.4.3-7, and
3.6.4.3-8

Provide
additional
Justification
and discuss to
show either that
the CTS bypass
valve for filter
cooling and the
ITS decay heat
removal damper
are the same
valve or modify
ITS SR 3.6.4.3.4
to conform to
CTS 4.7.B.3.b.
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3.6.4.3-13 P41 STS B3.6.4.3
Bases
SR 3.6.4.3.2
ITS B3.6.4.3
Bases
SR 3.6.4.3.2
ITS B.3.6.4.3
Bases
REFERENCES

:Descri pti on''':,::ofILIssue2.':::;-'.-'„-:;-',"'.„,'.:.,'>,".:-...'',.',,:,"="',.-;>':.,:~,:.".'.,'.,'",.,",.'::"-'TS

B3.6.4.3 Bases for SR 3.6.4.3.2
states that "The SGT filter tests are
in accordance with Regulatory Guide
(RG) 1.52 (Ref. 3). "ITS B3.6.4.3 Bases
for SR 3.6.4.3.2 deletes this. statement
and Reference 3 from ITS 8.3.6.4.3
Bases REFERENCE Section. The basis for
this deletion is that the filter tests
are not done in accordance with RG

1.5.2 Revision f2), but in accordance
with the ventilation filtration testing
program (ITS 5.5.7). ITS 5.5.7 states
that the.VF7P test shall be done in
accordance with RG 1.52 Rev. 2.
Therefore, the justification P41 is
wrong, and the STS statement and
Reference 3 should be reinserted into
ITS B3.6.4.3 Bases SR 3.6.4.3.2 and ITS
B.3.6.4.3 Bases REFERENCES,
respectively. Furthermore, the staff
would. consider this change and that
portion of the justification (P41)
which refers to the VFTP as a generic
change.

1l27I97

!,Closed=;.:-:

Reinsert the STS
statement and
Ref. 3 into the
appropriate
place in ITS
B.3.6.4.3 Bases
SR 3.6.4.3.2 and
ITS B.3.6.4.3
Bases for
REFERENCES.
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~
'TEM,,¹,-.

„; DOC-;or'=

J FD¹"'.."
CTS/STS-.;-".„".:
LCO-;-;-..'.,"'.

Description 'of Issue Date --';:.
0 ened '''. Date

Closed
COMMENTS

3.7,1-1A A3

P1

BFN RESPONSE

CTS 3.5.C.1
3.5.C.2

ITS 3.7.1

STS 3.7.1

CTS 3.5.C.1 and 3.5.C.2 specify
Actions for the RHRSW pumps and
not for the RHRSW subsystems'TS
3.7.1 deletes the separate Actions
for the pumps and includes pumps
with the Actions for the RHRSW

subsystems in REQUIRED ACTION A
and then defaults to only
reference the RHRSW subsystems in

.the other REQUIRED ACTION
statements. STS. 3.7.1 includes
Actions for 'CHe RHRSW pumps and
Actions for the RHRSW subsystems.
The change is based on the
facility having four redundant
loops; and servicing three units.
While redundancy exists. ITS 3.7.1
Actions deviate from the STS and
CTS Actions.

3-5-97 Provide a
justification for
deviating from the CTS
limits.

The CT for one
~ subsystem inop seems

excessive. justify.
Why have 7 day AOTs
been eliminated?

CTS table not fully or
accurately reflected
in ITS.

This change is Less
Restrictive. not
Admin.
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ITEN -8-,,„.

3.7.1-2A

DOC''or'JFtg "

A3
A4

P1
to
ITS
NOTEs

CTS/STS ".= ~,'-',:-

LCO ---=".-'-"" -'-

CTS 3.5.C.1

ITS 3.7.1

STS 3.7.1

Descr iptiori of Issue '-

CTS 3.5.C.1 requires Actions for
the RHRSW pumps and not for the
RHRSW subsystems. The ITS deletes
the separate Actions for the pumps
and includes pumps with the
Actions for the RHRSW subsystems
in Action A and then defaults to
RHRSW subsystems in the other
REQUIRED ACTION statements. ITS
3.7.1 Actions deviate from the CTS
and STS Actions. To compensate
NOTES 1 8 2 ape.added, and are
conditions/r'equirements without
actions or CTs.

Date ',.:
0 ened

3-5-97

Date '.'':

Closed
COMMENTS

It appears that NOTEs
1 8 2 are inadequate
substitutes for mods
to the conditions.
NOTE 2 is inadequate
even as is; it applies
in conjunction with
NOTE 1. and this is
not apparent. Provide
justification for
these deviations from
the CTS. This change
is less restrictive,
not Admin.

BFN RESPONSE



0



BFN ITS 3.7. 1 Residual Heat Removal Water (RHRSW) System

ITEM 0 DOC or,-
JFlg--:'.

BFN RESPONSE

3.7.1-3 L3 CTS 3.5.C.1

ITS 3.7.1

STS 3.7.1

CTS 3.5.1 Table 3.5-1 requires a
total of five and seven OPERABLE
RHRSW pumps with two and three
units fueled respectively. ITS
3.7.1 changes the required number
of RHRSW pumps for two and three
unit fueled operations to three
and four respectively. This
change is based on the CTS 3.5.1.
Table 3.5-1. being overly.
conservative since the required
number of pumps.with two and three
units fueled is in excess of what
is needed to provide worst-case
single failure protection. The
justification is not clear that
these changes agree with the
assumptions made for the safety
anal ses.

CTS/STS;--.: .='escription of Iss'ue .

LCO;.' ' '.
Date
0 ened

3-5-97

Date
Closed

COMMENTS

Provide additional
discussion and
justification that
demonstrates this
change is within the
safety analyses.



BFN ITS 3.7. 1 Residual Heat Removal Water (RHRSW) System

ITEM,I DOC.':or; .CTS/STS-',.'-".
JFgj':: -LCO "! .-':.

Description of -Issue.. Date '
0 ened";-

Date-
Closed

'; =:- '.. COMMENTS

E

3.7.1-4 L4

P1

BFN RESPONSE

CTS 3.5.C.1

ITS 3.7.1

STS 3.7.1

CTS 3.5.C. Table 3.5-1. provides a
30 day allowed outage time based
on the availability of equipment
in excess of normal redundancy
requirements and the low
probability of an event occurring
during the 30 day period. CTS
3.5.C requires a total of four and
six OPERABLE pumps (for the two
unit and three unit fueled
configuration). ITS 3.7.1 reduces
the number of, RHRSW pumps required
OPERABLE when 'two or three units
are fueled to three and four pumps
respectively. yet retains the AOT
of 30 days. The change is based
on three unit fueled configuration
worst-case single failure being
the failure of the DG or 4 kY
shutdown board which supplies
power to the suppression pool
cooling return line valve on the
accident unit. The justification
is not clear that this change
agrees with all the assumptions
made in the safety anal ses.

3-5-97 Provide additional
discussion and
justification that
demonstrates this
change is within the
safety analyses:
specifically address
the CT of 30 days (vs
7days in the STS).



BFN ITS 3.7.2 Emergency Equipment Cooling Water (EECW) System and Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

~
'TEH

g"-:,:='OC:::or .CTS/STS. „'-;
JF.X" LCO-;- "':-

.Description of Issue Date
0 ened-'''ate

'.=

Closed
.=:;-COMMENTS

F 7.2-1A A3

P2

BFN RESPONSE

CTS 3.5.C.1
3.5.C.2

ITS 3.7.2

STS 3.7.2

STS 3.7.2 includes Actions for the
(EECW) pumps and Actions for the
(EECW) subsystems. CTS 3.5.C.1
and 3.5.C.2 require Actions for
the (EECW) pumps and not for the
subsystems. The ITS deletes the
separate Actions for the pumps and
references pumps with the Actions
for the subsystems in CONDITION A
and then defaults to referencing
the subsystems.in the other Action
statements. The change is based
on the facility having four
redundant RHRSW loops; and
servicing three units. While
redundancy exists. ITS 3.7.2
Actions deviate from the STS and
CTS Actions.

3-5-97 Provide a

justification for
deviating from the CTS
limits.

The CT for one
subsystem inop seems
excessive. justify.
Why have 7 day AOTs
been eliminated'

CTS table not fully or
accurately reflected
in ITS.

This change is Less
Restrictive, not
Admin.





~
'FN

ITS 3.7.2 Emergency Equipment Cooling Water (EECW) System and Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

'ITEM g;=- 'OC 'or,
JFIN '-"

CTS/STS,':,,',;.=
LCO.''-".= "-'~:-';

Description of Issue Date
0 ened

Date'losed
;.;:: -'COMMENTS

3.7.2-2A Ll
A3

BFN RESPONSE

3.7.2-3A M4

BFN RESPONSE

CTS 3.5.C

ITS 3.7.2

STS 3.7.2

CTS
4.5.C.1.a

ITS SR
3.7.2.3

STS SR
3.7.2.3

CTS 3.5.C Note (A) to CTS Table
3.5-1 requires that at least one
OPERABLE pump be assigned to each
header. The design criteria does
not require an OPERABLE pump from
each header. ITS 3.7.2 is less
restrictive in that it does not
require the two subsystems (pumps)
to be from separate headers.
Either two pumps on one header or
one pump on each header are
capable of providing the required
cooling to sa'fety related
corn onents on the three units.

CTS 4.5.C.l.a requires testing the
RHRSW pumps assigned to automatic
service on the EECW headers each
time the diesel generators are
tested. ITS SR 3.7.2.3 requires
verifying each required EECW pump
actuates on an actual or simulated
initiation signal. The ITS
changes the surveillance frequency
to every 18 months. Also. it is
not clear that the diesel
generator testing specified in the
CTS is comparable to the testing
required in the ITS. This change
appears to be a less restrictive
change.

3-5-97

3-5-87

The justification for
A3 states that RHRSW

pumps can be aligned
for EECW service. It
appears the CTS Table
3.5-1 indirectly
addresses RHRSW-EECW
cross-connect
capability. Is there
a cross-connect
capability? If so,
how is that reflected
in the ITS?

The change in SR
frequency is not
addressed. Provide
justification for the
new SR frequency.

Provide a
justification for
changing the testing
method.



0'

'



BFN ITS 3.7.2 Emergency Equipment Cooling Water (EECW) System and Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

ITEN-g.-'; --: DOC-.ar. CTS/STS'-'- '-;;

JFIS.."",'., LCO'.-''-';. =". '.
'escription of Issue-- Date .,=-

0 ened :

Date ., -.,'..".;.,':;:CONHENTS -,-
Closed'.7.2-4A

JFD
P10

BFN RESPONSE

3.7.2-5A

BFN RESPONSE

STS 3.7.2

CTS 3.2.B

ITS SR
3.7.2.3
3.8.1.10

'TS

SR
3.7.2.3

In the ITS the CT for restoring an
inoperable EECW pump is 7 days, vs
72 hours in the STS. The extended
CT justification is based upon the
7 day CT for restoring an
inoperable DG. The 7 day CT for a
DG is a deviation from the STS.

CTS 3.2.8 requirements for RHRSW

(EECW) pump timers. located in CTS
Table 3.2.8/4.2.B. are included in
the ITS Requirements. Actions. and
ITS 3.7.2 SRs for. "EECW System
and UHS." ITS SR 3 '.2.3 ensures
the pump actuates on an actual or
simulated signal and includes a

.

test of the EECW timer function.
The details of that test are moved
to plant procedures. Changes to

e
rocedures are controlled by the
icensee controlled programs. The

plant procedures and control
rocess is not identified.

6-3-97

3-6-97

The CT for the EECW

pump is based upon the
CT for the CT for the
supported DG (both CTs
are deviations from
the STS). If the DG

CT remains 7 days,
then the EECW pump CT
can remain 7 days.

Provide
identification of the
procedures and change
control process.



BFN ITS 3.7.3 Control Room Emergency Ventilation (CREV) System

ITEN 8",

3.7.3-1A LAl CTS 4.7.E.4

ITS 3.7.3

STS 3.7.4

BFN RESPONSE

OOC'='or CTS/STS '.:.-',--

JFDg'-*--':- 'LCO
Description of Issue

CTS 4.7.E.4 requires verifying the
dampers listed in CTS Table 4.2.G
operated during a simulated system
automatic actuation test. ITS
3.7.3 moves the details relating
to methods of performing the SR to
the ITS Bases or plant procedures.
Changes to the Bases are
controlled by the provisions of
the ITS Bases Control Process in
ITS Chapter 5,19; Changes to the
rocedures ar'e controlled by the
icensee controlled programs. It

is not clear where the details are
moved to (Bases or Procedures) and
what controls are used to control
chan es to the re uirements.

Date
0 ened'-"

3-6-97

Date
Closed

COHHENTS

Provide a discussion
and justification of
where the requirements
are moved to and how
changes to these
requirements are
controlled.



BFN ITS 3.7.4 Control Room Air Conditioning (AC) System

3.7.4-1

DOC or,
JFQ;;-'FD

P7
B1

CTS/STS- -....:,

LCO .'- .."::.:::,'-"":

ITS 3.7.4

STS 3.7.5

Description of Issue-

ITS 3.7.4 is added that was not
included in the CTS. ITS 3.7.4
implements Actions for the Control
Room Air Conditioning (AC) System.
While implementing the Control
Room AC System requirements. ITS
3.7.4 modifies the STS 3.7.5
Actions to include a new Condition
8 and then deletes the STS 3.7.5
Conditions D and E. Adding
Condition B and deleting STS
Conditions D and E takes credit
for additiona'1'ir Conditioning
systems that are available at the
site. By including ITS 3.7.4
Condition D, when there are two
inoperable control room air
conditioning subsystems, the plant
has 24 hours to place an alternate
air conditioning system in
operation and 7 days to return one
system to operation. It is not
clear that these additional air
conditioning systems are suitable
substitutes, from a safety
standpoint. as the Control Room AC
Systems. It is not clear that the
system design and the requirements
specified in the FSAR are met by
the ITS.

Date
'-

0 ened.-;

3-6-97

Date,-
Closed

:.: COMMENTS

Provide discussion and
justification for
deviating from the
STS.

Are BFN Units 1, 2. 8
3 reflected in ITS.It seems unit 3 is
neglected? Would Unit
3 have Condition B?

BFN RESPONSE



0



BFN ITS 3.7.5 Hain Turbine Bypass System

DOC'or. CTS/STS .";.':;.
JFIS.:, LCO:= ':-',-'-"':..

-'escri ption',of; Issue,

No comments on ITS Section 3.7.5.

Date,.";
0 ened-

Date -'. ''-.''-.':,.'COMMENTS
Closed





BFN ITS 3.7.6 Spent Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

DOC;.or- ., CTS/STS;-':",;" „.-

JF@:;: LCO: '.';:- ..".-':."
Description of Issue" .; Date--

0 ened-
Date ..
Closed

.: COMMENTS

3.7. 6-1A R1

BFN RESPONSE

3.7.6-2A

BFN RESPONSE

CTS 4.10.C

ITS 3.7.6

STS 3.7.8

CTS 4.10.C

ITS 3.7.6

STS 3.7.8

CTS 3.10.C includes Actions and
Surveillance Requirements for
spent fuel pool water temperature
and chemistry. ITS 3.7.6 moves
these requirements to plant
controlled documents. The spent
fuel pool water temperature and
chemistry requirements are moved
to plant procedures and/or, program
governing fuel pool temperature
and chemistry, restrictions. While
this change i's consistent with the
STS. the procedures were not
identified.

CTS 4.10.C.1 includes details on
performing the spent fuel pool
water level Surveillance
Requirement. ITS 3.7.6 moves the
details relating to methods of
erforming Surveillance
equirements to the Bases or

procedures. Changes to the
rocedures are controlled by the
icensee controlled programs. The

specific plant procedures and
change control process were not
identified.

2-6-97

2-6-97

Provide a
justification that
describes the
procedures that
include the spent fuel
pool water temperature
and chemistry
controls.

Provide a
justification that
describes the
procedures and the
controls on changes to
the procedures.



0

0



'

BFN STS 3.7.7 Hain Condenser Offgas

0
ITEN ¹ =.',''::., DOC'or.;

JFD¹-".
CTS/STS;'.;
LCO

'escription of Issue .: Date;,— .

0 ened'.=.
Date -.
Closed

".":.,';:. '. COHHENTS„

3.7.STS6-1 JFD
P15

BFN RESPONSE

STS 3.7.6 The ITS does not include STS
3.7.6. The STS requirement is
deleted because it is not
included in the CTS and plant
experience found the condenser
offgas release rate low enough
that there is not a problem.
Past performance is not an
indication of future
acceptability. Further.
deleting thjs .STS requirement is
not justiAe'd based on plant
design or operational
constraints.

3-6-97 Provide a discussion
and justification for
deviating from the STS
based on a discussion
of. applicability of TS
Criteria listed in 10
CFR 50.36(c).



0



0
General Comments on Improved Technical Specifications Section 3.4

ITEH f DOCN'.;. CTS/STS Description of Issue.
or .,:,:. LCD:, -;...
vFON'.":..:.

Date Date,"., „,-: .,::-CeWENTS,.
Opened '.-. Closed ..:.„.';.::..";-

3.4.G-1 lAI CTS
3.6.H

CTS 3.6.H/4.6.H requires operability
and inspection of snubbers. ITS does
not coptain requirements for snubbers.
The discus~ion identifies this as a
less restrictive change, stating the
requirements are relocated to Inservice
Inspection (ISI) Program documents.
This chan e is a relocation.

3.4.G-2 RI

3.4.G-3 RI

CTS
3.6.B

.CTS
3.6.G

1

CTS 3.6.B/4.6.8 contains requirements
for maintaining coolant chemistry. ITS
3.4 does not contain requirements for
maintaining coolant chemistry. The
discussion states these requirements
are relocated to plant documents. The
justification does not give the
s ecific documents.

CTS 3.6.G(4.6.G contains requirements
for maintaining structural integrity.
ITS 3.4 does not contain requirements
for maintaining structural integrity.
The discussion states these
requirements are relocated to plant
documents. The justification does not

ive the s ecific documents.



BFN ITS 3.4.1 RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

ITEN O', DOCS-.".':CTS/STS .".Description of-Issue
or.:;:.";.". LCO,,=:;;.,>".-.':

JFDf '" ': -:"-""::"- -"
- .

Date...'- ".'... Date",;.. ",'',",.;.:.'-:","CONENTS "..
Opened ',- 'losed

3.4.1-1 H2 ITS 3.4.1 ITS 3.4.1 requires matched flows for
the two recirculation loops in
operation. CTS 3.6.F.1
"Recirculation Pump Operation" does
not require matched flow; however,
CTS surveillance requirement
4.6.E.l.a "Jet Pumps" provides
requirements for determining jet pump
operability by verifying
recirculation loop flows are within
15K of each other. The discussion of
change provides justification for why
the limits are comparable but does
not specifically address the addition
of the requirement of matched flows
for recirculation loo o eration.

The equivalence of
verifying overall
recirculation flow,
recirculation loop
flow, and jet pump
flow is not adequately
explained.

3.4.1-2 None ITS 3.4.1 Actions B.l and B.2 are discussed
Bases under a section labled "B.l" and B.2

is discussed as B.1.



0



BFN ITS 3.4.1 RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

ITEN,f. "
DOCS, g.

,... ";.;.-. 'Or.-gi;"",
:

-JFD¹'TS/STS':„:'-,Description.of Issue
LCQ.:.","g'7; ~

Date
Opened,:-'~:

Date;",''.
Closed'::.

.-;;'.~ "'.",,.'. CONENTS '::-;-:
.,

3.4.1-3 H2 ITS SR
3.4.1.1

CTS surveillance requirement
4.6.E.l.a "Jet Pumps" provides
requirements for determining jet pump
operability by verifying
recirculation loop flows are within
15X of each other. CTS Bases 3.6.E
specifies that this comparison is
made between the two recirculation
loops. ITS SR 3.4.1.1 requires
verification that recirculation loop
jet pump flow mismatch is within a
specified percentage of rated core

~ flow, specifically requiring the use
of loop jet pump flow. The
justification of change considers
these two requirements comparable
however, the CTS verification is,-.
based on loop flows and the ITS
verification is based on core flow.

See coment fl above.



BFN ITS 3.4»1 RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

lTEH f.'' DOCN:.:- CTS/STS'. Description of .Issue
or'-P-. LCO-„,:-.:.;..-'. ',
JFDO:-; ..'--

''-.'-'"."."'ate,. - Date ..'- .'. -",:.;-."., ~;:.,CONENTS .",.'.:
Opened C'losed

3.4.1-4 Al CTS
3.5.8.2

and

JFO
P7

CTS 3.5.M.2 requires initiating a
manual scram if Region I of Figure
3.5.H-I is entered. ITS 3.4.1,
Required Action A.I requires placing
the mode switch in shutdown if Region
I of Figure 3.4.1-1 is entered.
Although this action will also result
in a scram this will be an automatic
scram since moving the mode switch
out of run will reset the Average
Power Range Monitor (APfN) scram
setpoint to 15K and being in Region
I, power will be greater than 15K.
The discussion does not justification
for this chan e.

3



0



BFN ITS 3.4.1 RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

ITEH f 'OCS= CTS/STS-
'*- 'Description of Issue .

or ": LCO''''--
CFON.-.'--

Date — - .'ate '.'. '.-'-.-,>.'-.--..=-,',CONENTS '-:..
Opened -: Closed

C

3.4.1-5 A1 CTS
and 3.5.H.3

JFD
P7

CTS 3.5.H.3 requires initiating a
manual scram if Region !I of Figure
3.5.H-1 is entered and thermal-
hydraulic instability is observed.
ITS 3.4.1, Required Action 8.1
requires placing the mode switch in
shutdown if Region II of Figure
3.4.1-1 is entered and thermal-
hydraulic instability is discovered.
Although the ITS required action will
also result in a scram, this will be
an automatic scram since moving the
mode switch out of Run will reset the
APRH scram setpoint to 15K and to be
in Region II power will be greater
than 15K. The discussion does not
provide justification for this
chan e.

3.4.1-6 L2 CTS
3.5.H.3.a

CTS 3.5.H.3.a requires exiting Region
II of Figure 3.5.H-I within 2 hours.
CTS does not provide requirements if
this action is not met, therefore CTS
1.0.C.1 requires the plant be placed
in Hot Standby within 6 hours. ITS
3.4.1 Required Action 0.1 requires
the plant be in Node 3 within 12
hours if Region II is not exited
within 2 hours. Although correctly
identified as a less restrictive
change, the discussion does not
provide justification for this
chan e.



0



BFH ITS 3.4.1 RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

ITEM f -„'OCf, CTS/STS.- .'- Description of Issue
or ', LCO,".'..::c"»
JFOf:

Oate -,-'.,'-'-

Opened
Gate."- ': '",',„-'-.": CONENTS: ", 'g„',:
Closed-".'"'-.'.-",';;;.;.,';

'.4.1-7HI CTS
3.6.F.3

CTS 3.6.F.3 allows REACTOR POMER

OPERATION (>1X power) with both
recirculation pumps out-of-service
for up to 12 hours when the reactor
is not in the RUN mode. In addition,
CTS 3.6.F.3 limits the total elapse
time in natural circulation and one
pump operation to 24 hours. ITS
3.4.1, Required Action O.l requires
the reactor be in Mode 3 within 12
hours if no recirculation loops are
in operation while in Mode 2. In
addition, the combined Required
Actions of C.l and 0.1 would allow
one pump operation and natural
circulation for up to 24 hours. How
the ITS is more restrictive is
unclear.

3.4.1-8 A1 CTS
3.6.F.4

CTS 3.6.F.4 requires a manual scramif both recirculation pumps trip
while in the RUN mode. ITS 3.4.1,
Required Action E.l requires placing
the mode switch in shutdown if no
recirculation loops are in operation
in MODE 1. No discussion or
5ustification is provided for this
chan e.



0



BFN ITS 3.4,1 RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

lTEH f. -" DOCf:„.'

-'. ""-"-. JFDf';-"

3.4.1-9 A1

r

CTS/STS:„-','Description of Issue
LCO ";;r.:-":4

1

CTS CTS 4.6.E.l.a requires verification
4.6.E.l.a that recirculation loops have a flow

imbalance within a specified range
when the pumps are operating at the
same speed. ITS SR 3.4.1.1 requires
verification that the recirculation
loop jet pump flow mismatch is within
a specified range; however, does not
require that the recirculation pumps
are operating at the same speed. No
discussion or justification is

rovided for this chan e.

Date .... "'.',Date.',=',. '>i'..:;", ~,CONENTS':-,':~.. -.:"-::„
Opened ..:,: .

Closed.'- -~j:4~-'<~",.':j:.,',-

3.4.1-10 M2 CTS
4.6.F. 1

CTS 4.6.F.1 requires checking
recirculation pump speed. ITS SR
3.4.1.1 requires verifying
recirculation loop jet flow mismatch
but does not require checking pump
speed. No discussion or
justification is provided for this
chan e.



BFN ITS 3.4.1 RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

.ITN.O -„' DOCS .: 'CTS/STS,"-',"",''

-.";,.:=--: "--:JFDf-'.- '.:.; ':.'4'+

'Description. of Issue:„:-:;., '.'.''ate . ':, Date.";.'....".."<,",,'".-.:-"-:..'.,-:„CONENTS..;,;::..-

Opened ".,;-. Closed: '" "-„-+>:„...'-,-'--,'-

3.4.1-11 Al
and
A3

CTS CTS 4.6.E.l.a and 4.6.F.l require
4.6.E.1.a verification of recirculation loop
and flow daily. CTS Table 1.1 defines
4.6.F;1 daily as at least once per calendar

day (midnight to midnight). ITS SR
3.4.1.1 requires verification of
recirculation loop flow with a
frequency of 24 hours. Applying ITS
SR 3.0.2 would allow this
surveillance performed up to 30
hours. This change is less
restrictive.



8FN ITS 3.4.1 RECIRC TION LOOPS OPERATING

ITEN 0 00CE„. CTS/STS~>'- Description of Issue —..

~ . or.'" LCQ-:~:-r "'<
l sr us:.

Date,',".. Date "'," ~".'5-.::",'-.'~CONENTS'..
Opened ..' C'losed.„: ".".'.;:-„..';~, „.;

3.4.1-12 LA2 CTS
4.6.F.3

3.4.1-13 LAI CTS
3.6.F.2

CTS 4.6.F.3 requires checking loop
discharge and dome saturation
temperatures before starting

either'ecirculation

pump during power
operation. The justification
specifies that this requirement moved
to plant procedures. I) ITS 3.4.1
does not provide requirements for
starting recirculation pumps but the
discussion does not explain why the
restrictions are not necessary. 2)
the CTS markup for ITS 3.4.9 uses CTS
4.6.F.3 as the CTS reference for the
ITS change and retains the words
'during REACTOR POWER OPERATION"
which would be inconsistent with the
applicablity of ITS 3.9.4. (though..
those words are not contain in the
final ITS SR). 3) The procedure into
which the requirement is relocated is
not s ecified.
CTS 3.6.F.2 requires the discharge .

valve of the low speed pump be shut
when shifting from one to two loop
operation. ITS 3.4.1 does not
contain this requirement. The
justification states this requirement
moved to plant procedures but does
not provide details of which

rocedure.



0



BFN ITS 3.4.1 RECIRCULATION LOOPS OPERATING

ITEH 0-='.:- DOCO "- -CTS/STS'.~;; Description of. Issue .. ..

VFDe =":::.~. i'&%;-."-..='::,.:.::.

Date
-,,: Opened"'.:

~
Date:-""- -':-"~"-'N. COiNENTS
Closed,. ';';p~~:.'„;",...:;;=: .:-'.',; ":

3.4.1-14 None All Bases The Reference Listings refer to the This coaments applies
Reference TS Policy Statement. However, the to all LCQs in all
Listings criteria are now incorporated into 10 sections with

CFR 50.36 c 2 ii . l Reference Listin s

3.4.1-15 LA3 CTS
3.5.N.3

.CTS 3.5.H.3.a provides methods to
exit Region II of Figure 3.5.H-I.
CTS 3.5.H.3.b describes evidence of
thermal hydraulic instability. ITS
3.4.1 does not contain this
information. The justification
states this requirement moved to
plant procedures but does not provide
details of which rocedure.



BFN ITS 3.4.2 JET PNPS

ITe.» ",
OOC».:'~>;:.CTSgSTS.':.'FD»,:..

3.4.2-1 L1 CTS
3.6.E.1

Description of Issue ".

CTS 3.6.E.I requires initiation of an
orderly shutdown if two or more jet
pump flow instrument. failures occur.
ITS 3.4.2 does not specifically
require a shutdown based on
instrument failures but uses among
other instruments the jet pump flow
instruments to met the surveillance
requirement in determining jet pump
operability. CTS 3.6.E.1 requires
shutdown based on two instrument
failures. ITS SR 3.4.2.1 allows one
of three methods to determine jet
pump operability.'he discussion
provided Ll does not provide
information on why the CTS focused on
the failure of instrumentation.

Opened "='Closed.'"'";;~':,-'&"„~~";.'.:,:;,,:. '',





BFN ITS 3.4.2 JET PNPS

DOCS:j,
or::,:."'FDf'..'TSlSTS;;;.,

.Oescription of;Issue
, Y

Date '" Date "..-';~- ~>Pj.';-",,~Q;C9%ENTS';:;,"-::.:.;;.-,
ened'.-. CI

C

Ll CTS
3.6.E.l

CTS
4.6.E.l.c

l

CTS 3.6.E.1 requires initiation of an
orderly shutdown if two or more jet
pump flow instrument failures occur.
ITS 3.4.2 does not specifically
require a shutdown based on
instrument failures but uses among
other instruments the jet pump flow
instruments to meet the surveillance
requirement in determining jet pump
operability. The discussion
identifies that the ITS 3.4.2 allows
a maximum increase of 6 hours to be
in NODE 3. This determination does
not take-into account the potential
time differences that are created by
the NOTES that accompany the ITS SR

which are not in the CTS.

CTS 4.6.E.l.c compares the diffuser
to 'lower plenum differential pressure
reading on an individual jet pump to
the mean of all jet pump differential
pressures. ITS SR 3.4.2.1;c compares
each jet pump diffuser to lower
plenum differential pressure to an
established pattern. The discussion
identifies this an administrative
change since it is in accordance with
industry guidance and consistent with
the ITS, but does not.provide any
justification. Mhy do SIL-330 and
NUREG/CR -3052 say the ITS method is
better.





BFN ITS 3.4.2 JET PNPS

ITEH f'-.,:- 'OCS". CTS/STS.:.
or::"~i'; LCO.-,'::;:.i":.::-„

Description of Issue
I

Oate
Opened

3.4.2-4 A2 CTS
and 4.6.K.1
A5 and

4.6.E.2

CTS 4.6.E.I and $ .6.E.2 require jet
pump operability checks performed
daily. CTS Table 1.1 defines daily
as at least once per calendar day
(midnight to midnight). ITS SR
3.4.2.1 requires jet pump operability
checks performed with a frequency of
24 hours. Applying ITS SR 3.0.2
would allow this surveillance
performed up to 30 hours. This
chan e is less restrictive.

3.4.2-5 A4 CTS
4.6.E. 2

CTS Surveillance 4.6.E.2 requires
verifying jet pump differential
pressure during single loop operation
to determine jet pump operability.
ITS 3.4.2, SR 3.4.2.1 requires
verification of jet pump OPERABILITY
(which includes. differential
pressure) for each operating loop.
The justification is that ITS 3.4.1
assures this surveillance
requirement, however ITS 3.4.1 allows
single loop operation but does not
address jet pump operability. Said
another way, if the operator can
choose one of three methods in SR
3.4.2.1 then the requirements of CTS
4.6.E.2 are not always accomplished,
so how is this an administrative
chan e?





0
BFN ITS 3»4.2 JET PNPS

ITEH 0, DOCS,.' CTS(STS.„„
or-.',;;: .LCO.:;;.;;-"-;,

: JFOf g-.

Description,of Issue...:
>'i .....': ~

.*

h

C

Date Date~~;.',",'.:~':,",.=,.".':-'.. C0%ENTS. ",; ".,;.

3.4.2-6 H2 CTS
4.6.E.l. a
and
CTS
4.6.E.l.b
and
ITS SR
3.4.2.l.a
and
ITS SR
3.4.2.).c

CTS Surveillance 4.6.E.l.a allows jet
pump operability be verified by
demonstrating that the two
recirculation loops have a flow
imbalance of g 15K when the pumps are
operated at the same speed. CTS
Surveillance 4.6.E.l.b identifies
that if indicated core flow rate
varies from that derived from loop
flow measurements by more than IlS,
jet pump operability is suspect. ITS
SR 3.4.2.1.a requires recirculation
pump flow to speed ratio be g 5X from
established patterns and jet pump
loop flow to recirculation pump speed
ratio be g 5X from established
patterns to determine jet pump
operability. ITS SR 3.4.2.1.c .

requires each jet pump, flow differ by
5 10K from established patterns to
determine jet pump operability. The
justification indicates this a more
restrictive change because of adding
two surveillances. However, the two
ITS Surveillance Requirements replace
two CTS surveillances. There is no
justification to show why the ITS
surveillances are more restrictive
than the CTS surveillances.



0



BFN ITS 3.4.3 SAFETY/RELIEF VALVES '(S/RVs)

ITEH .f ': . DOCS..~ CTS(STS
'.:: or'",;:. LCD

JFDf -':

Description of .Issue- Date:; ':Date".,'-~~:," ',.;;:;""'.:;;. COHHENTS;;:...',=:".-'::,':

r

3.4.3-1 Hl

3.4.3-2 L2

CTS
3.6.D.1

CTS
3.6.D.1

CTS 3.6.0.1 requires the reactor
depressurized to less than 105 psig
within 24 hours with less than the
required number of relief valves
operable. ITS 3.4.3, Required Actions
A.l and A.2 require to be in HODE 3
within 12 hours and HODE 4 within 36
hours with less than the required
number of relief valves operable. The
DOC incorrectly specifies that CTS
3.6.D.l requires being in HODE 4 within
24 hours. Being less than 105 psig
(approximately 332 'F) is not
equivalent to being in HODE 4 (< 212
~

F

CTS 3.6.D.l requires the reactor
depressurized to less than 105 psig
within 24 hours when less than the
required number of relief valves are
operable. ITS 3.4.3 Required Actions
A.l and A.2 require, with less than the
required number of relief valves
operable, to be in NODE 3 within 12
hours and HODE 4 within 36 hours. The
discussion incorrectly specifies that
CTS 3.6.0.1 requires being in HODE 4
within 24 hours. Being less than 105
psig (approximatley 332 'F) is not
equivalent to being in HODE 4 (< 212
~

F

L2 incorrectly states
Hade 4 is the reactor
depressurized to less
than 105 psig.



~ ~BFN. ITS 3.4.3 SAFETY/RELIEF VALVES (S(RVs)

ITN 0,':::,DOCS'CTS/STS'.- Oescriptfon:of
':...'....,or..."..". LCO<"'„-'.,",

'..JFDf'-

'V

Issue
1

Vb

Date .':.'.: Date .-:. '-.,-'...-;-„:.",:.'."CONENTS -„;=..":;. =,,
Opened:-. Closed:; -::"':.-:.';:,'i,-'..:;.',:.'; .,':.,-'".';>;-;;-".'...".

3.4.3-3 None ITS LCO The LCO requires 12 Operable S/RVs. SR
3.4.3 3.4.3.1 lists the settings for 13

"re uired" S RVs.

3.4.3-4 A3 ITS SR ITS SR 3.4.3.2 adds a note stating S'/RV

3,4.3.2 testing is not required to be performed
until 12 hours after reactor steam
pressure and flow are adequate to
perform the test. CTS 3.6.0 does not
specifically allow time to achieve test
conditions. The note was add to
clarify how long it was appropriate to
lait before performing the test. Is
that time a ro riate at Browns Ferr ?

2



BFN ITS 3.4.3 SAFETY/RELIEF VALVES (S/RVs)

ITBI N.'-::. DOCS-:;-:CTS/STS: Description of Issue
or',;,;-;,„LCO
JFOf: - "

Date:. Date;-;-,','..»;" ...:-';:>',-'-.',CONENTS:.,';..::.-';.
Opened. ,Closed:

3.4.3-5 L1

and

JFO
P34

ITS SR
3.4.3.1

STS SR 3.4.3.) requires verification of
the safety function lift setpoint of
the S/RVs, providing the tolerance
range for each S(RV setpoint. ITS
3.4.3.1 requires verification that the
.safety function lift settings of the
S/RVs are within 3X of the setpoint and
do'es not provide the tolerance range
for each S/RV setpoint. The
justification states that this change
cl'arifies the purpose of the
verification. The discussion does not
adequately justify the change from the
STS.

From a readability
standpoint it would
seem the STS format of
providing the bounds of
the allowable values
would be the better
approach.

3.4.3-6 LA2 CTS CTS 4.6.0.4 requires at least one S/RV
4.6.O.4 disassembled and inspected each

operating cycle. ITS 3.4.3 does not
'equiredisassembly and inspection of

S/RVs. The discussion states this
requirement moved to plant procedures.
The justification does not provide
details where the re uirement moved.





BFH ITS 3.4.4 REACTOR COOLANT YSTN (RCS) OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

ITN 0 ." 00Cf,„:-'TS/STS~.
or: "=;. LCO...;-,.';;:";;

'Oescription of Issue.
%W

Date. '. -- " Date,'.:."~:.":,'-~<~ ~-F<CQSENTS.: '»:.;,.',
Opened„':.,Closed" "»',:::..~ -";""gz -.:

3.4.4-l Ll

3.4.4-2 Ll

CTS
3.6.C.l.a

CTS
3.6.C.l.a

CTS 3.6.C.l.a requires that the total
reactor coolant system leakage not
exceed 25 gpm. 'ITS 3.4.4.c requires
RCS leakage limited to S t30] gpm
total LEAKAGE averaged over the
previous 24 hour period. Ll
explains why increasing the limit is
well within the capacity of the plant
systems to handle but fails to
discuss why with systems to designed
to handle a higher amount of leakage
25 gpm was the CTS limit and why
changing that reasoning is now
a ro riate.
CTS 3.6.C.l.a requires that the total
reactor coolant system leakage not
exceed 25 gpm. ITS 3:4.4.c requires
RCS leakage limited to ~ f30) gpm
total LEAKAGE'veraged over the
previous 24 hour period. The
justification for this less
restrictive change does not discuss
changing the limit from a specific
instantaneous leakage rate to one
that is averaged over the past 24
hours.



0
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BFN ITS 3.4.4 REACTOR COOLNT SYSTEN (RCS) OPERATIOMAL LEAKAGE

ITEN 0"".
4

DOCS;":; CTS/STS~p;-"

JFN',.:.'--".''.~-".~N:.

Description of, Issue.,:.
r

Date: .::, Date: .,'; .,~,'-~<",-',,,,,p.,'CO}%ENTS.".::;.':-..',;.'-':.',.

Opened:. Closed"; .'...'..:~->';,";4'..:- '.

3.4.4-3 L4 CTS
3.6.C.3

3.4.4-4 L2 CTS
and 4.6.C.I
JFO
P6

CTS 3.6.C.3 requires the reactor
placed in Cold Shutdown within 24
hours if specified coolant leakage
limits are not met. ITS 3.4.4,
Required Actions A.l, B.l and B.2
allow 4 hours to reduce leakage
within limits. If these Required
Actions and associated Completion
Times are not met, ITS 3.4.4 Required
Action C.2 requires the reactor
placed in NODE 4 within 36 hours.
This allows a total of 40 hours to
place 'the reactor in cold shutdown
when exceeding leakage limits and not
36 hours as discussed in L4.

CTS 4.6.C.I requires reactor coolant
system leakage checked at least once
per 4 hours. ITS SR 3.4.4.1 requires
checking RCS leakage 'every 12 hours.
Both the DOC and the JFD simply give
as justification that the change is
consistent with Generic Letter 88-0l
Supplement 1. That is not
sufficient, some finding has to be
made about the appropriateness of the
interval based on plant design or
o eratin histor .



BFN ITS 3.4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH (RCS) OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

ITEN 0;: 'OOCf':: CTS/STS".-„.',.':, . or: ...,.- . LCO,„.:,~~„-'"
JFDf.",. ~;-::" -,"i:,',-,'.-;6:.

Description oF Issu~:.-,'- ..., .

r

Date" . Date~:-,;..
Opened -";— .

Closed..'-"':;.-':.~=<4 C0%ENTS .

3.4.4-5 A2 CTS
3.6 .C.l.c

CTS 3.6.C.l.c allows an increase in
reactor coolant leakage into the,
primary containment of > 2 gpm during
the first 24 hours in the RUN mode
following STARTUP as long as
unidentified leakage and total
leakage limits are not exceeded. ITS
3.4.4.d .requires that RCS LEAKAGE be
limited to ~ 2 gpm increase in
unidentified LEAKAGE within the
previous 24 hour period while in %DE
1. This 'change is more restrictive
since CTS allowed exceeding the 2 gpm
increase limit for the first 24 hours
in the RUN NODE. ITS requires the
unidentified LEAKAGE increases
limited to 2 gpm within the previous
24 hours. These are not the same.

'orexample, after going to the NODE

1 if unidentified leakage increases
by > 2 gpm in the first 10 hours this
limit would be exceeded, in the CTS
the limit would not be exceeded.





BFN ITS 3.4.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTN LENAGE DETECTION INSTRNENTATION

ITEN f 'OCf).=, CTS/STS:.
or "'.-." LCO '.;.":;.
JFOf.~ '...::-:,'::

3.4.5-1 LAS CTS
3.2.E
and
CTS
4.2.E

Description of Issue

LA5 states that the equipment
drain'onitoringsystem has been relocated

to the Bases of ITS 3.4.4 and other
appropriate procedures. The portions
relocated the Bases of ITS 3.4.4 are
not apparent and the other specific
rocedures are not indicated.

Date; „", Date~,';-"; ';;;.'=4';::CQNENTS
-;::~',:-„'„'pened

'"; Closed"; .-.".,.a-,i .s.::,',:

3.4.5-2 LA4 CTS
Table

JFD 4.2.E
P25

and

STS SR
3.4.6.2

CTS Table 4.2.E specifies the minimum
test and calibration frequency for
drywell leak detection
instrumentation. This table
specifically addresses the functions
of the Floor Drain Sump Flow,
Integrator, the Floor Drain Sump Fill
Rate and Pumpout Rate Timers, and the
Floor Drain Logic. CTS Table 4.2.E
requires a functional test of the
Floor Drain Logic once per operating
cycle. Note 4 states the logic test
checks the function of the flow
integrator and rate timers. The
)ustification states that this
requirment is relocated to appropriate
procedures but the specfic procedure

's

not s ecified.





BFN ITS 3.4.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTN LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRNENTATION

ITEN 0 : DOCit"..CTS/STS , Description of Issue ..
or .':; LCO....;;.
JFDf'*:.,:.," "...'.:::; "': - .'

,7 „ h

Date -',-'-; Date"„'>:":, '.;:.";..'-;,:-;:,COHHENTS': .".- ';
Opened .: Closed,. >"..'..'...,'."....',„'

3.4.5-3 N5 CTS
Table
4.2.E

CTS Table 4.2.E requires an instrument
check of the air sampling system
performed once per day. ITS SR
3.4.5.1 requires performance of a
CHANNEL CHECK of the primary
containment atmospheric monitoring
system every 12 hours. The only
justification is that it is consistent
with the GL and the NUREG. That is
insufficient, have to state what in
specific plant design or operation
makes that alri ht.

3.4.5-4 LAI CTS
Table
4.2.E
NOTE 2
I

CTS Table 3.2.E, NOTE 2 allows an
alternate system to determine leakage
flow using a manual system by
monitoring the timing of the pump
starts. ITS 3.4.5.a requires the
drywell floor drain sump monitoring
system be OPERABLE. The justification
states the description of the
alternate method moved to the BASES or
procedures. The justification does
not give the specific procedure and
the Bases does not cover the level of
detail iven in the NOTE.





BFN ITS 3.4.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTN LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUNENTATION

ITEM' = -."

~ I

I'OCS'-:.';, CTS/STS,,"-.
or. -~:„: -'LCO:::-'.-",-~".-:.

Oescriptian of:Issue. -:..."'..::. .'.-.',-..".". 'ate :,'.~~;

A

Date'.,'.,'""..

Closed;==.

3.4.5-5 LA1 CTS
and Table
JFD 4.2.E
P33 NOTE 2

3.4.5-6 LA2 CTS
Table
3.2.E

CTS Table 3.2.E, NOTE 2 allows an
alternate system to .determine leakage
flow using a manual system by
monitoring the timing of the pump
starts. The reference to Regulatory
Guide 1.45 as describing acceptable
methods for selecting leakage
detection systems was deleted from ITS
Bases 3.4.5, Background.
Justification for this deletion is
that the plant is not coaeitted to
meeting the sensitivity requirements
of the Regulatory Guide therefore,
reference to it is removed. However,
ITS Bases 3.4.4 and SR 3.4.4.1
reference Regulatory Guide 1.45 as
providing guidelines used to quantify
LEAKAGE.

CTS Table 3.2.E provides setpoints for
the Floor Drain Sump Fill Timer, Floor
Drain Sump Pump Out Rate Timer, and
Orywell Air Sampling System. ITS
3.4.5 does not provide the setpoints
for the RCS leakage detection
instrumentation. The justification
states the setpoints moved to
procedures. The justification does
not ive the s ecific rocedure.

The extent to which
the plant is comaitted
to the Reg Guide and
the portion of the
FSAR or other
licensing basis
document that
discusses the Reg
Guide comaittments
should be referenced.





BFN ITS 3.4.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTN LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRNENTATION

ITEN f "-
DOCS:, CTS/STS.'„
or'~~' LCO-'~,';, .

JFDf ',.

3.4.5-7 LA3 CTS
Table
3.2.E,
Note 3

3.4.5-8 LA4 CTS
Table
4.2.E

and

ITS SR
3.4.5.3

Description of Issue
'

CTS Table 3.2.E, Note 3 specifies
actions to take upon receipt of a
Drywell Air Sampling System alarm.
ITS 3.4.5 does not specify actions in
response to containment atmospheric
monitoring system alarms. The
justification states the actions moved
to procedures. The justification does
not ive the s ecific rocedure.

CTS Table 4.2.E specifies the minimum
test and calibration frequency for
drywel'l leak detection
instrumentation. This table
specifically addresses the functions
of the Floor Drain Sump Flow
Integrator, the Floor Drain Sump Fill
Rate and Pumpout Rate Timers, and the
Floor Drain Logic. CTS Table 4.2.E
requires calibration of the Floor
Drain Sump Fill Rate and Pumpout Rate
Timers once per operating cycle. ITS
SR 3.4.5.3 requires a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION of the required drywell
sump monitoring system instrumentation
every 184 days. The justification
states the specifics of the
calibrations moved to procedures. The
justification does not give the
s ecific rocedure.

Date, Date:: -,,; x-.==:,:,;-.: CONENTS
Opened . Closed, ":>,'-.-':;-;"."..„';.
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BFN ITS 3.4.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUNENTATION

TEH 4=" .'OCS.-"..:. CTS/STS ~
or .." P>-- 'LCO";.:+","

Description'f; Issue,':

~ 4,

Date";,;=, .'Date:-.'-',",',: -. '~.'4CONENTS.:.-,.:.'.:.;.",<.

.4.5-9 L3 CTS
Table
3.2.E

CTS Table 3.2.E defines the air
sampling system as consisting of gas
and particulate monitoring channels
(i.e., OPERABILITY of both channels
required for the air sampling, system
to be OPERABLE). ITS 3.4.5.b requires
either one channel of the gas or one
channel of the particulate monitoring
system to be OPERABLE. The
justification provided is inadequate
for changing the OPERABILITY
requirement from both channels to one
channel. Specifi'cally, the
justification does not explain the
basis for the existing requirement and
does not discuss whether the
reliability of the equipment warrants
the change or whether 'there is any
other required means of obtaining
similar information.

3.4.5-10 LA2 CTS
Table
3.2.E

CTS Table 3.2.E provides setpoints for
the Floor Drain Sump Fill Timer, Floor
Drain Sump Pump Out Rate Timer, and
Drywell Air Sampling System. ITS

~ 3.4.5 does not provide the setpoints
for the RCS leakage detection
instrumentation. LA2. indicates that
the setpoints have been relocated but
does not s ecif where.
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BFH ITS 3.4.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRlNENTATION

ITEH f,:..':::.OOCf,.„-".„'. CTS/STS:.;: Description oF Issue' Date;:.... Date,'-.; . j',::.:.';.;..:;GONENESS...-j..'-.,
Opened '='- 'Closed;:..';.~'~;@,".";:

3.4.5-11 P25 ITS The Completion Time is change to 24
3.4.5 hours to be consistent with GL 84-11.
Action A Mhat in the GL makes this time

a ro riate for Browns Fer r 7

3.4.5-12 A2 CTS
3.6.C.3

CTS 3.6.C.3'requires initiation of
shutdown and be in-COLD SHUTDOWN

within 24 hours if CTS 3.6.C.2 is not
met (which allows either the sump or
air sampling system to be inoperable
for a given period but not both) ITS
3.4.5, Required Action D.I requires
entering ITS 3.0.3 if all required
leakage detection systems are
inoperable. ITS 3.0.3 requires the
plant be in NODE 4 (Cold Shutdown)
within 37 hours. This is a less
restrictive chan e.





ITEN f.,";—;'OCf. CTS/STS': Oesc1'iption
or ';..'CO;,.;.'"... "- .::-':-.,

aFDf" '-.::.-::-':-.';;:":.'-". '-

of Issue..
A

P

Date:.'-':..'ate".<:: „'":.",;::,.='>'=,COWENTS'"-;;-.

Opened'-:::> 'Closed;;:;4»',".::"".:--:;-'.'..:,:;-', '

3.4.6-1 HI CTS
3..6.B.6

CTS 3.6.B.6 imposes limits on reactor
coolant activity whenever the reactor,
is critical. ITS 3.4.6, Applicability
imposes limits on reactor coolant
activity in NODE I and %DES 2 and 3
with any steam line not isolated.
Overall, the ITS 3.4.6 may be more
restrictive than the CTS. However, if
the reactor is critical with the steam
lines isolated the ITS does not require
compliance. The discussion does not
adequately justiFy this less
restrictive portion of the change which
unlike the CTS allows the reactor to be
critical with the main steam lines
isolated while not requiring the LCO to
be met.





BFN ITS 3.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

ITEN 0:: OOCf'," 'CTS/STS; .Description of Issue
' A

'a 7~ $ v

Date'. "".-.:„-'.

Opened '=';;,"
,Date':.':""..-.;."';.",„'.,'.;.'CONENTS ";-+..., "
Closed'..: .,:.'::;;."'=.;..""„:;:";.-:; .,:.".;:.:,::, .:

3.4.6-2 L1 CTS
3.6.B .6

CTS 3.6.B.6 allows exceeding the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS} specific
activity limit following a power
transient and limits the time the
reactor can be operated, when the RCS

specific activity limit is exceeded, to
less than 5X of its yearly power
operation. ITS 3.4.6, Required Action
A.2 allows 48 hours to restore coolant
specific activity to within limits if
exceeded provided that the specific
activity does not exceed 26 pCi/gm.
CTS 3.6.B.6 only allows exceeding the
limit following a power transient. ITS
does not put a stipulation on when the
limit can be exceeded. GL 85-19 may
adequately justify removal of the
yearly cuaeulative limit but the
removal of the "following a power
transient" is inadequately supported. ,

Qhen except after a power transient
should it be acceptable to have
activity levels some l6 .times the
nominal equilibrium value and
approaching 4.5 times the nominal
maximum. activity limit2 Qhile those
numbers may be justified from an
offsite dose perspective, with regard
to indication of fuel performance (all
BNRs using basically the same fuel) why
should such activity values be allowed
exce t after transients?



DOCS:.
or
JFOf

'~'TS/STS'CO '.v Description, of Issue . Oate-
Opened;::

Date.-';-".':: -::, "':-"-'-",-.".,COeENTS = '...
Closed".

CTS CTS 3.6.B.6 allows exceeding the
3.6.B.6 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) specific

activity limit following a power
transient for 48 hours. No specific
action is given if this completion time
is not met, therefore CTS 1.0.C.1
requires to be in Hot Shutdown in 6
hours. ITS 3.4.6, Required Action
B.2.1 requires shutting all main steam
lines or Required Action B.2.2.1
requires to be in NODE 3 in 12 hours if
the Requires'ctions or Completion Time
of Condition A are not met. The change
results in extending the time to be in
Hot Shutdown from 6 to 12 hours. While
the overall result is the same, how
that point is arrived at is changed .and
that less restrictive portion of the
chan e is not s ecificall discussed.



0,



BFN ITS 3.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

-ITEM O' .DOCS;";,: CTS/STS„..
or .'',-'-LCO':.';".~;:
JFDf ".-.':",-:s,i4 -.'-.'.

Des'cription. of. Issue: ..
~/ i

~i<-

Date, .- -Date-';.-:":
Opened ': Closed:

;jp'-,,~,~.',s„''!.COGENT

3.4.6-4 A3 CTS
3.6. 8.6

CTS 3.6.8.6 requires if an any time =

Dose Equivalent I-131 exceeds 26
pCi/gm, the reactor must be shut down

and all main steam lines isolated
iaeediately. If DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131
exceeds 26 pCi/gm, ITS 3.4.6, Required
Action 8.2.1 requires shutting all maih
steam lines or Required Action 8.2.2.2
requires to be in MODE 4 in 36 hours.
This change provides the option of
either shutting all main steam lines or
being in MODE 4 in 36 hours. This
change is. less restrictive since it
does not require shutting all main
steam lines. Further, where, as stated
in A3, does CTS 3.6.8.6 state that if
equilibrium activity cannot be restored
in 48 hours shut the steam linesT

3.4.6-5 L2 CTS
3.6.8.6

CTS 3.6.8.6 requires the reactor be
shut down and the steam line isolation
valves closed imaediately if the iodine
concentration exceeds 26 pCi/gm. ITS
3.4.6, ACTION 8 allows 12 hours to

'losethe isolation valves or to be in
Mode 3. This change extends the
completion time of the actions from
iaeediately to 12 hours. L2 states
that 12 hours is a "reasonable" time
however, that does.not explain the
basis for "itittediately" and in turn whyit is reasonble to go from that to 12
hours.



BFH ITS 3.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

1TEH N ,'Cf,':=;,CTS/STS; .:Description of issue

JFOf —. -""~:.. ~" ".'",'".''ate,; Date "„:. ',-,'~,"<,',.<,.~.CONENTS - ..
Opened ...,.'losed-; .-':":;;.'.~~>;".-'.:.'.:

3.4.6-6 LA1 CTS
4.6.B.S
and
CTS
4.6.8.6

CTS 4.6.B.6 requires additional coolant
samples taken at 4 hour intervals
whenever reactor activity exceeds one
percent of the concentration limits in
CTS 3.6.8.6 and one other condition is
met such as during STARTUP CONDITIONS
or following significant power changes.
In addition, CTS 4.6.B.6 requires 3
consecutive samples taken in all cases.
ITS 3.4.6 ACTIONS A and B require
determining DOSE E(UIVALENT I-131 every
4 hours if coolant specific activity
exceeds the limits specified in
Condition A or B. This change deletes
current surveillance requirements of
sampling at 1owet limits, during
STARTUP CONDITIONS, and significant-
power changes. The discussion fails to
address why deletion of. such
requirements is appropirate given that,
for example, during the initial startup
from a refueling outage would be the
most likely time to detect any fuel
abnormalities





BFN ITS 3.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

ITEM 0,-'.~ DOCf.„; CTS/STS,'; Description of-.Issue ..':-'.':.. Date" ...;.;;=-

'Opened""j„-::
Eq'lA

3.4.6-7 12

3.4.6-8 M3

CTS CTS 4.6.B.5 requires sampling reactor
4.6.B.5'oolant to determine specific activity

during equilibrium power operation.
ITS SR 3.4.6. 1, contains a note that
requires verification of specific
activity only in MODE 1. The
discussion fails to discuss the less
restrictive aspect of the change which
is that the sampling is now.only
required when power level is greater
than five ercent RTP.

CTS CTS 4.6.B.5 requires sampling reactor
4.6.B.5 coolant to determine specific activity

monthly. ITS SR 3.4.6.1 requires
verification of reactor coolant
specific activity every 7 days. The
only justification is consistency with,:
the NUREG and that is inade uate.

The Bases may contain
the needed discussion.

The Bases way contain
the needed discussion.



BFN ITS 3.4.7 RESIOUAL HEAT RENVAL (RHR) SHUTOORN COOLING SYSTEH «HOT SHUTOON

'1TEH f .. DOCf~.'TS/STS". Description'f. Issue
or '-~„''. LCO.;.:„-.',.':,-'..',
JFOf.-

Oate .. Date-,::,:"; '9"--~: <".-"',:COSENTS -'»;: ':
Opened:- Closed':. "":.k "j->.-':~..-,

3.4.7-1 Hl STS
3.4.8

ITS 3.4.1 adds requirements that two
RHR Shutdown Cooling subsystems be !

OPERABLE in RODE 3 with reactor steam
dome pressure less than the RHR low
pressure permissive pressure.
Appropriate ACTIONS and a Surveillance
Requirement are also added. CTS does
not contain requirements addressing RHR

Shutdown Cooling. The discussion does
not provide justification for addition
of these re uir ements.

The Bases may provide
the discussion that is
needed.



BFN ITS 3-4.8 RESIDUAL HEAT REHOVAL (RHR) SHUTDOMN COOLING SYSTN - COLD SHUTDOMH

ITEN.N-.. DOCS:;,"- 'CTS/STS-,Desci'iption of Issue-
or:,.; 'LCO';;.--',: ',-.;;";: -." ~:.'. '-',"

Date;: Date;,.";";:.':„,>-,',""',„;,',,C0%ENTS::-,:;;,'.:-
Opened, ' C1osed:",;,-'j~, <~ "'. -'::.~,- '., -,:..:::-'.;>';,.',.

3.4.8-1 NI STS
.3.4.9

ITS 3.4.8 adds requirements that two
RHR Shutdown Cooling subsystems be
OPERABLE in NODE 4. Appropriate
ACTIONS and a Surveillance Requirement-
.are also added. CTS does not contain
requirements addressing RHR Shutdown
Cooling. The discussion does not
provide justification for addition of
these re uirements.

The Bases may provide
the discussion that is
needed.
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ITBI f.::.. DOCS;:";. "CTS/STS Description- of Issue.
or .''.CO:.'.,».'"';:;..:-.~„-';; .. " ' "..'.*:-:'".:,'

Date- ' Dat'e".;>':..Pi',i;-'-'<< CONENTS.-'; ~ ";~"

'.4.9-1

P36 STS
3.4.1)

P36 justifies the deletion of this TS
based, in part, on "a recent GE
evaluation." Nore discussion of that
evaluation is required including
whether the NRC has reviewed and
acce ted it.

3.4.9-2 Al CTS CTS Figure 3.6-1 contains notes which
Figure discuss each of the curves. ITS
3.6-1 Figure 3.4.9-1 does not contain these

notes. The deletion of these notes
is not discussed.
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'ITEM.;0 -':, .' DOCS,'.~::CTS/STS .

JFDf i".- -.::":,".:-"«.

Description of'.Issue",".. '..-.; "'.".,-. -"'..;- Date:.,'='," .Date-'»
Opened""'.. Closed;;;.

3.4.9-3 AI CTS CTS 3.6.A.3 requires during heatup by
3.6.A.3 nonnuclear means (except under the

noted condition) the reactor vessel
temperature shall be at or above the
temperatures of cu'rve $ 2 of Figure
3.6-1 until removing tension on the
head stud bolts. ITS SR 3.4.9.1.a
requires the RCS pressure and
temperature are within the limits of
Figure 3.4.9-1, Curve f2. There is
no discussion of the two specific
differnces in the two requirements I)
the differentiation in the CTS
between nuclear and nonnuclear
heatups and 2) the apparently more
restrictive ITS which requires
conformance at all times and the CTS.-
which rquire conformance until
detensioning of the reagtor vessel
head studs occurs.
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ITEN f,,"
'00Cf,k';CTS/STS-'.-'.:"-

'JFDk'"":-. '-:.:<Pe"""

Oescript)on of.:, Issue', .',.:-.'..-";.. =,.„:;-'=''
A ~v <'

Date".-:='pened
'.;

3.4.9-4 AI CTS
3.6

CTS 3.6.A.7 prohibits starting
.A.7 reactor recirculation pumps unless

the coolant temperature between the
dome and the bottom head drain are
within 145 F. ITS SR 3.4.9.3
requires verifying the difference
between the bottom head coolant
temperature and the reactor pressure
vessel coolant temperature is ~ l45

F prior to startup of a
recirculation pump. There is no
discussion for the changes of where
the temperatures are measured (if
they are in fact different and not
ust chan es in terminolo
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BFN ITS 3.4.9 REACTOR C001ANT SYSTEH PRESSURE AND TEHPERATURE (P/T) KNITS

.;OOCf;:.:.. CTS/STS.: ';Oescription.of. Issue'- "..;:.: '
'I I'A

.. Date
Opened .- ':,=.

3.4.9-5 A3 CTS
4.6.A.6

CTS
4.6.A.7

CTS 4.6.A.6 requires prior to and
during startup of and idle loop
comparing temperatures of the
operating and idle loops. CTS
4.6.A.7 requires comparing reactor
coolant temperatures in the dome and
in the bottom head drain prior to
starting a recirculation pump. ITS
3.4.9.4 requires verifying the
temperatur'e between the vessel and
idle loop are within limits once
within 15 minutes prior to starting a
recirculation pump. ITS SR 3.4.9.3
requires verifying the bottom head
coolant and reactor pressure vessel
temperatures are within limits once
within 15 minutes prior to starting .~
recirculation pump. The discussion
considers these adminisgrative
changes and equivalent. Placing a
limit of 15 minutes is more
restrictive.

The SR Bases seem to
indicate that the 15
minute limit is an
additional restriction
on operation.
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BFN ITS 3.4.9 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTN PRESSURE AND TNPERATVRE (P/T) LINITS

1TEH, 0'.; '.DOCS,.'..
JFDf'.:.'TS%STS:.

Description of .Issue..: ....':.:..:. "..-.';:;
'C

Date';.:;;.
Opened"::„..

3.4.9-6 AI

3.4.9-7 A3

CTS
4.6.A.7

CTS

4.6.A.6'TS

4.6.A.7

CTS 4.6.A.7 requires comparing
reactor coolant temperatures in the
dome and in the bottom head drain

.prior to starting a recirculation
pump. ITS SR 3.4.9.3 requires
verifying comparing the bottom head
coolant and reactor pressure vessel
temperatures once within 15 minutes
prior to starting a recirculation
pump. A NOTE requires this
comparison only in %DES 1, 2, 3, and
4. There is no discussion of the
change in when this requirement is
a licable.
CTS 4.6.A.6 requires prior to and
during startup of and id1e loop
comparing temperatures of the
operating and idle loops. ITS
3.4.9.4 requires verifying the
temperature between the vessel and
idle loop are within limits once
within 15 minutes prior to .starting a .

recirculation pump. The deletion of
the req'uirement to compare loop
temperatures "during startup" is not
addressed. Under the CTS what was
considered "during startup" and why
is it not necessary to monitol during
that eriod under the.lTS.

The SR Bases appear to
provide the needed
explanation of this
difference.
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ITN f ': OOCN,:;,-'CTS/STS '; '.Oescription of-Issue '- -:-,-:. Date:,'.... Date"-".;":.-::.=":-''-',".>;CONENTS - -.;"'; - -.

3.4.9-8 LA1

3.4.9-9 LA1

CTS
4.6.A.6

CTS
4.6.A.7

CTS
4.6.A.l

I

I

l

CTS 4.6.A.6 requires prior to and
during startup of and idle loop
logging temperatures of the operating
an idle loops. CTS 4.6.A.7 requires
logging reactor coolant temperatures
in the dome and in the bottom head
drain prior to starting a
recirculation pump. ITS SR 3.4.9.3
and ITS SR 3.4.9.4 do not require
logging the temperatures for these
comparisons. The discussion states
these requirements moved to the Bases
and procedures. The justification
does not give the specific procedure
and the Bases does not address this
re uirement.

CTS 4.6.A.1 specifies various reactor
coolant vessel pressure,
temperatures, and loop temperatures
be recorded until 3 successive
readings at each location are within
5 'F. ITS SR 3.4.9.1 does not
specifically address what
temperatures to use and does not
address taking readings until 3
successive readings are within 5 'F.
The discussion states these
requirements moved to the Bases and
procedures. The justification does
not give the specific procedure and
the Bases does not address this
re uirement.
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,ITEN .O'.;. 'INCf.' ';.CTSjSTS.'.: -Oescriptio'n.of, Issue '::-' "

~."::", ....„.'--.'r',, ', .LCO..:;:: ~, .-.,:=,~:-.

Date '-'.. ': Date.-~.-.", '-„'>q"-. >);-q,CNIENTS,"
Opened

...'..Closed�
„..:",w"',-,'.";,-.'~-„.:.j;,;.::".

3.4.9-10 A1 CTS CTS 4.6.A.2 requires the reactor
4.6.A.2 vessel metal temperature at the

outside surface of the bottom head in-
the vicinity of the control rod drive
housing and reactor vessel shell
adjacent to shell flange shall be
recorded at least every 15 minutes
during inservice hydrostatic and leak
testing. ITS SR 3.4.9.1 requires
verifying RCS pressure and
temperatures are within limits every
30 minutes. Neither ITS 3.4.9.1 nor
its Bases specify the temperatures to
monitor. No specific justification
is iven for this chan e.

Depending on what
temperatures are
monitored will also
determine the adequacy
,of 00C L2.
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ITEH 0'.-„'=. OOCi..':. CTSISTS„-

JFDt:"" 4 ~~74$ ..

Oescription of .Issiie Date-...'..-'..Date':;-.".3.
Opened'.".. Closed.;„.

:.~"„.,~g~P'j~ COSENTS '-";"',;,.--"...

3.4.9-ll Hl

3.4.9-12 H2

3.4.9-13 H3

ITS SR
3.4.9.2

ITS SR
3.4.9,5
SR
3.4.9.6
SR
3.4.9.7

ITS
3.4.9
ACTIONS

ITS SR 3.4.9.2 requires verification
that the RCS pressure and temperature
are within the criticality limits
once within 15 minutes prior to
control rod withdrawal for the
purpose of achieving criticality.
CTS 4.6.A does not require
surveillance of this requirement.
The discussion does not provide
justification for addition of this
re uirement.

ITS SRs 3.4.9.5, and 3.4.9.6 require
verification that reactor vessel
flange and head flange temperatures
are 2 82 F every 30 minutes. ITS SR

.

3.4.9.7 requires verification that
reactor vessel flange and head flange
temperatures are ~ 82 F every 12
hours. CTS 4.6.A did hot require
surveillance of these requirements.
The discussion does not provide
justification for addition of these
re uirements.

ITS 3;4.9 ACTIONS A, B, and C provide
direction when the RCS pressure and
temperature limits are not met. CTS

3.6.A provides no Actions if the RCS

pressure and temperature limits are
not met. The discussion does not
provide justification for addition of
these re uirements.

The SR Bases may
provide the needed
discussion.

The SR Bases may
provide the needed
discussion.

The ITS Bases may
provide the needed
discussion.
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r, ~, ~

DOCS: ~ 'CTSjSTS, Description'f;,Issue
".oi.', ','S..",LCO.'.~,;:i;::

Date ., Date'..'.":::.:,:--'3':..".'-„'-.;:CONENTS-',".'."'-.-:;;:.".:-;

:,Opened':; '.Closed
~

3:.'""j"..~„„".-'~',,...:,:.,- -„-. -..:.-.'."-,„.',"..",:.,

3.4.9-14 Al CTS CTS 3.6.A.5 requires the vessel
3.6.A.5 flange and head flange be > 80 'F (82

and 70 respectively for Units 2 and
3) before fully loading the vessel
head bolts. ITS SR 3.4.9.5 requires
verifying the vessel flange and head
flange-temperatures are ~ 82 F.
This change results in raising the
limit 2 and 12 'F from the CTS for
Units 1 and 3. Contrary to the
discussion of Al the licensing basis
is not maintained. No discussion or
justification is provided for the
differences between the CTS and ITS;



BFH ITS 3.4.9 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTN PRESSURE AND TNPERATURE (P/T) LIMITS

.ITEN O':."';.',OOCN~~:.':CTS/ST$ . -Oescription';oF;,Issue "=.'ate'..-': * ''.-Oats.-'„;,"-,"„". <j, ~~P~P;;CONENT$ $~;-'-..4,","..";:-

'Opehed':.'-;Closed-~:„:<'-":;::.'P'8"<~ .'="..'-'..-''--~ ."; "

3.4.9-)5 A6 CTS
4.6.A.5
and STS
SR
3.4.10.
6 and 7,

CTS 4.6.A.5 requires recording the
reactor vessel shell temperature
immediately below the head flange
when the vessel head bolting studs
are tensioned and the reactor is in a
cold condition. ITS SRs 3.4.9.5, 6 5
7 require verifying the reactor
vessel flange and head flange
temperatures ~ 82 F. Notes for each
of these SRs stipulate the condition
that each surveillance must be
performed. In the Unit 3 CTS markup
what should be the Note for SR

3.4.9.5 is indicated as the Note for
SR 3.4.9.1. Justification for the
use of STS SR 3.4.10.6 and 7 Notes is
not rovided.

10





BFN ITS 3.4.7 RESIDUAL HEAT RENOVAL (RHR) SHUTOOMN COOLING SYSTEN - HOT SHUTDOMN

ITEN f DOCf='.:.'TS/STS'escription of Issue
or .-:.r',.LCO,;,„..".':. '.
JFDf

Date . Date;";: . -.=,~"„:".": CONENTS '=»':.-..
Opened: Closed':.:,.-,;P.~";„'..-'..'.„.,

3.'4.7-l Nl STS
3.4.8

ITS 3.4.7 adds requirements that two
RHR Shutdown Cooling subsystems be
OPERABLE in NODE 3 with reactor steam
dome pressure less than the RHR low
pressure permissive pressure.
Appropriate ACTIONS and a Surveillance
Requirement are also added. CTS does
not contain requirements addressing RHR
Shutdown Cooling. The discussion does
not provide justification for addition'f

these re uirements.

The Bases may provide
the discussion that is
needed.
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BFN ITS 3.4.8 RESIDUAL HEAT REHOVAL (RHR) SHUTDOiN COOLING SYSTN - COLO SHUTDOWN

ITEN.f',. DOCS:.;. 'CTS/STS. Deicr iption-of Issue-
or,',". LCO.';,,~-;.;; '.:~ .. Date:-:,: Date:..".:-.:;,:~'V.';.''..'.-',,COWENTS

3.4.8-1 Nl STS
3.4.9

ITS 3.4.8 adds requirements that two
RHR Shutdown Cooling subsystems be
OPERABLE in HODE 4. Appropriate
ACTIONS and a Surveillance Requirement
are also added. CTS does not contain
requirements addressing RHR Shutdown
Cooling. The discussion does not
provide Justification for addition of
these re uirements.

The Bases may provide
the discussion that is
needed.
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ITEM f.:.:.'OCf,:„:,. -CTS/STS-'- Description. of Issue. -Date" -'.. Date':„~" '-".P„-4„'-",CONENTS,',.,";: ',
Opened —:,'losed:.;.;;„~-,"....-,'„.. -.:",.'~'„-': .'...<.;.

3.4.9-1 P36 STS
3.4.11

P36 5ustifies the deletion of this TS
based, in part, on "a recent GE
evaluation." Hare discussion of that
evaluation is required including
whether the NRC has reviewed and
acce ted it.

3.4.9-2 Al CTS
Figure
3.6-1

CTS Figure 3.6-1 contains notes which
discuss each of the curves. ITS
Figure 3.4.9-1 does not contain these
notes. The deletion of these notes
is not discussed.
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ITEN..f, -::DOCf.,4.
~ -+ r orr .&

JFDf::".'-

:CTS/STS~~
LCO,'."..:.-"'„.:

Descr'iption of .Issue'-",.'-
V y l

Date';:,,'=.,
Opened'-"':.

3.4.9-3 A1 CTS
3.6.A.3

CTS 3.6.A.3 requires during heatup by
nonnuclear means (except under the
noted condition} the reactor vessel
temperature shall'be at or above the
temperatures of curve f2 of Figure
3.6-1 until removing tension on the
head stud bolts. ITS SR 3.4.9.1.a
requires the RCS pressure and
temperature are within the limits of
Figure 3.4.9-1, Curve f2. There is'o discussion of the two specific
differnces in the two requirements 1)
the differentiation in the CTS
between nuclear and nonnuclear
heatups and 2) the apparently more
restrictive ITS which requires
conformance at all times and the CTS"
which rquire conformance until
detensioning of the reagtor vessel
head studs occurs.
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~ ~ .v' ~ x .c.»>.

ITEH 0-',,"'OCA;-.."':,CTS/STS'escriptio>n of,:.Issue .'.— ="...;-; ',.:.=",„'=',.;, Date'ate"'~:;::y~~<i,"-',=~,j~j;:CQNENTS'~ -"j,"„::;".,,;

3.4.9-4 A1 CTS CTS 3.6.A.7 prohibits starting
3.6.A.7 reactor recirculation pumps unless

the coolant temperature between the
dome and the bottom head drain are
within 145 'F. ITS SR 3.4.9.3
requires verifying the difference
between the bottom head coolant
temperature and the reactor pressure
vessel coolant temperature is S 145
'F prior to startup of a
recirculation pump. There is no

~ discussion for the changes of where
the temperatures are measured (if
they are in fact different and not
just chan es in terminolo
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ITEN 0;.:*,DOCS:::-. CTS/STS'Description of. Issue " -::..':. -',- --, Date "-, ~:- .Date"'.=-': .:.;"=""'.;.",;<i.';„.CONENTS.; ':;~'.",;:

r

3.4.9-5 A3 CTS
4.6.A.6

CTS
4.6.A.T

CTS 4.6.A.6 requires prior to and
during startup of and idle loop
comparing temperatures of the
operating and idle loops. CTS
4.6.A.7 requires comparing reactor
coolant temperatures in the dome and
in the bottom head drain prior to
starting a recirculation pump. ITS
3.4.9.4 requires verifying the
temperature between the vessel and
idle loop are within limits once
within 15 minutes prior to starting a
recirculation pump. ITS SR 3.4.9.3
requires verifying the bottom head
coolant and reactor pressure vessel
temperatures are within limits once
within 15 minutes prior to starting a.
recirculation pump. The discussion
considers these adminisgrative
changes and equivalent. Placing a
limit of 15 minutes is more
restrictive.

The SR Bases seem to
indicate that the 15
minute limit is an
additional restriction
on operation.
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ITEH,.O'- . 'DOC),...

JF0$ ..":

CTS/STS.. Oescription of..Issue......'::.::.:,
,Opened"::";:..Qosed':- '.-'.".';<.:.„'-",.",g~',,'„:,,

'',.j:-".:;:":,."„"-".'.4.9-6

AI

3.4.9-7 A3

CTS
4.6.A.T

CTS
4.6.A.6

CTS
4.6.A.T

CTS 4.6.A.T requires comparing
reactor coolant temperatures in the
dome and in the bottom head drain
prior to starting a recirculation
pump. ITS SR 3.4.9.3 requires
verifying comparing the bottom head
coolant and reactor pressure vessel
temperatures once within 15 minutes
prior to starting a recirculation
pump. A NOTE requires this
comparison only in NODES 1, 2, 3, and
4. There is no discussion of the
change in when this requirement is
a licable.
CTS 4.6.A.6 requires prior to and
during startup of and idle loop
comparing temperatures of the
operating and idle loops. ITS
3.4.9.4 requires verify'ing the
temperature between the vessel and
idle loop are within limits once
within 15 minutes prior to starting a .

recirculation pump. The deletion of
the requirement to compare loop
temperatures "during startup" is not
addressed. Under the CTS what was
considered "during startup" and why
is it not necessary to monitor during
that eriod under the ITS.

The SR Bases appear to
provide the needed
explanation of this
difference.
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~ ~ rrr
IT.N'-'"-' DOCf.:,-."-

JFDf-;".

,CTS/STS '.Description of-Issue -'-

tt

Date.
Opened

':

3.4.9-8 LA1 CTS
4.6.A.6

CTS
4.6.A.7

CTS 4.6.A.6 requires prior to and
during startup of and idle loop
logging temperatures of the operating
an idle loops. CTS 4.6.A.7 requires !
logging reactor coolant temperatures
in the dome and in the bottom head
drain prior to starting a
recirculation pump. ITS SR 3.4.9.3
and ITS SR 3.4.9.4 do not require
logging the temperatures for these
comparisons. The discussion states
these requirements moved to the Bases
and procedures. The justification
does not give the specific procedure
and the Bases does not address this
re uirement.

3.4.9-9 LAI CTS
4.6.A.I

I

I

I

CTS 4.6.A.I specifies various reactor
coolant vessel pressure,
temperatures,'nd loop temperatures
be recorded until 3 successive
readings at each location are within
5 'F. ITS SR 3.4.9.1 does not
specifically address what
temperatures to use and does not
address taking readings until 3
successive readings are within 5 'F.
The discussion states these
requirements moved to the Bases and
procedures. The justification does
not give the specific procedure and
the Bases does not address this
re uirement.
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ITN .f,; 'DOCN: .'.CTS/STS:. Description.of- Issue '= "'-
'r

.,"~.; ',LCO..'.,...',;

3.4.9-10 A1 CTS CTS 4.6.A.2 requires the reactor
4.6.A.2 vessel metal temperature at the

outside surface of the bottom head in
the vicinity of the control rod drive
housing and reactor vessel shell
adjacent to shell flange shall be
recorded at least every 15 minutes
during inservice hydrostatic and leak
testing. ITS SR 3.4.9.1 requires
verifying RCS pressure and
temperatures are within limits every
30 minutes. Neither ITS 3.4.9.1 nor
its Bases specify the temperatures to
monitor. No specific justification
.is iven for this'chan e.

Depending on what
temperatures are
monitored will also
determine the adequacy
of DOC L2.
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ITEH f'=„'-.'OCS,;;= 'CTS/STS,= Descript)on of .Issue Date ..-..:::. Date';-".::,'j„

Opened'. Closed,„
:, ";,.'-'p~'".~i+~3k COHNENTS '--. -"::," '.

3.4.9-11 Hl

3.4.9-12 H2

3.4.9-13 N

ITS SR
3,4.9.2

ITS SR
3.4.9.5
SR
3.4.9.6
SR
3.4.9.7

ITS
3.4.9
ACTIONS

ITS SR 3.4.9.2 requires verification
that the RCS pressure and temperature
are within the criticality limits
once within 15 minutes prior to
control rod withdrawal for the
purpose of achieving criticality.
CTS 4.6.A does not require
surveillance of this requirement.
The discussion does not provide
justification for addition of this
re uirement.

ITS SRs 3.4.9.5, and 3.4.9.6 require
verification that reactor vessel
flange and head flange temperatures
are Z 82 F every 30 minutes. ITS SR
3;4.9.7 requires verification that
reactor vessel'flange and head flange
temperatures are ~ 82'F every 12
hours. CTS 4.6.A did not require
surveillance of these requirements.
The discussion does not provide
justification for addition of these

'e

uirements.

ITS 3.4.9 ACTIONS A, B, and C provide
direction when the RCS pressure and
temperature limits are not met. CTS

3.6.A provides no Actions if the RCS

pressure and temperature limits are
not met. The discussion does not
provide justification for addition of
these re uirements.

The SR Bases may
provide the needed
discussion.

The SR Bases may
provide the needed
discussion.

The ITS Bases may
provide the needed
discussion.
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CTS CTS 3.6.A.5 requires the vessel
3.6.A.5 flange and head flange be > 80 'F (82

and 70 respectively for Units 2 and
3) before fully loading the vessel
head bolts. ITS SR 3.4.9.5 requires
verifying the vessel flange and head
flange temperatures are ~ 82 F.
This change results in raising the
limit 2 and 12 'F from the CTS for
Units 1 and 3. Contrary to the
discussion of Al the licensing basis
'is not maintained. No discussion or
justification is provided for the
differences between the CTS and ITS.
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3.4.9-15 A6'TS
4.6.A.5
and STS
SR
3.4.10.
6 and 7

CTS 4.6.A.S requires recording the
reactor vessel shell temperature
immediately below the head flange
when the vessel head bolting studs
are tensioned and the reactor is in a
cold condition. ITS SRs 3.4.9.5, 6 5
7 require verifying the reactor
vessel flange and head flange
temperatures ~ 82 F. Notes for each
of these SRs stipulate the condition
that each surveillance must be
performed. In the Unit 3 CTS markup
what should be the Note for SR .

3.4.9.5 is indicated as the Note for
SR 3.4.9.1. Justification for the
use of STS SR 3.4.l0.6 and 7 Notes is
not rovided.

10
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<;ITEM';:8"'=:-'::.~=="':

3.6.1.1-1

3.6.1.1-2

"."'00C,8,::."~P

!JF.Dk":~':..

A2

CTS 3.7.A.2.a
ITS B3.6.1.1
Bases
BACKGROUND

CTS 3.7.A.2.a

,: Descr'i ption'~of;.".Issue~."-,i.':.::-""':~'-':.;.,:„'.„'''.;;."
",-.',,",':,„-'.-'TS

3.7.A.2.a requires containment
integrity be maintained. ITS 3.6.1.1
changes containment integrity be
maintained to "PRIMARY CONTAINMENT
shall be OPERABLE." A2 states that the.
definition of PRIMARY CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY has been deleted from the
ITS. This is incorrect. The
definition has actually been relocated
to the Bases BACKGROUND section for LCO

3.6.1.1, which is a less restrictive
chan e.

CTS 3.7.A.2.a requires containment
integrity be maintained except while
performing "open vessel" physics tests
at power levels not to exceed 5 MW(t).
ITS 3.6.1.1 does not retain this
requirement. There is no discussion or
justification for removing this detail.

«:,Opened"-."~i

1/27/97

1/27/97

.:D ite.r!':;;"";
iCl o'sed'-.,;

Provide
additional
justificatio
n and
discussion
for this
less
restrictive
change.

Provide
discussion
and
justificatio
n for the
removing
this CTS

requirement.

3.6.1.1-3 A4 CTS 3.7.A.2.b CTS 3.8.A.2.b provides acceptance
criteria for integrated leak rate
testing. A4 states that the definition
of L, is provided in ITS 1.1. This is
incorrect. See Item Number 3.6.1.1-6.

1/27/97 See Item
Number
3.6.1.1-6
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":GTS/STS'4'"":-':~~'"""'-'p.en
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3.6.1.1-4

3.6.1.1-5

LA1

LC1

CTS 3.7.A.2.c
CTS 4.7.A.2

CTS4.7.A.2.j

CTS 3.7.A.2.c requirements for N makeup
to the primary containment have feen
moved to plant procedures.

CTS 4.7.A.2 Surveillance Requirements
are moved to plant procedures and
Bases.
There is inadequate discussion and
justification for moving the details to
plant procedures and the change control
rocess on the rocedures.

CTS 4.7.A,2,j requires the continuous
leak rate monitor be OPERABLE. This
requirement is not retained in ITS
3.6.1.1. This requirement is moved to
"licensee controlled documents." The
specific licensee controlled documents
are not identified.

1/27/97

1/27/97

Provide
procedure
references
and describe
procedure
controls.

Identify the
specific
licensee
controlled
documents.
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P18 CTS 4.7.A.2.0
STS SR
3.6.1.1.1
ITS SR
3.6.1.1.1 and
Associated
Bases

CTS 4.7.A.2.g requires leak rate
testing in accordance with the Primary
Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program. STS SR 3.6.1.1.1 requires the
visual examination and leakage rate
testing be performed in accordance, with
10 CFR 50 Appendix 0 as modified by
approved exemptions. ITS SR 3.6.1.1.1
modifies STS SR 3.6.1.1.1 to conform to
CTS 4.7.A.2. The STS is based on.
Appendix J Option A while the CTS/ITS
are based on Appendix J, Option B.
Changes to the STS with regards to
Option A versus Option B are covered by
a letter from Mr. Christopher I. Grimes
to Mr. David,J. Modeen, NEI dated
11/2/95 and TSTF 52. The ITS changes
are not in conformance with the letter
'or TSTF 52 as modified by staff
comments. See Item Number 3.6.1.1-3.

.'Dat'i;Pj.'-„'-"';-"-','=',4

: Opened".,',,::~~~-

1/27/97

Oat'e'':.='.
,:Cl'osed;:,<

Licensee to
update
submittal
with regards
to ll/2/95
letter and
updated TSTF
52 when OG

provides
revision or
provide
additional
justification
for
deviations.
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p54 STS B3.6.1.1
Bases for SR
ITS B3.6.1.1.1
Bases for SR
3.6.1.1.1
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The STS Bases for SR 3.6.1.1.1 states
that failure to meet HSIV leakage (STS
SR 3.6.1.3.13) does not necessarily
result in a failure. of STS SR
3.6.1.1.1. ITS B3.6.1.1 Bases for SR
3.6.1.1.1 changes this to "The main
steam isolation valve leakage (SR
3.6.1.3.10) is not included in the
combined Type B and C leakage based on
an exemption from Appendix J and
Appendix J Option B (Ref 7)." The
change is designated P54. P54 provides
no justification for this change. In
addition Reference 7 is still under
review by the staff and completion is
not expected prior to issuance of the
ITS amendment. This change is a beyond
scope of review item.

:;Opened:;.::'-.:..-"";-":,

~ I/27/97

-"D iteEy>;:
;;:C': os'ed:"':

'-:'.::"'",':,,COHMENTS '~':;.

~

Change the
ITS to
conform to
the STS for
this beyond
scope of
review item
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CTS 3.7.A.2.a

None CTS 4.7.A.2.g
ITS 5.5.12

CTS 3.7.A.2a specifies the conditions
for which containment (containment air
lock) integrity must be maintained.
Justification Al is a generalized
reformatting, renumbering and
editorializing justification, which
does not apply in this case. ITS
3.6.1.1 justifications A2 and H2 apply
to the CTS change, as Hell as ITS
3.6.1.2 justification N4. See Item
Numbers 3.6.1.1-1 and 3.6.1.1-2.

CTS 4.7.A.2.g specifies the acceptable
criteria for air lock leakage testing.
The markup show this item being
relocated to ITS 5.5.12. No
justification is provided for the
administrative chan e.

1/27/97

1/27/97

Provide a new
markup for CTS
3.7.A.2.a and
for ITS 3.6.1.2,
as well as the
appropriate
discussions and
justifications.
See Item Numbers
3.6.1'.l-l and
3.6.1.1-2.

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this
administrative
chan e.

P18 ITS SR See Item Number 3.6.1.1-6
3.6.1.2.1 and
Associated
Bases

1/27/97 See Item Number
3.6.1.1-6
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"DOCf':p

.:JF,DIIW:Y.,""

Al CTS 3'.7.D.1
ITS LCO
3.6.1.3

,Descr,i pt,i on','of„.'::Is'sue,.Pg.'<j-'.F~.-;:"'„-"'-.„,.;~;.:i;-".„.'-,.-.'..",'::.~,",,'j(;

CTS 3.7.D.l states that when Primary
Containment integrity is r'equired, all
PCIVs and reactor coolant system
instrumentation EFCVs shall be OPERABLE.
ITS LCO 3.6.1.3 requires all PCIVs and
EFCVs except for the reactor building-to-
suppression chamber vacuum breakers to be
OPERABLE. This change is designated as
Al. This change is justified as
administrative based on the fact the
vacuum breakers are governed by another
LCO, in this case ITS LCO 3.6.1.5.
However, since the CTS also has a TS on
the vacuum breakers (CTS 3.7.A.3), this
argument is not valid. This change is
not an administrative change, but a less
restrictive change.

'Datejg+','':;-'".';

I/27/97

. ~>pi:sp -~>g'.<y

'Date."„<g;.
,,Cl osed;:-.,:

'jjjgj'COtItHENTS:;:"::4@',:::,

Provide
additional
discussion and
justification
for this less
restrictive
change.
Correct ITS
designations .

to reflect
this change.
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3.6.1.3-2

':.'DOCS JY."'"

:,';JFDk4!-:::

Al CTS 3.7.D.1
ITS LCO

3.6.1.3

. Descr,i ption.,of~:Issue~<,<~A'-«P.-.'::-'.::>p~:i-'::9,.;:.'.8'--pj.-

CTS 3.7.D.l states that when Primary
Containment integrity is required, all
PCIVs and EFCVs shall be OPERABLE. ITS
LCO 3.6. 1.3 requires all PCIVs and EFCVs"
except for the reactor building-to-
suppression chamber vacuum breakers to be
OPERABLE. Justification Al states that
ITS LCO 3.6.1.3 in addition to exempting
the vacuum breakers also exempts the
SCRAH discharge volume vent and drain
valves. CTS 3.7.D.1, the markup of CTS
3.7.D.1, and ITS LCO 3.6.1.3 do not show
an exemption for the scram discharge
volume vent and drain valves. This
change, if incorporated, would not be an
administrative change but a less
'restrictive change, and has. the potential
for being a generic change, which would
be beyond the scope of review for this
conversion.

i'Opeiied„,'":-.:=;:.-„;»','':..";."'/27/97

~;;:~,''..CNMENTS'~",,::<:

Provide
discussion and
justification
for this less
restrictive
change based
on current
licensing
basis, system
design or
operational
constraints.
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p45
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CTS 4.7.A.2.i
CTS 3.7.D.I
CTS 3.7.0.2
ITS 3.6.1.3
ACTION D and
Associated
Bases
STS 3.6.1.3
ACTION D and
Associated
Bases

l

CTS 4.7.A.2.i specifies the MSIV leakage
limits and remedial actions to take upon
discovery of leakage rates exceeding
specified limits. CTS 3.7.D.1 and CTS
3.7.D.2 provide additional operability
requirements, remedial actions and
associated times in which to complete the
repairs and retests associated with CTS
4.7.A.2.i. The repair time per CTS

3.7.D.2 is 4 hours. ITS 3.6.1.3
Condition 0 changes STS 3.6.1.3 Condition
0 from "Secondary containment bypass
leakage rate not within limit to "One or

; more penetration flow paths with MSIV
leakage not within limits." Based on STS-

. B.3.6.1.3 Bases RA D. 1 discussion, STS
3.6.1.3 Condition D includes both
secondary containment and MSIV leakage.

-Therefore, the proposed change to
Condition 0 is acceptable. However, the
change of the Completion Time associated
with RA D.l and CTS 3.7.D. 1 from 4 hours
to an ITS time of 8 hours is not
adequately justified; The justification
used is consistency with the Completion
Time of STS/ITS 3.6.1.3 RA A.l. The
Completion Time associated with ITS
3.6. 1.3 RA D;1 takes into account the
safety significance of containment
leakage versus valve inoperability. Thus
the STS Completion Time for leakage is
less than the Completion Time for an
inoperable MSIV. In addition, the staff
finds this change to be generic and
beyond the scope of review for a
conversion.

';Op e'ne"d;:<':,,".",„.:,'-„:

1/27/97

::"'Date~,:..::~",.P

',:Cl osed';-"-;
'.~j g„". COMMENTS~-'j',,:.'~

Delete this
generic
change.
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3.6.1.3-7

.'-DOCS.'.'s,=-,

~ JEOk<"'.

P16 STS SR
3.6.1.3.2 and
Associated
Bases
ITS SR
3.6.1.3.1 and
Associated
Bases.

';DescH p't'ion;."of Issue)j;"",,.".;„':::,-'-':i:.:'".:;-.;i';.-";-.'j.;.,';..::.;.::.~::'~'":„.':4,;-".~"':~

STS SR 3.6.1.3.2 verifies each 18 inch
primary containment purge valve is
closed. STS SR 3.6.1.3.2 has a Note 1

which states that the SR is "only
required to be met in MODES 1, 2, and 3."
The Bases for STS SR states that the
basis for the Note is that if a LOCA
inside containment occurs in these MODES,
the purge valves may not be capable of
closing before the pressure pulse affects
systems downstream of the purge valves

or'he

release of radioactive material will
exceed limits prior to valve closing.
ITS SR 3.6.1,3.1 deletes this Note on the
basis that no PCIV leakage tests are
required in MODES other than 1,2, and 3.
The Note and SR do not have anything to
do with leaka e.

1/27/97 Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
based on
current
licensing
basis, system
design or
operation
constraints.

3.6.1.3-8 P18
P21

STS SR
3.6.1.3.14
ITS B3.6.1.3
Bases

See Item Number 3.6.1.1-6 and 3.6.1.3-7. 1/27/97 See Item
Numbers
3.6.1.1-6 and
3.6.1.3-7.
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Cl osed-"-:i
g'~j~.COO

ENTS'.-'.;-"p'.,"-",'.6.1.3-9

P21 STS SR
3.6.1.3.14 and
Associated
Bases.

STS SR 3.6.1.3.14 and Associated Bases
have been d'eleted from the ITS. The
justifications used are that the current—
licensing basis does not include this
requirement and this type of leakage is
part of the overall containment leakage.
These statements are contradictory, and
the second justification would be
considered generic which would be beyond
the scope of review for this conversion.
If the hydrostatic tests are part of the
overall containment leakage test required
by Appendix J, then it is part of the
current licensing basis. Thus STS SR
3.6.1.3.14 must be included in the ITS,
unless an exemption has been granted by
the staff.

1/27/97 Either include
SR 3.6.1.3.14
and associated
Bases in the
ITS or provide
additional
justification
and discussion
that the
requirement is
not required
based on an
approved staff
exemption to
10 CFR 50
Appendix J or
the BFN design
does not have
any valves
which require
hydrostatic
testing.

3.6.1.3-10 P42 ITS 3.6.1.3
Condition F
and RA F.l and
Associated
Bases.

ITS 3.6.1.3 Action F 'removes the phrase
"Operation with a potential for draining
the reactor vessel (UPDRVs)" from
Condition F and places it in RA F.l in
place of "OPDRVs. The justification
states that OPDRVs can only occu} in .

Nodes 4 and 5, thus it is not necessary
to specify .it in Condition F. The staff
has determined that this is a generic
change which is beyond the scope of
review for this conversion.

1/27/97 Delete this
generic
change..
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P57
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STS 3.6.1.4
and Associated
Bases
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STS 3.6.1.4, Drywell Pressure, is
deleted for-the ITS. The ITS is
renumbered such that ITS 3.6. 1.4 is
Drywell Air Temperature. The
discussion and justification for
deleting the Drywell Pressure STS
requirement does not address the
current licensing basis, system design;
or operational constraints. The
justification is based on a recent GE

evaluation on drywell pressure. The
justification used virtually the same
words'as Brunswick and Duane Arnold for
deleting this requirement from their
respective amendments. The only
difference between the BFN
justification and their justifiqation
is the reference to a GE Report- NEDC-
32466P Supplement 1. This report has
not been reviewed and approved by the
staff. Therefore the justification
based on this report would constitute a
generic change to the STS and would be
beyond the scope of review for a
conversion.

"0'ate'e,",'':.''-',,",-:",,'.,".-',"-='.'

Opened,"j,'-'>~„:

I/27/97

Gl os'ed':."
:3'-',-;.;» CONHENTS;:-'-"';:;~~

Provide
justification
for the STS
deviation based
on current
licensing basis,
system design,
or operation
constraints, or
retain the STS
3.6.1.4 and
associated
Bases.
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3.6.1.4-1

3.6.1.4-2

P27

P52

ITS 3.6.1.4

ITS B 3.6.1.4
Bases
REFERENCES

The change in numbering from STS
3.6.1.5 (Drywell Air Temperature) to
ITS 3.6. 1.4 will depend on resolution
of Item Number S3.6.1.4-1.

ITS B3.6.1.4 Bases for REFERENCES
deletes reference 3. The justification
states that "BMR16, C.Z2 was not fully
incorporated into Revision 1 or NUREG

1433. Reference 3 should have been
deleted from the REFERENCE section
since it was deleted from the text of
SR 3.6.4.3.2." This justification is
wrong. BMR 16, C.22 has nothing to do
with this section of the STS; BMR 16,
C.26 however does. Also, SR 3.6.4.3.2
does not have anything to do with this
reference or section.

1/27/97

1/27/97

See Item Number
S3.6.1.4-1

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this change.
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A2
Ll
B2
p6
P15
P26
P37
P38

A2

CTS 3.7.A.3
ITS 3.6.1.5
LCO, ACTIONS
and Associated
Bases.

CTS 3.7.A.3
ITS 3.6.1.5

CTS 4.7.A.3.b

In light of the discussion of issues
with regards to the changes made in CTS
3.7.A.3, ITS 3.6.1.5 LCO, ITS 3.6.1.5
ACTIONS and associated ITS Bases
particularly for Item Number 3.6.1.5-3,
and 3.6.1.5-4, licensee should consider
either totally revising the ITS LCO and
ACTIONS to conform to the CTS, or
change the CTS to conform totally to
the ITS.

CTS 3.7.A.3 is being modified to
conform to ITS 3.6.1.5 (STS 3.6.1.7).
ITS 3.6.1.5 adds a Note to the ACTIONS
which states that "Separate Condition
entry is allowed for each line." The
justification states the change is
consistent with NUREG 1433, and is
classified as an administrative change.
The CTS does not have this restriction
and nothing in the justification
clearly shows that the change is purely
administrative. The change seems to be
less restrictive.
CTS 4.7.A.3.b requires a "visual
examination" and determination that the
force required to open the vacuum
breakers does not exceed limits. This
requirement. is not retained in ITS
3.6.1.5 and is moved to plant
procedures. There is inadequate
justification of the plant procedure
change control process.

1/27/97

1/27/97

1/27/97

Licensee to
consider
appropriate
changes to the
CTS or ITS.

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change.

Provide
discussion and
justification of
how the
procedures and
their changes
are controlled.
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3.6.1.5-5 Ll
P15
P38

CTS 3.7.A.3.b
ITS 3.6.1.5
ACTIONS and
Associated
Bases
STS 3.6.1.7
ACTIONS

CTS 3.7.A.3.b specifies that with one of
the required 2 Reactor Building-to-
Suppression Chamber vacuum breakers
inoperable, reactor operation may continue
for up to 7 days provided that repair
procedures do not violate primary
containment integrity. ITS ACTIONS A and C

specify the Conditions and Required Actions
to take if one or two of the required 4
vacuum breakers are inoperable. ITS
Condition 0 reflects CTS 3.7.A.3.b. The
Completion Time associated with Conditions
A and C reflect the AOT for CTS 3.7.A.3.b
which is 7 days,irather than the STS
Completion Time of 72 hours. CTS 3.7.A.3
actually allows the AOT for Conditions A
and C to*be indefinite. Condition 0 has a
Completion Time of 1 hour versus the CTS
AOT of 7 days. The,ITS and STS times are
more restrictive than the CTS. The
justification for P15 states that
Completion Times for ITS ACTIONS A and C

are based on retaining the current
licensing basis, which is wrong based on
the above discussion. See Item Numbers
3.6.1.5-1 and 3.6.1.5-4.

p0;g~c'r::c~"bg ~
t0ate=;:;:>i'<..",

'„Opened;:-P.'::,

:: 0

F''/27/97

:. Cl;o"sed".",-';

4-'"':H.CNNENTS";~,'j::;~~';-'-'

':A,:":

Provide additional
justification and
discussion on
these more
restrictive
changes. See Item
Numbers
3.6.1.5-1 and
3.6.1.5-4.
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BFN ITS 3.6.1.5 REACTOR BUILOING-TQ- PRESSION CHNBER VACUUM BREhKERS

~GTS'/STS"'„p„,.-",'..'';.,„">:';",:.~:-;:: '',De's'cri p.ti,onYo f.'.::Issue i>,'p'-"-:.-'."'='."-"=.:--'-."-~": ">'-"'";::;:~",!:~P "-:«5 'Dat'e,::,::-:.::::,':.

':Opene„d,":.;-:':j '„..Cl

osed%'„':j'::~j'--„':„"CONNENTS:::,,"„'-;$$,,j„-

P37 STS 83.6.1.7
Bases
APPLICABILITY
ITS B3.6.1.5
Bases
APPLICABILITY

STS B3.6.1.7 Bases APPLICABILITYjustifies
the operability of the Reactor Building-to-
Suppression Pool vacuum breakers in NODES

1, 2, and 3. Two conditions related to
excessive negative pressure necessitate
this NODE Applicability, an inadvertent
actuation of the Suppression Pool Spray
System and depressurization of the drywell;
ITS B3.6.1.5 Bases APPLICABILITY states
that depressurization of the drywell could
occur due to inadvertent actuation of the
Dryw'ell Spray System. All mention of
inadvertent actuation of the Suppression
Pool'pray System inadvertent actuation has
been deleted. The justification does not
adequately address this deletion, which
could be a potential generic change.

1/27/97 Provide additional
just)fication and
discussion for
this deletion-
based on current
licensing bases,
system design or
operational
constraints.





BFN ITS 3.6.1.6 SUPPRESSION C R-TO-DRYKELL VACUUN BREAKERS
0

3.6.1.6-1

:-'.JFDE.;--."::>

L2
P63

STS B3.6.1.8
Bases RA
B.1
STS B3.6.1.8
Bases
SR 3.6.1.8.1
ITS B3.6.1.6
Bases SR
3.6.1.6.1

jDescri'pti on,"'<of.„"~Is,sue„':~k:-"~+.'!.:».';-.'-.'=" ~":.-"',.'.':,.Ni$","„",-.,:,

STS B3.6. 1.8 Bases for RA B.l and SR
3.6.1.8.1 describes an alternate method
of verifying that the vacuum breakers
are closed. This method is to verify
that a differential pressure of 0.5
PSID between the suppression chamber
and drywell is maintained for 1 hour
without make up, ITS B3.6.1.6 Bases
for RA B.l deletes this: description and
ITS B3.6.1.6 Bases for SR 3.6. 1.6.1
changes it to "monitoring the decay
rate of the Drywell-to-Suppression
Chamber differential pressure."
Justification P63 states that this
change is made since "There is no
specific requirement to maintain a
specified differential pressure for a
specified time period without makeup."
The CTS markup adds ACTION B. The
justification (L2) for the addition of
ACTION B uses the exact same words as

'TSB3.6.1.& Bases RA .B.l, which
implies that this alternate method was
goi'ng to be used for both ITS 3.6.1.6
RA B.1 and SR 3.6.1.6.1.

I/27/97

-";.Cl osed',;.'.
(",„-"';;:;.„'':,--,(COHHENTS;~jP„"."„'-~g,

Return the STS
words to the
Bases for ITS
B3.6.1.6 RA B.1
and SR 3.6.1.6.1
or provide
additional
Justification
and discussion
to L2 and P63 to
correct this
inconsistency.

1





BFH ITS 3.6.1.6 SUPPRESSION CH -TO-DRYMELL VACUUN BREAKERS

':.','ITEN'..0„-'=.':l~ppgr,

3.6.1.6-2

3.6.1.6-3

FDOCk",.-';.l'--''

'FDL'.-'..".'one

P55

P6
P37

ACTS/STS.>.",4".'--'„"."~..'j>
': LC05'4'.P!;.„-,"-.47$@p:@':

CTS 3.7.A.4.b.
ITS 3.6.1.6.1
ITS B.3.6.1.6
Bases for
APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSIS, LCO
and SR
3.6.1.6.1

'STS B.3.6.1;8
Bases
APPLICABILITY
ITS B3.6.1.6
Bases
APPLICABILITY

CTS 3.7.A.4.b states that a Suppression
Chamber-to-Drywell vacuum breaker may
be not fully closed so long as it is
determined to be not more than 3'pen
as indicated by position lights. The
markup indicates that this requirement
will be Note 2 to ITS SR 3.6.1.6.1.
ITS SR 3.6.1.6.1 does not show a Note
2. The ITS B.3.6. 1.6 Bases for
APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS, LCO, AND SR

.3.6.1.6.1 all have inserts which
describe or discuss this requirement.
The discussion in SR 3.6. 1.6.1 Bases is
not characterized as a Note 2. These
chan es are all desi nated P55.

See Item Number 3.6.1.5-9

1/27/97

1/27/97

.pP v ~g "cgiP
...Oe te,'<i:;",j
-;.Cl o,sed,::.'.„„.'.

Provide
Justification
and discussion
for this
administrative
change in the
CTS markup. Add
Note 2 to ITS SR
3.6.1.6.1 and
provide
additional

'ustification

and discussion
for the addition
of this Note.

See Item Number
3.6.1.5-9
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BFN ITS 3.6.1.6 SUPPRESSION C BER-TO-DRYNELL VACUUN BREAKERS

,"',CTS/STS'.'-:.::.,'.-.,:;>p',,"j",,( ;Description"-of;Issue,:,=;:p!."'gp.„:=, k".: z.".,'."'''"y~;

<'.''-.,"-.'.„;Opened'.:;;:~:.".;,',:=:„'~

Cr

.',;Date'.;-:~.";;
'C l'ased;-;

<'%l"::;;COHNENTS~~.;::.,„:",:.''.":;:.-."„'.'''22

STS SR
3.6.1.8.1
ITS SR
3.6.1.6.1 and
Associated
Bases

STS SR 3.6.1.8.1 requires the vacuum
breakers be verified closed every 14
days and after any dischar'ge or steam
or any operation causing a vacuum
breaker to open. ITS SR 3.6.1.6.1
deletes the second frequency (steam or
operational opening). The
justification (P22) states that this
frequency is not needed since ITS SR
3.0.1 would not be met and appropriate
actions taken. The justification also
states that if conditions exist for the
vacuum breakers to be potentially
opened, control room operators would be
alerted to the possibility and would
ensure the vacuum breakers were closed
at the completion of the evolution. The
SR frequency assures that this is done.
Further justification for these
frequencies/justifications is 'that they
delay the entering into the appropriate
actions based on statements made in the
LCO Bases section (See Item Number
3.6.1.6-6). The staff has determined
based on the justification that this is
a generic change which is beyond the
scope of review of a conversion.

I/27/97 Delete this
generic change.
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BFN ITS 3.6.1.6 SUPPRESSION C ER-TO-DRYMELl VACUlN BREAKERS

„00Cf,::::~!

",JF.Of~:8;

P23 STS SR
3.6.1.8.2
ITS SR
3.6.1.6.2 and .

Associated
Bases

STS SR 3.6.1.2 requires a functional
test of the vacuum breakers within 12
hours of any discharge of steam into
the suppression chamber and following
any oper ation that causes the vacuum
breaker to open. ITS SR 3.6.1.6.2
deletes these frequencies/conditions.
The justification (P23) quotes a
memorandum from C.E. HcCraken to C. I.
Grimes, dated 9/8/92, providing the
basis for the SR frequency. The staff
determined that this was sufficient
justification to retain the
frequencies/conditions in Revision 1 to
NUREG 1433. The licensee provides
additional discussion for deleting
these frequencies based on the NRC

memorandum. Further justification for
these frequencies/justifications is
that they delay the entering into the
appropriate actions based on statements
made in the LCO Bases section (See Item
Number 3.6.1.6.-6)'. The staff has
determined that this. is a generic
change which is beyond the scope of
review for a conversion.

0'ate:,,-.-"..->>~„'.
',. Opene',d'j'~;"'i-':":;-

1/27/97

'Cl
osed~','elete

this
generic change.
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g-'.-.'JFDf::.'g.--.

P26

'iQTS'/STS~~PP;.,>'~@~,.4;-

STS B3.6.1.8
Bases LCO ITS
B3.6.1.6
Bases LCO
ITS SR
3.6.1.6.1

The LCO Bases for STS 3.6.1.8 requires
the vacuum breakers to be closed except
during testing or when performing their
intended function. . ITS B3.6.1.6 Bases
LCO deletes the exception for "during
testing." ITS SR 3.6.1.6.1 vekifies
that the vacuum breakers are closed.
ITS SR 3.6.1.6.1 has a Note associated
with it that provides an exception
during surveillance testing. The
deletion of phrase "during testing or"
from the LCO Bases section negates the
Note. See Item Number 3.6.1.5-8.

,',Opened'.-';.~/<~

I/27/97

. Oate';~,':=:.4::

:. C'l osed„""-;'.
$(g'.$ 'Age

;;"';.'.'',;,,':;COMMENTS-: '.-.','~-",',''

c;:-'-"..<;"-::.= ".; '.". ':>~.-

Return the words
"During testing
or" to the LCO
Bases section.





BFN ITS 3.6.2.1 SUPPRESSIO POOL NERAGE TEMPERATURE

'3.6.2.1-1 CTS 3.7.A.l.e
ITS 3.6.2.1
ACTION 0

jDescri pt;ion='of,::mls'sue"!"=".-:")"'+'-'."'.-5'::~":: -':='-'",''P<'.'~::

i<'~~'.%.wA'kk'aAk~::.Yi4»4!R~>~''W~~i"<CR~i%~&NN~/%3:"B?:.8:k>f<N>

CTS 3.7.A.l.e requires, when the
suppression pool water temperature is >
110 F during the STARTUP CONDITION, HOT
STANDBY CONDITION, or REACTOR POWER

OPERATION, the reactor is scrammed.
The APPLICABILITY for ITS 3.6.2.1 is
MODE 1, 2, or 3. The discussion and
justification for this change
characterize this as a More Restrictive
change. STARTUP CONDITION and HOT
STANDBY CONDITION are MODE 2 and
reactor power of operation is MODE l.
ITS 3.6.2.1 RA D.3 requires the reactor
be in MODE 4 in 36 hours. Thus, the
ITS is less restrictive than the CTS.

',Opened,:~,P.::"',;

1/27/97

',Cl os'edwin

"-i!~4"COMMENTS '-

<-'"'"'rovide

justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change.

3.6.2.1-2 CTS 3.7.A.l.d CTS'.7.A.l.d requires, when the
suppression pool water temperature is Z
105 during testing of ECCS or relief
valves, all testing is stopped and pool
cooling is initiated. The requirement
to initiate pool cooling is moved. to
plant procedures. There is inadequate
discussion and justification for moving
the requirement to plant procedures;
and the change control process for the
procedures is not described.

1/27/97 Provide
procedure
references and
describe
procedure change
controls.





~ ~ ~BFN ITS 3.6.2.1 SUPPRESSION POOL AVERAGE TNPERATURE

'.DOCS@::

;".i3F.Df;."P4
;".,Opened:"'":: ".'4

':
Date,':,':j;-"'„':Cl

o'sed";:;:;
~~ )q'?:: ~Age
's„i ."~"'i'4~ > ~>$ '„

'.;:"".';.~,".;.CONTENTS~:„:,"j-''...~

Ll

None

CTS 3.7.A.l.c
and 3.7.A.l.d

CTS 3.7.A.1

CTS 3.7.A.l.c requires, limits with the
suppression pool water temperature >
95 F and CTS 3.7.A.l.d requires, limits
with the suppression pool water
temperature > 105 F. ITS 3.6.2.1
Condition A and C also includes the
criteria any OPERABLE IRK channel h
25/40 divisions of full scale on Range
7. The CTS markup documents "when any
OPERABLE IRN channel is g 25/40
divisions of full scale on Range 7."
There is no justification for'he
difference between > 25/40 divisions in
the ITS and < 25/40 divisions in the
CTS. However, ITS seems that it was
just an error and the CTS should be " >
25 40."

CTS 3.7.A.1 requires that any time
there is irradiated fuel in the reactor
vessel, and the nuclear system is
pressurized above atmospheric pressure,
the suppression pool temperature and
water level are maintained within
limits. ITS 3.6.2.1 APPLICABILITY is
NODES 1, 2, and 3. The nuclear system
can be pressurized above atmospheric
pressure in NODE 4. This change is a
less restrictive change. There is no
discussion or justification for this
less restrictive change.

1/27/97

1/27/97

Correct the CTS
markup to
conform to the
ITS, otherwise

~ provide
additional
justification
and discussion
on this
difference.

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change.
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".. DOCS;)<-"„:;

;.-Ol'j',~s~~~~

-"-JF.Df~"

P48

,CTS/STS"::,-.-",.":P",,';:;~„.''+.'-:".:~

STS 3.6.2.1
Action D, RA
E.l, and
Associated
Bases.
ITS 3.6.2.1
Action D, RA
E.l and
Associated
Bases

+K', {P((:,2+a<) Py>.* "
~ p ~ -5 g gP: 4 ~'l+j p.'E .~ ~ %)r CP

Description;.of .:.::Is'sue~ -'.;~-'-'::"':<-;.='~-,~%~-:.".-;"'4:":::;

ITS 3.6.2.1 makes the following
changes:
a. ITS 3.6.2.1 Condition D deletes the
STS words "but ~ 120'F".
b. ITS 3.6.2.1 RA D.2 changes the STS
wording from "Verify" to "Monitor" and
deletes "< 120 F.
c. ITS 3.6.2.1 Required Actions
deletes the STS wording "AND E.2 be in
Node 4 36 hours."
The justification for these changes
states that STS 3.6.2. 1 Action D could
inadvertently be skipped if the average
temperature was h 120'F but never
discovered in the range between 110'F
and 120'F. If such an event occurred,
Action D would no longer apply. An
unmonitored and sizeable temperature
increase is not totally unlikely and
has happened at BFH before.
Justification M4 justifies ITS 3.6.2. 1

Actions D and E using the STS wording.
The staff finds justification P48
unacceptable. Unmonitor ed and sizeable
temperature increase should not occur.
The operators should be aware of what
is going on in the plant. In addition,
P48 contradicts N4. The staff has also
determined that this change. is a
generic change which is beyond the
scope of review for a conversion.

1/27/97

:Date',i;.':,g~

!Cl o's'ed=",
;,,;,'g>,"..',:~COMHENTS-';;:::~",

Return ITS
3.6.2.1 Actions
D and E and
Associated Bases
to the STS
wording.



BFN ITS 3.6.2.2 SVPPR SION POOL MATER LEVEL

None CTS 3.7.A.l

None CTS 3.7.A.l

~0escr) ptisan~ of:;::-..Issue~-'.";;-'"".;."':-.'.,':„'„g';:;-',:;~',"„".'„'-".".:;;::94

See Item Number 3.6.2.1-4

See Item Number 3.6.2.1-5

-Date'js"-'""''-'' "~

: Opened,"-,':;"',~":;:~k
g~yi'.5.C„'4g~ip.~~~@~

1/27/97

1/27/97

...Dat'e"-."„"...'',,:

'",Closed+.:
'j";.:=;-"":;.."..<,CONTENTS,~""~~i''-,

See Item Number
3.6.2.1-4

See Item Number
3.6.2.1-5



BFN ITS 3.6.2.3 RESIDUAL HEAT RENO (RHR) SUPPRESSION POOL COOLING

;.DOCS,~ij

;ilFDN&

Ll
P27
p44

None

STS 3.6.2.3
ACTION C

ITS 3.6.2.3
ACTION C

and D

and Associated
Bases

CTS
3.6.B.1

:,Des'cr,,ipt jon'o'.fr~Issue'',:;.''".j:~".-je<':.!;.:,:JVe'.-..'=.:-;.'-,<y.

ITS 3.6.2.3 adds an ACTION C which
states that with three or more RHR
suppression pool cooling subsystems
inoperable restore required RHR Systems
to OPERABLE status in 8 hours.'. This
change also modifies ITS 3.6.2.3 ACTION
D (STS 3.6.2.3 ACTION C). The CTS does
not have this requirement instead the
CTS under these conditions would
require a.shutdown in accordance with
1.0.c.l. This change since it involves
a total loss of function which requires
a shutdown per STS 3.6.2.3 ACTION C is
potentially a generic change which is
beyond the review of a conversion. The
chan e is unacce table.
CTS 3.5.B.l requires the RHR System to
be OPERABLE anytime there is irradiated
fuel in the reactor vessel, the reactor
vesseT pressure is above atmospheric
pressure, and prior to STARTUP from a
COLD SHUTDOWN condition. ITS 3.6.2.3
changes the APPLICABILITY to NODES 1,
2, and 3. The reactor vessel pressure
can be pressurized above atmospheric
pressure in NODE 4. This change is a
less restrictive change. There is no
discussion or justification for this
less restrictive change.

:

OpenedF~Y,'-'/27/97

1/27/97

';::Dat'e>,.-',"::-"'-,.

'.:Cl osed.'-'.,

Delete the
change and
modify STS
3.6.2.3 ACTION C
so that the
second condition
D reads "Three
or more..."

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change.
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;'DOCS@.;.,:

>JFDf8

None

«CTS'/STS~&"„"'.'.:-''-":~~'-'.

CTS 3.5.B.5
CTS 3.5.B.6

CTS 3.5.B.5 and 3.5.B.6 specify the
remedial actions to be taken if one or
two RHR pumps (containment cooling
mode) or associated heat exchangers,
respectively, are inoperable.
Operation may continue for 30 days
provided that the associated diesel
generator is OPERABLE. This
requirement has been relocated to ITS
3.8.1. There is no discussion or
justification for this'administrative
change.

1/27/97

MP'$~

!Oate";",":4"
'.C I osed~:

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this
administrative
change.
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;'G].'o'sed'-;s'-",::~'z',iCOMMENTS

<8',"::;.

LA1
P30

CTS 4.5.8.2
ITS B 3.6.2.4
Bases
SR 3.6.2.4.2

CTS 4.5.B.2 requires an air test be
performed on the drywell and torus
headers and nozzles every 5 years. CTS
4.5.B.2 allows substituting a water
test for the air test, Even though the
ITS retains the surveillance, the
details of the methods-of performing
the surveillance test requirements (air
test or water test) have been relocated
to the Bases and procedures. ITS
8.3.6.2.4 Bases SR 3.6.2.4.2 do not
specify which test can be used (air and
water) for these SRs. Thus, the
details have not been relocated to the
Bases. See Item Number 3.6.2.4-2.

1/27/97 Update ITS
B.3.6.2.4 Bases
for SR 3.6.2.4.2
to include the
acceptable tests
for this
surveillance.
See Item Number
3.6.2.4-2.

LA1 . CTS 4.5.B.2 CTS 4.5.B.2 requires an air test be
performed on the drywell and torus
headers and nozzles every 5 years. CTS
4.5.B.2 allows substituting a water
test for the air test. Even though the
ITS retains the surveillance, the
details of the air and water tests are
moved to the ITS Bases and procedures
which are controlled by licensee
controlled programs. There is
inadequate discussion and justification
for moving the details of the air and
water. tests to Bases and plant
procedures, the procedure is not
identified, and the change control
process for the procedures is not
described. See Item Number 3.6.2.4-1.

1/27/97 Provide
procedure
references and
describe the
procedure change
controls. See
Item Number
3.6.2.4-1.
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BFN ITS 3.6.2.4 RESIOUAL HEAT RENQ AL (RHR) SllPPRESSIOM POOL SPRAY

(00Ck': ~y>

.""J FDIC'::l

ACTS/STS<".,j;:jji '":-;„':-'-,;Descri'ptiori',;o';,::I's sue;j,.'i~>>'~:N-"-'::.:-5'=':.';:,'.::<'::;:-'-';j;.

;.Opened~-":::„'-">
iOat'i':;-""-"~

: Cl osed(-,

None CTS 3.5.B.I See Item Number 3.6.2.3-2. 1/27/97 See Item Number
3.6.2.3-2.

None CTS 3.5.B.5
CTS 3.5.B.6

See Item Number 3.6.2.3-3. 1/27/97 See Item Number
3.6.2.3-3.
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BFN ITS 3.6.2.6 DRYWELL-TO-SUPPRES CHNBER DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE

3.6.2.6-1
;JFDR;'::::.":

L1

kGTS/STS:Y<.":i~''.":'.g„'"'.;-',i.

CTS
3.7.A.6.a.(1)
ITS 3.6.2.6
APPLICABILITY

!D''', -'-i! escr,i pti on';.',of.„".;Is'sue.;.-":.-,',;- .:-"''=:--':..-'"="="'' --,'„'.".",;,',k:

CTS 3.7.A.6.a. (1) is Applicable when
the drywell to suppression chamber
differential pressure is established
within 24 hours of achieving operating
temperature and pressure, and the
differential pressure may be reduced to
less than 1.1 psid 24 hours prior to a
scheduled shutdown. ITS 3.6.2.6
APPLICABILITY is 24 hours after THERNL
POWER IS > 15X RTP following startup
and 24 hours prior to reducing THERNL
POWER to < 15X RTP prior to the next
scheduled reactor shutdown. This
change modified the APPLICABILITY. The
justification (L1) states that "As long
as reactor power is below 15X RTP, the
probability of an event within the
first 24 hours of a startup or within
the last 24 hours before a shutdown is
low. This statement is confusing, and
does not address the change. The less
restrictive change is going from the
CTS requirements of 24. hours from 15X
RTP on startup and 24 hours. prior to
decreasing to less than 1X RTP on
startup and 24 hours prior to shutdown
to the ITS requirement of 24 hours from
15X RTP on startup and 24 hours prior
to decreasing to less'han 15X on
shutdown. The justification is
incomplete in that it does address the
time required to go from 1X RTP to 15X
RTP plus the addition of 24 hours. The
same is true on the shutdown
requirement.

,Date j~.:.,'."''j„.

I/27/97

':Date;,<::::."P" .~$",: i":.COMMENTS)"':-'-~"':

Provide
additional
justification .

and discussion
on this less
restrictive
change.





BFN ITS 3.6.2.6 DRYWELL-TO-SUPPR ON CHAMBER DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE

L2 CTS 3.7.A.6.b
ITS 3.6.2.6
ACTIONS

CTS 3.7.A.6.b allows 6 hours to restore
the drywell to suppression chamber
differential pressure to within limits
before requiring a shutdown, which
requires the plant in Cold Shutdown
within 24 hours. ITS 3.6.2.6 ACTION A
and B allow 8 hours to restore
differential pressure and 12 hours to
reduce thermal power to g 15X RTP
respectively. Since the ITS
APPLICABILITY only app1ies above 15X
RTP, there is no need to perform a
shutdown.to COLD SHUTDOWN. However,
there is inadequate discussion and
justification for changing the CTS AOT
from 6 hours to the ITS time of 8 hours
and no justification for the more
restrictive change of I2 hours to
reduce thermal power to g 15X RTP.

.Op'e'ne"d<.,::.':',,!",'-'::.

I/27/97

;:.C1,.ose,dl:,".'.;

';-",:gi>:-";-'.COMMENTS"",."'.;;-,>j"..

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
on the
Completion Times
for the
less/more
restrictive
changes.
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3.6.3.1-3 None
P13

ITS 3.6.3.1
ACTIONS
and Associated
Bases
ITS B.3.6.3.1
Bases
BACKGROUND

ITS B.3.6.3.1 Bases BACKGROUND states
that the CAD system is shared by Units
1, 2, and 3. ITS 3.6.3.1 ACTIONS only
reflect the remedial action to be taken
for one unit, not all three. There is
no justification or discussion as to
why the ITS only reflects the actions
to be taken for only one. unit rather
than all three.

I/27/97 Hodify ITS
3.6.3.1 ACTIONS
and Associated
Bases to reflect
the actual
system design
(shared by all
three units), or
provide
additional
justification
and discussion
to show why the
proposed ITS is
acceptable based
on current
licensing basis,
system design or
operational
constraints.
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S3.6.3-2-1 PS STS 3.6.3.2
and Associated
Bases

STS 3.6.3.2, Drywell Cooling System
Fans is deleted from the ITS. The ITS
is renumbered such that ITS 3.6.3.2 is
Primary Containment Oxygen
Concentration. The discussion and
justification (P5) for deleting Drywell
Cooling System fans states that the BFN
specific analysis does not assume
Drywell.Cooling System fans are
available to assure adequate mixing.
However,. the Bases for STS 3.6.3.2
APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS states that
hydrogen is released to the drywell
within 2 minutes following a DBA LOCA.
Natural circulation phenomena results
in a gradient concentration difference
in the drywell and suppression. chamber.
"Even though this gradient is

'cceptablesmall and no credit for
mechanical mixings was assumed in the
analysis, two drywell cooling system
fans are required be OPERABLE
(typically four to six fans are
required to to keep the drywell cool
during operation in NODE 1 or 2) by
this LCO." The staff has determined
that this system meets Criterion 3 of
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C). Thus in
light of the STS Bases discussion, P5
is inaccurate and incomplete.

I/27/97 Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for the STS
deviation based
on current
licensing basis,
system design or
operational
constraints, or
retain STS
3.6.3.2 and
Associated
Bases.
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LA1 CTS 3.7.A.5.a

CTS 4.7.A.5.a
CTS 4.7.A.5.b

CTS 3.7.A.S.a requires reducing the
containment atmosphere to less than 4X
oxygen with nitrogen gas. This
requirement is not retained in ITS
3.6.3.2. The requirement is moved to
plant procedures which are controlled
by licensee controlled programs. In
addition, the justification does not
provide adequate discussion on why this
requirement may be relocated to plant
procedures.

CTS 4.7.A.5.a and 4.7.A.5.b requires
'that the methods to measure primary
containment oxy'gen concentration
account for instrument uncertainty and
calibrating the instrument each
refueling cycle. These requirements
are not retained in ITS 3.6.3.2. These
requirements are moved to plant
procedures which are controlled by
licensee controlled programs. In
addition, the justification does not
provide adequate discussion on why
:,these requirements may be relocated to
plant procedures.

1/27/97

1/27/97

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
on why this
requirement can
be relocated to
plant
procedures, the
procedure
references and
the procedure
chan e controls.

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
on why these
requirements can
be relocated to
plant
procedures, the
procedure
reference, and
the-procedure
change controls.
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3.6.3.2-3
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LA3 CTS 3.7.A.5.c
CTS 4.7.A.5.c

CTS 4.7.A.5.a
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CTS 3.7.A.5.c and CTS 4.7.A.S.c require
that if plant control air is used to
supply the pneumatic control system,
the reactor is not started or if the
reactor is operating the reactor is
brought to COLD SHUTDOWN within 24
hours. This requirement is not
retained in ITS 3.6.3.2. The CTS
requirement and associated Surveillance
Requirements are moved to the TRM. The
change control process 'for the TRH is
not discussed in the justification. It
also appears this is a change to the
current licensing basis. No
justification was provided for
relocating the CTS requirements to the
TfN.

CTS 4.7.A.5.a requires primary
containment oxygen concentration be
measured and recorded daily. The
recording requirement is not retained
in ITS 3.6.3.2. The requirement to
record the containment oxygen
concentration is relocated to plant
procedures which are controlled by
licensee controlled programs. In
addition, the justification does not
provide adequate discussion on why this
requirement may be relocated to plant
procedures.

! Opened";.:-'''j.';.„';
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,'Cl
osed.'.".'rovide

additional
justification
and discussion
to show why this
requirement
should not be
retained in the
ITS, since it
requires a plant
shutdown.
Provide the
change control
process for the
TRM.

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
on why this
requirement can
be relocated to
plant
procedures, the
procedure
reference, and
the procedure
change control.
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H5 CTS 1.0.P
CTS 3.7.C.1
CTS 3.7.C.2
CTS 3.7.C.3
CTS 3.7.C.4
ITS 3.6.4.1
and Associated
Bases ~

CTS 3.7.C.1, 3.7.C.2 and 3.7.C.3
specify that secondary containment,
reactor zone secondary containment, and
refueling zone secondary containment
.integrity be maintained, respectively.
Secondary containment, reactor zone
secondary containment, and refueling
zone secondary containment integrity is
described and defined in CTS 1.0.P.1,
1.0.P.2 and 1.0.P.3, respectively. ITS
3.6.4.1 does not require reactor zone
or refueling zone secondary containment
integrity be maintained. The
justification states that a comb)ned
secondary containment integrity test
will demonstrate TS OPERABILITY. It
also states that due to leakage between
zones, zone integrity is difficult to
maintain. Since the current licensing
basis requires integrity in all areas,
the justification about difficulty in
maintaining zone integrity due to
leakage is unacceptable. The deletion
of these requirements based on this
justification is a beyond scope of
review for-this conversion. In
addition, the deletion of these
requirements would constitute a less
restrictive change, hot a more
restrictive change. The requirements
and description/definition of secondary

'.,Op'e'n'ed:'.,'.":P;::;;"-;;;
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Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this
administrative
change, and make
the appropriate
changes to ITS
3.6.4.1 and
Associated
Bases. See Item
Numbers 3.6.4.1-
4, 3.6.4.1-6,
3.6.4.1-7 and
3.6.4.1-8.
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LA2 CTS 4.7.C.2 CTS 4.7.C.2 requires operating the
Standby Gas Treatment System after a
secondary containment violation is

,identified and the affected zones are
isolated from the remainder of

.secondary containment to confirm the
SGT's ability to maintain the proper
vacuum. This requirement is moved to
plant procedures which are controlled
by licensee controlled programs. It is
unclear from the justification and
discussion as to why this requirement
is retained, but relocated to plant
procedures. Testing redundant systems
was deleted from TS years ago. In
addition, relocating this requirement
to plant procedures provides additional
justification for the staff concern in
Item Number 3.6.4.1-1.

1/27/97 Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
to show that
this requirement
should be
retained and
moved to plant
procedures.
Provide
procedure
references and
describe the

'rocedurechange
controls. See
Item Number
3.6.4.1-1.
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L2

CTS 4.7.C.l.a
ITS SR
3.6.4.1.3
ITS 3.6.4.1.4

CTS 3.7.C.2
ITS 3.6.4.1
RA C.l

CTS 4.7.C. l.a requires performing the
secondary containment surveillance each
refueling outage prior to refueling.
ITS SR 3.6.4.1.3 and ITS SR 3.6.4.1.4
extends the frequency by changing to
testing on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS,
which means all three SGT subsystems
are tested every 2 refueling cycles.
ITS SR 3.6.4.1.3 and ITS SR 3.6.4.1.4
reduces the STI based on Generic Letter
91-04. Generic Letter'91-04 provides
justification for changing the
refueling outage and associate SR
frequencies from 18 months to 24
months. This generic letter does not
apply in this case. Therefore, the
justification for this less restrictive
chan e is unacce table.

ITS 3.6.4.1 RA C.l is modified by a
Note stating that ITS LCO 3.0.3 is not
applicable if moving fuel assemblies in
MODES 4 and 5. The STS was developed
for a single unit not for a multi-unit
plant with a shared secondary
containment. Thus this Note to ITS
3.6.4. 1 may not be applicable for the
BFN design, and the CTS. See Item
Numbers 3.6.4.1-1, 3.6.4.1-7, and
3.6.4.1-8.

1/27/97
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Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change.

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change based on
Current
Licensing Basis,
system design,
or operation
constraints.
See Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1,
3.6.4.1-7 and
3.6.4.1-8.
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None

None

TS 3.7.C.2
CTS 3.7.C.3
CTS 3.7.C.4
CTS 4.7.C.2
STS 3.6.4.1
ACTIONS
,ITS 3.6.4.1
ACTIONS and
Associated
Bases

CTS 3.7.C.1
ITS 3.6.4.1
APPLICABILITY
and Associated
Bases

STS 3.6.4.1 ACTIONS were developed
based on a single unit, not for a
multi-unit plant with a shared
secondary containment. CTS 3.7.C.2,
3.7.C.3, 3.7.C.4, and 4.7.C.2 specify
the remedial actions to be taken in the
event that secondary containment,
reactor zone secondary containment or
refueling zone are inoperable,
including the required shutdown or ~AL

units at BFN; ITS 3.6:4.1 ACTIONS do
not reflect the CTS requirements nor is
there appropriate justification for
changing the CTS requirements when
converting to the ITS. See Item
Numbers 3.6.4.1-1, 3.6.4.1-4, 3.6.4.1-
6, and 3.6.4.1-8.

CTS 3-.7.C.1 requires maintaining
containment integrity in the reactor
zone "at all times"'xcept as noted.
ITS 3.6.4.1 APPLICABILITY is MODES 1,
2, and 3, During movement of irradiated
fuel, During CORE ALTERATIONS, and
During Operations with tlie Potential
for Draining the Reactor Yessel

,(OPDRV). The ITS changes the
APPLICABILITY and deletes the
operability requirements for NODES 4
and 5, and the defueled condition.
There is no discussion or justification
for this more restrictive change in the
APPLICABILITY. See Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1, 3.6.4.1-4, 3.6.4.1-6, and
3.6.4.1-7.

1/27/97

1/27/97

Modify ITS
3.6.4.1 ACTIONS
and Associated
Bases to conform
to the CTS
requirement and
provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for these
changes. See
Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1,
3.6.4.1-4,
3.6.4.1-6, and
3.6.4.1-8.

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this

more'estrictive

change. See
Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1,
3.6.4.1-4,
3.6.4.1-6, and
3.6.4.1-7.
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CTS 4.7.C.l.a
STS SR
3.6.4.1.1 and
Associated
Bases
ITS B.3.6.4.1
Bases
BACKGROUND

ITS SR
3.6.4.1.1
ITS SR
3.6.4.1.2
ITS SR

3.6.4.1.3
ITS SR
3.6.4.1.4
and Associates
Bases
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STS SR 3.6.4. 1.1 verifies the secondary
containment vacuum is < 0.25 inch of
vacuum water gauge on a 24 hour

.frequency. This SR has been deleted
from the ITS based on the justification
that it is a bracketed, optional
requirement. CTS 4.7.C.l.a verifies
that the secondary containment's
capability to maintain 0.25 inch of
water vacuum under certain conditions.
each refueling outage: ITS B.3.6.4.1
Bases BACKGROUND Section used the same
words as. the STS. The implication of
CTS 4.7.C.l.a and the ITS Bases wording
is that the secondary containment is
maintained at < 0.25 inch of vacuum
water gauge at all times. Therefore
the justification for deleting STS SR
3.6.4. 1.1 and the Associated Bases is
inade uate.

As a result of the change made by Item
Number 3.6.4.1-9, the numbering of the
STS SRs were changed in the ITS.
Resolution of this item will depend on
the resolution of Item Number 3.6.4. 1-
9.

:;;Opened<8":~$ .',
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Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
on deleting STS
SR 3.6.4.1.1 and
Associated Bases
based on current
licensing basis,
system design or
operational
constraints, or
modify the ITS
to include STS
SR 3.6.4.1.1 and
ITS Associated
Bases.

See Item Number
3.6.4.1-9
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A2
Hl
P56

STS SR
3.6.4.2.1
and Associated
Bases
STS SR
3.6.4.2.2
STS SR
3.6.4.2.3 =

ITS
SR3.6.4.2.1
ITS
SR3.6.4.2.2
ITS B.3.6.4.2
Bases LCO

The CTS does not contain any surveillance
requirements for SCIVs. Thus, ITS SR
3.6.4.2.1 (STS SR 3.6.4.2.2), ITS SR
3.6.4.2.2 (STS SR 3.6.4.2.3), and their
Associated Bases were added. STS SR
3.6.4.2.1, which verifies the secondary
containment manual isolation valves and
blind flanges that are required to be
closed during accident conditions are
closed, was not included in the ITS. The
associated Bases sections for STS B3.6.4.2;
LCO and SR 3.6.4.2.1 were also deleted.
The justification (P56) states that BFN
does not have this requirement, and chooses
'not to adopt it, but will maintain the
requirement under administrative controls.
This justification directly contradicts
justification A2 which states that the new
LCO will require all SCIVs to be OPERABLE
consistent with the secondary containment
OPERABILITY requirements. The bases for
secondary containment (B.3.6.4.1) requires
leak tightness to assure that the required
vacuum can be maintained. Since this
requirement is maintained by administrative

'ontrols, it can be considered part of the
current licensing basis. In addition, the
CTS for Primary Containment did not have
similar su} veillances for manual valves and
blind flanges but they were added to ITS

:: 3.6.1.3. Therefore, STS SR 3.6.4.1.1 and
associated Bases needs to be added to ITS
3.6.4.2.

I/27/97 Provide
additional
justificatio
n and
discussion
for this
more
restrictive
change that
adds STS SR
3.6.4.2.1
and the
associated
Bases to the
ITS.
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None

None
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CTS 3.7.C.2
CTS 3.7.C.3
CTS 3.7.C.4
CTS 4.7.C.2
STS 3.6.4.1
ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.4.1
ACTIONS and
Associated
Bases

CTS 3.7.C.1
ITS 3.6.4.1
APPLICABILITY
and Associated
Bases .

'::Description'..',of~ Issue:,'-":;:.e';:~)~);;;jk:":-'-"'.':".'0<.':)';,"'.;>

STS 3.6.4.1 ACTIONS were developed
based on a single unit, not for a
multi-unit plant with a shared
secondary containment. CTS 3.7.C.2,
3.7.C.3, 3.7.C.4, and 4.7.C.2 specify
the remedial actions to be taken in the
event that secondary containment,
reactor zone secondary containment or
refueling zone are inoperable,
including the required shutdown or ~L
units at BFN. ITS 3.6.4;1 ACTIONS do
not reflect the CTS requirements nor's
there appropriate justification for
changing the CTS requirements when
converting to the ITS. See Item
Numbers 3.6.-4.1-1, 3.6.4.1-4, 3.6.4.1-
6, and 3.6.4.1-8.

CTS 3.7.C.1 requires maintaining
containment integrity in the reactor
zone "at all times" except as noted.
ITS 3.6.4.1 APPLICABILITY is. MODES 1,
2, and 3, During movement of irradiated
fuel, During CORE ALTERATIONS, and
During Operations with the Potential
for Draining the Reactor Vessel
{OPDRV). The ITS changes the
APPLICABILITY and deletes the
operability requirements for MODES 4
and 5, and the defueled condition.
There is no discussion or justification
for this more restrictive change in the
APPLICABILITY. See Item Numbe} s
3.6.4.1-1, 3.6.4.1-4, 3.6.4.1-6, and
3.6.4.1-7.
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Modity ITS
3.6.4-1 ACTIONS
and Associated
Bases to conform
to the CTS

requirement and
provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for these
changes. See
Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1,
3.6.4.1-.4,
3.6.4.1-6, and
3.6.4.1-8.

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this more
restrictive
.change. See
Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-1,
3.6.4.1-4,
3.6.4.1-6, and
3.6.4.1-7.
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CTS 4.7.C.l.a
STS SR
3.6.4.1.1 and
Associated
Bases
ITS B.3.6.4.1
Bases
BACKGROUND

ITS SR
3.6.4.1.1
ITS SR
3.6.4.1.2
ITS SR
3.6.4.1.3
ITS SR
3.6.4.1.4
and Associates
Bases
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STS SR 3.6.4.1.1 verifies the secondary
containment vacuum is < 0.25 inch of
vacuum water gauge on a 24 hour
frequency. This SR has been deleted
from the ITS based on the justification
that it is a bracketed, optional
requirement. CTS 4.7.C.l.a verifies
that the secondary containment's
capability to maintain 0.25 inch of
water vacuum under certain conditions
each refueling outage.'TS B.3.6.4.1
Bases BACKGROUND Section used the same
words as. the STS. The implication of
CTS 4.7.C.l.a and the ITS Bases wording
is that the secondary containment is
maintained at < 0.25 inch of vacuum
water gauge at all times. Therefore
the justification for deleting STS SR
3.6.4.1..1 and the Associated Bases is
inade uate.

As a result of the change made by Item
Number 3.6.4. 1-9, the numbering of the
STS SRs were changed in the ITS.
Resolution of this item will depend on
the resolution of Item Number 3.6.4.1-
9.
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Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
on deleting STS
SR 3.6.4.1.1 and
Associated Bases
based on current
licensing basis,
system design or
operational
constraints, or
modify the ITS
to include STS
SR 3.6.4.1.1 and
ITS Associated
Bases.

See Item Number
3.6.4.1-9
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3.6.4.2-1 A2
Nl
P56

STS SR
3.6.4.2.1
and Associated
Bases
STS SR
3.6.4.2.2
STS SR
3.6.4.2.3
ITS
SR3.6.4.2.1
ITS
SR3.6.4.2.2
ITS B.3.6.4.2
Bases LCO

The CTS does not contain any surveillance
requirements for SCIVs. Thus, ITS SR

3.6.4.2.1 (STS SR 3.6.4.2.2), ITS SR

3.6.4.2.2 (STS SR 3.6.4.2.3), and their
Associated Bases were added. S'fS SR

3.6.4.2.1, which verifies the secondary
.containment manual isolation valves and
blind flanges that are required to be
closed during accident conditions are
closed, was not included in the ITS. The
associated Bases sections for STS B3.6.4.2,
LCO and SR 3.6.4.2.1 were also deleted.
The justification (P56) states that BFN

does not have this requirement, and chooses.
not to adopt it, but will maintain the
requirement under administrative controls.
This justification directly contradicts
justification A2 which states that the new
LCO will require all SCIVs to be OPERABLE

consistent with the secondary containment
OPERABILITY requirements. The bases for
secondary containment (B.3.6.4.1) requires
leak tightness to assur e that the required
vacuum can be maintained. Since this
requirement is maintained by administrative
controls, it can be considered part of the
current licensing basis. In addition, the
CTS for Primary Containment did not have
similar surveillances for manual valves and
blind flanges but they were added to ITS
3.6. 1.3. Therefore, STS SR 3.6.4.1.1 and
associated Bases needs to be added to ITS
3.6.4.2.

I/27/97 Provide
additional
justificatio
n and
discussion
for this
more
restrictive
change that
adds STS SR
3.6.4.2-.1
and the
associated
Bases to the
ITS.
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BFN ITS 3.6.4.2 SECONDARY CONTA SENT ISOLATION VALVES (SCIVs)

A.2

None

None

None

CTS 3.7.C.1
ITS 3.6.4.2
APPLICABILITY
and Associated
Bases

CTS 3.7.C.2
ITS 3.6.4.2
RA D.l

CTS 3.7.C.2.
ITS 3.6.4.2
ACTIONS

CTS 1.0.P.
CTS 3.7.C.1
CTS 3.7.C.2
CTS 3.7.C.3
CTS 3.7.C.4
ITS 3.6.4.1
and Associated
Bases

CTS 1.0.P.
'CTS 3.7.C.1

CTS 3.7.C.2
CTS 3.7.C.3

See Item Number 3.6.4.1-8

See Item Number 3.6.4.1-6

See Item Number 3.6.4.1-7

See Item Number 3.6.4.1-1

CTS 3.7.C.1, 3.7.C.2 and 3.7.C.3 specify
secondary containment, reactor zone
secondary containment, and refueling zone
secondary containment integrity be
maintained, respectively. Secondary
containment, reactor zone secondary
containment, and refueling zone secondary
containment is described and defined with
regards to SCIVs in CTS 1.0.P.1, 1.0.P.2
and 1.0.P.3; respectively. The CTS markup
does not include a markup of CTS 3.7.C.3
with regards to SCIVs. See Item Number
3.6.4.1-1.

-,Opened
'.-::..":;.„'/27/97

1/27/97

1/27/97

1/27/97

1/27/97

;.'Date"'";:."-,".',„,"-'',Gl,os

e'd"='.;.

:-,"'"=;::,CONNENTS': %';

See Item
Number
3.6.4.1-8

See Item
Number
3.6.4.1-6

See Item
Number
3.6.4.1-7

See Item
Number
3.6.4.1-1

Provide a
markup of
CTS 3.7.C.3
and provide
additional
justificatio
n and
discussion
for this
markup of
CTS 3.7.C.3.
See Item
Number
3.6.4.1-1.





BFH ITS 3.6.4.2 SECONDARY CO NUGENT ISOLATION VALVES (SCIVs)

iJFDSPS

pe
P27

,";CTS/STS~~~,:::)."";rp,."'.

ITS SR
3.6.4.2.1
ITS SR
3.6.4.2.2
and Associated
Bases

.'Descr.'.septi on:..""-of~Issue,-:."'-;:-.~i',.":~'-'4-;-"g"'','",::.'.'::,: >.!:,;—"",,':,-:.-:,-b~"'.k."--;(:::

As a result of the change made by Item
Number 3.6.4.2-1, the numbers of the STS
SRs were changed in the ITS. Resolution of
this item will depend on the resolution of
Item Number 3.6.4.2-1.—

.Opeiied ':.";..k<

I/27/97

-;;Dite~".::,':;-':Gl

osed ",'>

''~.'"'-''COMHENTS~ ip

See Item
Number
3.6.4.2-1.



BFN ITS 3.6.4.3 STANDBY S TREATllENT(SGT) SYSTBl

'Desc'r'i pti'on'-.of~I ssueP<-'."':~„-""-,'~',."- -'".. j'.,;::."'~<~.'"::"-,'",.',",'.'.!(,:.";-.:":;

'-,. p'en'ed,:.„'::.;,„,,
lDate <.'.:=..-.,

'.~.C I os"ed;
.'„"",:i;-,",-':i'.COMMENTS''„'»'„'.''=.

A1 CTS 3.7.B.4 CTS 3.7.B.4 specifies the actions to be
taken if one SGT is inoperable. Based
on the CTS APPLICABILITY this action
applies at all times. ITS 3.6.4.3 adds
ACTIONS C 5 E which are conditions
applicable during movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in the
secondary containment, during CORE

ALTERATION, or during OPRDRVs for one
and two SGT system(s) inoperable,
respectively. This change is
characterized as administrative change
Al - reformatting, renumbering and
editorial rewording to make the CTS
consistent with NUREG-1433. The
addition of ITS 3.6.4.3 ACTION C is a
less restrictive change from CTS
3.7.B.4 while the addition of ITS
3.6.4.3 ACTION E is less restrictive
since the CTS does not have the
equivalent to ACTION E, in CTS 3.7.B,
but would require a shutdown in
accordance with 1.0.C. Adding these
ACTIONS is a=less restrictive change
and a justification is not provided.
See Item Numbers 3.6.4.1-6, 3.6.4.3-6,
3.6.4.3-8, and 3.6.4.3-9.

I/27/97 Provide
Justification
and discussion
for these less
restrictive
changes. See
Item Number
3.6.4.1-6,
3.6.4.3-6,
3.6.4.3-8, and
3.6.4.3-9.



0
BFN ITS 3.6.4.3 STANDBY GAS TREATNENT(SGT) SYSTN

q 0 M~Pg g~ ~j w~

''.

DOCS.:i""-'l'JFDP,.F+

H2

LA1

CTS 4.7.8.2.d

CTS 4,7.8.2.e

":Desc'ription.",of/Issue;.,'f::;".';-".-:.';,~','-;"0'~A:"-.::::::g.-.:::~-:,';:-'.:"'::<-".:.'TS

4.7.8.2.d requires each SGT train
be operated a total of at least 10
hours each month. ITS SR 3.6.4.3.1
requires each SGT train be operated
continuously for ~ 10 hours with
heaters operating. awhile the
justification (H2) addresses the more
restrictive change of going from a
total of 10 hours per month to
continuously operating for at least 10
hours, no mention is made about the
addition of "with heaters operating."
There is no discussion or justification
for this more restrictive requirement
to have the heaters o eratin ,

I

CTS 4.7.8.2.e requires testing the
seals of gaskets for housing doors.
This requirement is not retained in ITS
3.6.4.3. These requirements ar'e moved
to plant procedures and/or system
operating instructions, which are
controlled by licensee controlled
programs.-

;.Dat"e":,,:-':;.:.:":.:-...':",'."''","=

-."Opene'd:;~':i'";,":,.:-';~;:,

1/27/97

1/27/97

.Cl o'se'd;;:.',.":

-;-'.<',"::';.'-:j'-".:jCOMHENTS. ":.''~"~$

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this more
restrictive
change.

Provide
procedure and/or
system operating
instruction
references and
describe the
procedure and
system operating
instruction
change controls.
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BFN ITS 3.6.4.3 STANDBY S TREATNENT(SGT) SYSTEN

>'JF,DES'i;

LA2

LA2

CTS 4.7.B.3.a

CTS 4.7.B.3.a

-;":Descr„iption) of,„-Issue":.,: ~~;::.S';~>.:'",iK':j",.:.:~."'.',-'-;=,.",p".,'~y

CTS 4.7.B.3.a requires that once per
operating cycle automatic initiation of
each branch of SGT is demonstrated from
each control room.

ITS SR 3.6.4;3.3 requires verifying
each SGT subsystem actuates on an
actual or simulated initiation signal
every 18 months.

The method used to perform the
surveillance is moved to plant
procedures which are controlled by
licensee controlled ro rams.

CTS 4.7.8.3.a requires demonstrating
once per operating cycle automatic
initiation of each branch of SGT "from
each control room." ITS SR 3.6.4.3.3
requires verifying each SGT subsystem
actuates on an actual or simulated
initiation signal every 18 months.
There is inadequate discussion and .

justification for deleting the
requirement for initiating SGT from
each control room and adding the
requirement to actuate the system using
a simulated or actual initiation
signal. This is a less restrictive
change in that one is going from the
CTS requirement or. testing from each
unit (control room) to the ITS
requirement which could be done from
only one unit all the time.

:

Ope'ned«',"'~.-'/27/97

I/27/97

"Date'j:',;<~.',
;;„C1osed'",'";::.',.'-;Q~.::COMMENTS.,",g.-$

'rovide

procedure
references and
described the
procedure change
controls.

Provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for this less
restrictive
change.



BFN ITS 3.6.4.3 STANDBY S TREATNENT(SGT) SYSTN

.!JF.Ok 4
L2

L3

None

ACTS/STS'.".':~j"'~~Pj.-',::.:„'-i

ITS 3.6.4.3
RA C.1

CTS 3.7.B.4
ITS 3.6.4.3
RA C.1
ITS 3.6.4.3
RA E.1

CTS 3.7.B.1
ITS 3.6.4.3
APPLICABILITY
and Associated
Bases

An alternative action is proposed to
suspending operations if a SGT System
cannot be returned to OPERABLE status
within seven days and movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies, CORE

ALTERATIONS, or OPDRVs are being
conducted. The alternative (ITS
.3.6.4.3 RA C.l) is to initiate
operation of the two remaining SGT
systems. The CTS does not have this
requirement. The addition of this less
„restrictive requirement .will depend on
the resolution of Item Numbers 3.6.4.1-
6, 3.6.4.3-1, and 3.6.4.3-9.

See Item Number 3.6.4.1-6, 3.6.4.3-1,
3.6.4.3-6, and 3.6.4.3-9.

-CTS 3.7.B.1 requires 3 trains of
Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System be

-OPERABLE" at all times" when secondary
containment integrity is required. See
Item Number 3.6.4.1-8 for concern about
secondary containment integrity which
also applies here. ITS 3.6.4.3
APPLICABILITY is NODES 1, 2, and 3,
During movement of irradiated fuel,
During CORE ALTERATIONS, and During
Operations with the Potential for
Draining the Reactor Vessel. There is
no discussion or justification for this
more restrictive change to the CTS
APPLICABILITY. See Item Number
3.6.4.3-6, 3.6.4.3-7, and 3.6.4.3-9.

'„'Op'en
ed"..-,;„-'-'~-"::.'„'/27/97

1/27/97

1/27/97

;-':Date'.''"..,""';;",

Cl o led'.";.
:~;($ .:

See Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-6,
3.6.4.3-1, and
3.6.4.3-9.

See Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-6,
3.6.4.3-1,
3.6.4.3-6, and
3.6.4.3-9

Provide
justification
and discussion
for this more
restrictive
change. See
Item Number
3.6.4.1-8,
3.6.4.3-6,
3.6.4.1-7, and
3.6.4.3-9





BFH ITS 3.6.4.3 STANDBY TREATNENT(SGT) SYSTBl

(DOCS'.,". ~

~J F085:

None

None

ACTS/STS j'';~gij„-"''.,'i:.

CTS 1.O.C.
CTS 3.7.B.4
STS 3.6.4.3
ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.4.3
ACTIONS and
Associated
Bases

CTS 4.7.B.3.b
ITS SR
3.6.4.3.4

'Descripti'on'"'os",-'Issue>>,-',.';.;",,':-:„.;„-=-""':-;<~:..'.8:.'.,'.:.~'::.:;g.'.k.

':> 6 .i.'c;&.'cv'.': .Y(A'.d~ «5"::%'$4';: ~c:'.~~QAvvg&'/'~4VP .>jp y')>q

STS 3.6.4.3 ACTIONS were developed
based on a single unit with two SGT
Systems not for a multi-unit plant with
a shared secondary containment (See
Item Number 3.6.4.1-7) and three SGT
Systems. CTS 3.7.B.4 specifies the
remedial actions to be taken in the
event that one SGT System is inoperable
including the required shutdown of ~AL

Units at BFN, and CTS 1.0.C specifies
the shutdown of all units if more than
one SGT system is inoperable. ITS
3.6.4.3 ACTIONS do not reflect the CTS
requirements nor is there appropriate
justification for changing the CTS-
requirements, when converting to the
ITS. See Item Numbers 3.6.4.3-1,
3.6.4.3-6, 3.6.4.3-7, and 3.6.4.3-8.

CTS 4.7.B.3.b requires demonstrating
manual operability at least once per
year of the bypass valve for filter
cooling. The CTS markup shows that CTS
4.7.B.3.b will be ITS SR 3.6.4.3.4.
ITS SR 3.6.4.3.4 requires verifying
that each decay heat removal damper can
open. The difference between the CTS
and ITS are the CTS words "bypass valve
for filter cooling" and the ITS words
"decay heat removal damper". There is
no discussion or justification to show
that these two valves are the same or
to show why the CTS bypass valve
requirement was deleted in favor of the
STS decay heat removal damper, if they
are not the same.

'-Ope'ned @-'$~)

1/27/97

1/27/97

'ate'.."''>".
.-,Cl o,s'ed;::-,'.:

$".,:ill';COMMENTS-';",".,'Ãj;

Modify ITS
3.6.4.3

ACTIONS'nd

Associate
Bases to conform
to the CTS
requirements and
provide
additional
justification
and discussion
for these
changes. See
Item Numbers
3.6.4.1-7,
3.6.4.3-1,
3.6.4.3-6,
3.6.4.3-7, and
3.6.4.3-8

Provide
additional
justification
and discuss to
show either that

~ the CTS bypass
valve for filter
cooling and the
ITS decay heat
removal damper
are the same
valve or modify
ITS SR 3.6.4.3.4
to conform to
CTS 4.7.8.3.b.
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BFN ITS 3.7. 1 Residual Heat Removal Water (RHRSW) System

0
ITEN. ¹,.'-„:; 'DOC-'.or'.=--.

JFD¹":-;

3.7.1-1A A3

Pl

BFN RESPONSE

CTS/STS",..";-'CO

CTS 3.5.C.1
3.5.C.2

ITS 3.7.1

STS 3.7.1

Description of Issue

CTS 3.5.C.1 and 3.5.C.2 specify
Actions for the RHRSW pumps and
not for the RHRSW subsystems. ITS
3.7.1 deletes the separate Actions
for the pumps and includes pumps
with the Actions for the RHRSW

subsystems in REQUIRED ACTION A
and then defaults to only
reference the RHRSW subsystems in
the other REQUIRED ACTION
statements. SJS- 3.7.1 includes
Actions for 'CHe RHRSW pumps and
Actions for the RHRSW subsystems.
The change is based on the
facility having four redundant
loops; and servicing three units.
While redundancy exists. ITS 3.7.1
Actions deviate from the STS and
CTS Actions.

Date
0 ened..

3-5-97

Date
Closed

. -',.. CONHENTS

Provide a
justification for
deviating from the CTS
limits.

The CT for one
subsystem inop seems
excessive. justify.
Why have 7 day AOTs
been eliminated?

CTS table not fully or
accurately reflected
in ITS.

This change is Less
Restrictive, not
Admin.





BFN ITS 3.7.1 Residual Heat Removal Water (RHRSW) System

0
ITEN g,.'.,; DOC or'TS/STS;:-,::.', Description of Issue

JFIS. '=""
. LCO -;.-'=".':. -'.

Date.- .

0 ened.
Date .-

Closed
COMMENTS

3.7.1-2A A3
A4

P1
to
ITS
NOTEs

BFN RESPONSE

CTS 3.5.C.1

ITS 3.7.1

STS 3.7.1

CTS 3.5.C.l requires Actions for
the RHRSW pumps and not for the
RHRSW subsystems. The ITS deletes
the separate Actions for the pumps
and includes pumps with the
Actions for the RHRSW subsystems
in Action A and then defaults to
RHRSW subsystems in the other
REQUIRED ACTION statements. ITS
3.7.1 Actions deviate from the CTS
and STS Actions. To compensate
NOTES 1 & 2 are. added, and are
conditions/requirements without
actions or CTs.

3-5-97 It appears that NOTEs
1 8 2 are inadequate
substitutes for mods
to the conditions.
NOTE 2 is inadequate
even as is: it applies
in conjunction with
NOTE 1, and this is
not apparent. Provide
justification for
these deviations from
the CTS. This change
is less restrictive.
not Admin.





BFN ITS 3.7. 1 Residual Heat Removal Mater (RHRSW) System

0
ITEN 0 .."; DOC'or, . CTS/STS .,"",:.;:,'. Description of Issue - .. :.,

JFIS-'i.-" LCO '.,-'-';.".:" *.
Date -',''.'.
0 ened-:

Date
Closed

-''COMNENTS

3.7.1-3 L3

BFN RESPONSE

CTS 3.5.C.1

ITS 3.7.1

STS 3.7.1

CTS 3.5.1 Table 3.5-1 requires a
total of five and seven OPERABLE
RHRSW pumps with two and three
units fueled respectively. ITS
3.7.1 changes the required number
of RHRSW pumps for two and three
unit fueled operations to three
and four respectively. This
change is based on the CTS 3.5.1,
Table 3.5-1, being overly,
conservative since the required
number of pumps.with two and three
units fueled is in excess of what
is needed to provide worst-case
single failure protection. The
justification is not clear that
these changes agree with the
assumptions made for the safety
anal ses.

3-5-97 Provide additional
discussion and
justification that
demonstrates this
change is within the
safety analyses.





BFN ITS 3.7.1 Residual Heat Removal Water (RHRSW) System

ITEN 8 DOC'-.or,'.;

JFIN
' CTS/STS -:-; j"

LCO
Description of - Issue ..- Date -.';

0 ened--
Date" .

Closed
-.";, -- COMMENTS,

3.7.1-4 L4

P1

BFN RESPONSE

CTS 3.5.C.1

ITS 3.7.1

STS 3.7.1

CTS 3.5.C, Table 3.5-1. provides a
30 day allowed outage time based
on the availability of equipment
in excess of normal redundancy
requirements and the low
probability of an event occurring
during the 30 day period. CTS
3.5.C requires a total of four and
six OPERABLE pumps (for the two
unit and three unit fueled
configuration). ITS 3.7.1'educes
the number of. RHRSW pumps required
OPERABLE when 'two or three units
are fueled to three and four pumps
respectively, yet retains the AOT
of 30 days. The change is based
on three unit fueled configuration
worst-case single failure being
the failure of the DG or 4 kY
shutdown board which supplies
power to the suppression pool
cooling return line valve on the
accident unit. The justification
is not clear that this change
agrees with all the assumptions
made in the safety analyses.

3-5-97 Provide additional
discussion and
justification that
demonstrates this
change is within the
safety analyses;
specifically address
the CT of 30 days (vs
7days in the STS).





BFN ITS 3.7.2 Emergency Equipment Cooling Mater (EECM) System and Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

ITEN g',-'OC; or, 'TS/STS:- '.-;

JFIS-"- LCO'.:;
.Description of Issue :: Date

0 ened:,.
Date
Closed

;.-;.:, CONHENTS

3.7.2-1A A3

P2

BFN RESPONSE

CTS 3.5.C.1
3.5.C.2

ITS 3.7.2

STS 3.7.2

STS 3.7.2 includes Actions for the
(EECW) pumps and Actions for the
(EECW) subsystems. CTS 3.5.C. 1
and 3.5.C.2 require Actions for
the (EECW) pumps and not for the
subsystems. The ITS deletes the
separate Actions for the pumps and
references pumps with the Actions
for the subsystems in CONDITION A
and then defaults to referencing
the subsystems.i.n the other Action
statements. The change is based
on the facility having four
redundant RHRSW loops: and
servicing three units. While
redundancy exists, ITS 3.7 '
Actions deviate from the STS and
CTS Actions.

3-5-97 Provide a
justification for
deviating from the CTS
limits.

The CT for one
subsystem inop seems
excessive. justify.
Why have 7 day AOTs
been eliminated?

CTS table not fully or
accurately reflected
in ITS.

This change is Less
Restrictive, not
Admin.





~
'FN

ITS 3.7.2 Emergency Equipment Cooling Water .(EECW) System and Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

ITEM g.:-': DOC'.ot;-'':
- JFlg;"

3.7.2-2A L1
A3

BFN RESPONSE

CTS/STS, ':.„.'-.',:.

LCO
":='-'-'" ': ='"'--'-'"

CTS 3.5.C

ITS 3.7.2

STS 3.7.2

Description.'of Issue

CTS 3.5.C Note (A) to CTS Table
3.5-1 requires that at least one
OPERABLE pump be assigned to each
header. The design criteria does
not require an OPERABLE pump frqm
each header. ITS 3.7.2 is less

'estrictivein that it does not
require the two subsystems (pumps)
to be from separate headers.
Either two pumps on one header or
one pump on each header are
capable of providing the required
cooling to sa'fety related
corn onents on the three units.

Date - '.'.
0 ened =

3-5-97

Date
.Closed

-. '- COMMENTS

The justification for
A3 states that RHRSW

pumps can be aligned
for EECW service. It
appears the CTS Table-
3.5-1 indirectly
addresses RHRSW-EECW
cross-connect
capability. Is there
a cross-connect
capability? If so.
how is that reflected
in the ITS?

3.7.2-3A M4 CTS
4.5.C.l.a

ITS SR
3.7.2.3

STS SR
3.7.2.3

CTS 4.5.C.1.a requires testing the
RHRSW pumps assigned to automatic
service on the EECW headers each
time the diesel generators are
tested. ITS SR 3.7.2.3 requires
verifying each required EECW pump
actuates on an actual or simulated
initiation signal. The ITS
changes the surveillance frequency
to every 18 months. Also. it is
not clear that the diesel
generator testing specified in the
CTS is comparable to the testing
required in the ITS. This change
appears to be a less restrictive
change.

3-5-87 The change in SR
frequency is not
addressed Provide
justification for the
new SR frequency.

Provide a
justification for
changing the testing
method.

BFN RESPONSE





BFN ITS 3.7.2 Emergency Equipment Cooling Water (EECW) System and Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

0
ITEN ¹;. DOC or. — CTS/STS"-.,'-,.

JFD¹" - LCO
Description of Issue Date: ..

0 ened .

Date:. ':

Closed
"- '.';-,-COMHENTS

3.7.2-4A JFD
P10

STS 3.7.2 In the ITS the CT for restoring an
inoperable EECW pump is 7 days, vs
72 hours in the STS. The extended
CT justification is based upon the
7 day CT for restoring an
inoperable DG. The 7 day CT for a
DG is a deviation from the STS.

6-3-97 The CT for the EECW

pump is based upon the
CT for the CT for the
supported DG (both CTs
are deviations from
the STS). If the DG

CT remains 7 days.
then the EECW pump CT
can remain 7 days.

BFN RESPONSE

3.7.2-5A LA3

BFN RESPONSE

CTS 3.2.B

ITS SR
3.7.2 '
3.8.1.10

STS SR
3.7.2.3

CTS 3.2.B requirements for RHRSW

(EECW) pump timers. located in CTS
Table 3.2.B/4.2.B. are included in
the ITS Requirements, Actions, and
ITS 3.7.2 SRs for. "EECW System
and UHS." ITS SR 3.7.2.3 ensures
the pump actuates on an actual or
simulated signal and includes a
test of the EECW t'imer function.
The details of that test are moved
to plant procedures. Changes to

rocedures are controlled by the
icensee controlled programs. The

plant procedures and control
rocess is not identified.

3-6-97 Provide
identification of the
procedures and change
control process.



BFN ITS 3.7.3 Control Room Emergency Ventilation (CREV) System

0
DOC; or CTS/STS.-.- Description of Issue-,
JFOg'-.-., 'LCO -; .'''::; Date

'

ened
Date'--

Closed
COHHENTS

3.7.3-1A LA1

BFN RESPONSE

CTS 4.7.E.4

ITS 3.7.3

STS 3.7.4

CTS 4.7.E.4 requires verifying the
dampers listed in CTS Table 4.2.G
operated during a simulated system
automatic actuation test. ITS
3.7.3 moves the details relating
to methods of performing the SR to
the ITS Bases or plant procedures.
Changes to the Bases are
controlled by the provisions of
the ITS Bases Control Process in
ITS Chapter 5,10; Changes to the
rocedures ar'e controlled by the
icensee controlled programs. It

is not clear where the details are
moved to (Bases or Procedures) and
what controls are used to control
changes to the re uirements.

3-6-97 Provide a discussion
and justification of
where the requirements
are moved to and how
changes to these
requirements are
controlled.



0

0



BFN ITS 3.7.4 Control Room Air Conditioning (AC) System

'TEN, 8 .'-",

3.7.4-1

DOC'.or,
JFIS.;-::.-

JFD
P7
B1

CTS/STS;,'.
LCO ': "-'-::='"

ITS 3.7.4

STS 3.7.5

Description of Issue
E

ITS 3.7.4 is added that was not
included in the CTS. ITS 3.7.4
implements Actions for the Control
Room Air Conditioning (AC) System.
While implementing the Control
Room AC System requirements, ITS
3.7.4 modifies the STS 3.7.5
Actions to include a new Condition
B and then deletes the STS 3.7.5
Conditions D and E. Adding
Condition B and deleting STS
Conditions D and' takes credit
for addition'a'T Air Conditioning
systems that are available at the
site. By including ITS 3.7.4
Condition D, when there are two
inoperable control room air
conditioning subsystems, the plant
has 24 hours to place an alternate
air conditioning system in
operation and 7 days to return one
system to operation. It is not
clear that these additional air
conditioning systems are suitable
substitutes. from a safety
standpoint. as the Control Room AC
Systems. It is not clear that the
system design and the requirements
specified in the FSAR are met by
the ITS.

Date '-
0

ened;.'-6-97

Date--
Closed

COHHENTS

Provide discussion and
justification for
deviating from the
STS.

Are BFN Units 1. 2. 8
3 reflected in ITS.
It seems unit 3 is
neglected? Would Unit
3 have Condition B?

BFN RESPONSE



0
BFN ITS 3.7.5 Hain Turbine Bypass System

DOC. or . CTS/STS ,=,
- Description of,- Issue .--

JFIS::; LCO =-':-'."'":=, .',-

No comments on ITS Section 3:7.5.

Date ''.
O

ened-='ate
=-

-'losed

~ ~ ~yrl



0



BFN ITS 3.7.6 Spent Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

=.ITEH ¹:;-:. DOC=:.or-:,CTS/STS':::::,'-'' Description .of Issue-": -,
:-. Date

JFD¹'=,". LCO'-"-::":-.;-'-:," -.".,:
.

-:-": -'.",- '': 0 ened
'ate .

Closed
".,'OMHENTS

3.7.6-1A Rl CTS 4.10.C

ITS 3.7.6

STS 3.7.8

CTS 3.10.C includes Actions and
Surveillance Requirements for
spent fuel pool water temperature
and chemistry. ITS 3.7.6 moves
these requirements to plant
controlled documents. The spent
fuel pool water temperature and
chemistry requirements are moved
to plant procedures and/or, program
governing fuel pool temperature
and chemistry, restrictions. While
this change i's consistent with the
STS. the procedures were not
identified.

2-6-97 Provide a
justification that
describes the
procedures that
include the spent fuel
pool water temperature
and chemistry
controls.

BFN RESPONSE

3 '.6-2A LA1

BFN RESPONSE

CTS 4.10.C

ITS 3.7.6

STS 3.7.8

CTS 4.10.C.1 includes details on
performing the spent fuel pool
water level Surveillance
Requirement. ITS 3.7.6 moves the
details relating to methods of
erforming Surveillance
equirements to the Bases or

procedures. Changes to the
rocedures are controlled by the
icensee controlled programs. The

specific plant procedures and
change control process were not
identified.

2-6-97 Provide a
justification that
describes the
procedures and the
controls on changes to
the procedures.



0
BFN STS 3.7.7 Hain Condenser Offgas

ITEN g,

3.7.STS6-1

BFN RESPONSE

JFD
P15

STS 3 '.6

DX or. CTS/STS; '...-

QFI5 '.-='CO - " -'-"'--
Description of'ssue

The ITS does not include STS
3.7.6. The STS requirement is
deleted because it is not
included in the CTS and plant,
experience found the condenser
offgas release rate low enough
that there is not a problem.
Past performance is not an
indication of future
acceptability. Further,
deleting this .STS requirement is
not justiA'e'd based on plant
design or operational
constraints.

Date
0 ened

'-6-97

Date '-:
Closed

- ".. ". COHHENTS

Provide a discussion
and justification for
deviating from the STS
based on a discussion
of applicability of TS
Criteria listed in 10
CFR 50.36(c).



o'-


